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ABSTRACT 

Energy consumption in buildings is affected by various aspects, including its physical 

characteristics (i.e., Interior layout, orientations, etc.), the appliances inside (i.e., 

HVAC, light, other devices.), and the ambient environment. However, the occupant’s 

behaviour that determines and regulates the building energy consumption must not be 

forgotten. In most previous researches and simulation tools (i.e., EnergyPlus, e-Quest, 

etc.), occupant behaviour is modelled as static or fixed occupancy profiles. These 

profiles are acknowledged as the main source of discrepancy between the predicted and 

actual building energy performance. Therefore, researchers attempt to model 

occupants’ presence, movement, and adaptive actions more realistically. 

 

Based on the identified knowledge gap, this research focuses on comprehensive energy 

behaviour representation in reviewing the occupant perception, attitude, and behaviour 

mechanisms considering the Theory of Reasoned Action (ToRA) model. It introduces 

a new hybrid modelling approach using an Agent-Based Modelling (ABM), System 

Dynamics (SD), and Building Information Modeling (BIM) that helps to predict the 

occupant stochastic energy consumption behaviours and indoor ambient parameters in 

the existing buildings. Moreover, it also calculates the existing building indoor layout 

impact on energy conservation behaviour through the implementation of Enablement 

intervention (i.e., Interior Layout deployment). Thus, the primary aim of this research 

is to develop an integrated framework between the ABM-SD and BIM, which is capable 

of analyzing and prompting the building’s energy conservation with improved accuracy 

by considering the dynamic influencing factors through an interdependent analysis. In 

line with this aim, five objectives were set.  
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i) To identify the theoretical framework of energy consumption behavior and mutual 

factors (i.e., social and factors related to building and layout) involved in building 

energy conservation due to dynamic human behavior (Literature Review). 

 

ii) To develop an integrated (ABM-SD-BIM) model that appraises and investigates 

the various energy consumption events with the variation of indoor parameters 

contributing to occupants' satisfaction (Java-based modelling tools: AnyLogic, 

Revit Dynamo). 

 

iii) To appraise the comprehensive energy-related behavior determinants (i.e., 

psychological and physiological) and monitor the stochastic behavior pattern for 

the building occupants (From model).  

 

iv) To investigate the influence of interior layout deployment (i.e., placement of stuff) 

on the building energy conservation under a contextual intervention (i.e., 

Enablement) for an individual and group of occupants from low-income economies 

(i.e., Bangladesh)..  

 

v) To validate the hybrid model using real data (e.g., customized sensors) and paper-

based surveys to check the model performance and improve the energy 

conservation events. 

 

The validation study has been conducted to test the behavior hybrid model with the 

visualization techniques and calculation of confusion metrics for model performance 

evaluation (i.e., Black-box approach).  
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As key outcomes, the hybrid model actively predicts the stochastic occupant presence 

and movement, comfort level, energy consumption patterns, temperatures, and CO2 

concentration in the indoor space. Moreover, it has been shown that the interior layout 

adjustment (i.e., intervention) can improve the building energy performance by 14.9%. 

In terms of energy data validation, the proposed hybrid model has been shown an 

acceptable range of accuracy with an average CV(RMSE) =10.5%, MBE=1.5%, and R2= 

0.77. In addition, referring to the confusion matrix, the proposed model has 

demonstrated exemplary performance as the average predictions reached a relatively 

good performance, approximately 70%-90%. 

 

This study adds another contribution to the existing occupant behaviour research and 

building energy optimization for enhanced simulation performance. The proposed 

hybrid model differs from other available studies in two prospects. Firstly, the model 

adopts an interior layout-based human behaviour study that considers the stochastic 

occupant attitudes and subjective norms. Secondly, the model is created together with 

the intervention and consequent validation study to promote energy savings. Thus, the 

study will help develop a flexible and comprehensive dynamic simulation platform to 

study both energy-efficient building design and occupant well-being. 

 

Keywords: Building; Occupant behaviour; Energy conservation; Agent-Based 

Modelling (ABM); System Dynamic (SD); Building Information Modeling (BIM); 

Intervention; and Validation  
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CHAPTER 1 

INTRODUCTION1 

 

1.1 General 

This chapter sets the research introduction and background, research problems and questions, 

aim and objectives, overall research design and process, research significance, contribution, 

and presents the thesis structure. 

 

1.2 Introduction 

Primary energy consumption has increased annually over the past decade. In particular, the 

construction industry accounts for a substantial part of state and global energy consumption. 

From the perspective of developed nations or countries where buildings consume around 20-

40% of primary energy [1]. For instance, buildings in the United Kingdom (UK) are 

accountable for 39% of energy usage than other European nations, which is slightly more 

significant than the average energy consumption (37%). Similarly, in the United States (US), 

the residential and commercial building sectors accounted for more than 41% of total energy 

consumption, while 74% of energy was used only for electricity in 2014 [2, 3]. Hong Kong 

building sectors contribute around 61% of total greenhouse gas emissions, constituting about 
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90% of total energy consumption [3, 4]. In Japan, energy expenses in the construction industry 

accounted for more than 28% of total energy consumption, with 13.2 % and 14.8 % in 

commercial and residential industries. As stated by the International Energy Agency (IEA), the 

construction industry in Japan became the biggest energy end-user in 1999 [5, 6]. Thus, energy 

consumption from construction and building operations is expected to boost by 1.5 percent per 

year over the 2012–2040 period under the regular communal scenario. It may double or even 

triple by 2050 compared to 2010 [7-9]. 

 

There has been an upward trend toward the building energy demand in both developed and 

developing countries concerning worldwide construction energy usage [10]. However, the 

construction industry's enormous, cost-efficient energy-saving possibilities could significantly 

restrain or even reverse as worldwide energy demand increases within and beyond 

the buildings [11, 12]. Presently, the building energy industry is essential to accelerate the 

energy-saving transformation and ensure a worldwide low-carbon future [13-15]. In order to 

significantly decrease building energy consumption, the Department of Energy (DOE) of the 

U.S. published a roadmap for HVAC technologies, highlighting top-priority projects for high-

efficiency HVAC systems. It also added sophisticated direct-current HVAC systems, low-

temperature heat pump performance, and electrochemical compressor installations [16, 17]. 

Other energy-efficient building systems, such as energy-efficient appliances [16, 18, 19], 

automation in building, and control systems, were also discussed [11]. However, neither 

essential improvements in the final energy consumption per capita from buildings nor the 

predicted reductions in energy use have been achieved [7]. This is due to the low 

implementation rate of energy-saving technologies that have been somewhat constrained by 

the higher price [20, 21]. Furthermore, some latest studies in the United Kingdom and Finland 

reported that more than 40% of the people are not attracted to the latest tools or technologies 

and therefore unwilling to buy and implement energy-saving technologies [19, 22, 23]. 

Besides, many researchers have also observed that there can be a tremendous discrepancies 

between the occupants predicted annual energy consumption and real consumption even for 

nearly identical buildings [24, 25].  

 

Thus, the latest studies in the literature highlight the importance of occupant behaviours in 

reducing building energy consumption. Occupant behaviour is characterized primarily by 

occupant energy-related actions/synergies, i.e., control of systems and appliances such as 

HVAC control, window control, blind control, lighting control, etc. [26]. The relationship 
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between occupant behaviour and energy consumption is recognized in the pursuit of overall 

satisfaction by the occupants in the latest IEA-EBC Annex 66 [27-29]. In addition, new study 

viewpoints are emerging, which aim to investigate and highlight occupant behaviour as a 

crucial impact on energy consumption in a building. It also maximizes energy-

efficient building to the same extent that technical solutions can be performed using the 

existing Building Performance Simulation (BPS) program [30, 31]. Typically, BPS can play a 

prime role in current and new buildings in analyzing and maximizing building energy 

conservation [32, 33]. It significantly impacts on the estimated energy precision [25, 34]. BPS 

is a tool for evaluating precise building data that can forecast the retrofit energy efficiency by 

generating existing models, proposing solutions, analyzing and evaluating the 

building performance [35, 36]. It is also recognized as a method and skill to enhance a project's 

efficiency and usefulness from initialization to operation and maintenance stages [26, 37]. 

Although BPS's evolving building technology has the potential to offer win-win scenarios and 

houses are currently being built in various conditions, some barriers exist to the implementation 

of existing BPS-based sustainable buildings [38-40]. 

 

1.3 Research Background 

1.3.1 Existing BPS and Occupants Behaviour 

According to IEA-EBC, Annex 53: The overall building performance is affected by six 

parameters (Figure 1.1) such as (i) building envelope, (ii) climate, (iii) energy and service 

systems, (iv) interior design conditions, (v) occupant behaviour and (vi) building operation and 

maintenance [12, 41, 42]. Most of these parameters have been studied by several scholars, and 

related latest studies are linked to BPS and occupant behaviour (OB). In addition, occupant 

behaviour is subjected to the variations between expected performance and actual performance 

of the building [43].  
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Figure 1.1 Key factors influencing accurate building Energy Prediction 

 

In fact, BPS is a significantly efficient and cost-efficient option for analyzing and improving 

the building design and systems, where a precise input on occupant behaviour is fundamentally 

essential [24, 30]. The key advantages acquired from the BPS-based energy simulations in 

buildings are shown in Figure 1.2. 

 

Figure 1.2 Core benefits obtained from BPS 
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Additionally, BPS can be used in the operating stage to check the real building performance 

and diagnose building techniques that may not work correctly [44, 45]. If refurbishment or re-

modelling is required during the maintenance stage, the most energy-efficient retrofit model 

can be identified within the BPS tools [26]. In other words, BPS can be used to assist the faults 

finding in HVAC operation and predict possible energy savings. It is associated with system-

level modifications, building redesign and retrofit options in order to expand the overall 

building performance [46]. 

 

However, there are a few constraints on the use of BPS in the building lifecycle operations 

stage [30]. For instance, an energy-advanced building assessment (e.g., net-zero-energy 

building) indicates that some real building performance is not similar to planned or designed 

performance [24]. Another constraint is the inability of BPS to simulate realistic building 

performance. In order to achieve more precise outcomes [25], it is necessary to simulate 

building energy efficiency under practical circumstances, including stochastic occupant 

behaviour [47, 48]. Occupant behaviour (OB) is typically described by occupant-building 

energy-related associations, i.e., lighting/Fan control, window/blind control, etc. [26]. The 

relationship between occupant behaviour and energy consumption is ascribed to the pursuit of 

overall satisfaction by the occupants from the latest IEA-EBC Annex 66 [27]. 

 

1.3.2 Problems with Existing BPS Program 

In particular, a prevalent and significant source of error in existing BPS tools under realistic 

circumstances is inaccurate or misleading input associated with occupant behaviour and 

building operation [49]. Therefore, it is essential to understand the discrepancy between actual 

and simulated behaviour [50]. Usually, occupant behaviour in the BPS program is represented 

by setting indoor temperature, scheduling equipment, lighting, and HVAC systems [31, 45]. 

These are highly variable and totally unpredictable for individual occupants or groups of 

occupants [38, 51]. These parameters, meanwhile, also have a significant impact on real energy 

consumption and total building energy performance [41, 52]. Now-a-days, BPS incorporates 

occupant behaviour has the ability to achieve yield performance near to the real building [53]. 

Improving the knowledge of occupant behaviour is therefore essential for assessing its 

influence on the overall output of the building [26, 42]. 
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In order to understand the energy-behaviour interaction, the latest studies in residential 

and commercial buildings have found that occupants behaviour within an indoor atmosphere 

has a twofold impact. For instance, the impact relates to overall building energy performance 

and the occupants comfort with the quality of the indoor environment [54]. Subject to this 

energy-comfort connection, researchers no longer have the luxury of treating occupant-related 

factors as a boundary condition; in other words, following default assumptions about 

occupants' behaviour in energy modelling (in the BPS tool) is disappeared. Intrinsically, in the 

latest simulation studies, the method of simulating occupant behaviour has gained growing 

attention, with several advanced modelling approaches that have been applied to mimic the 

conduct of occupants in buildings research [28, 44, 55-57]. 

 

1.3.3 Advanced Behaviour Modelling Approach 

Several short-term or advanced variables have been studied while considering the step-by-step 

behaviour modelling approach. Generally, the occupancy interactions with the building 

systems have influenced variables that are divided into three primary categories, i.e., time-

related, environmentally related, and random. The time-related factors understand the routine 

of the occupants [44]. Occupancy and interactions with building systems are thus affected by 

daytime and day of the week. The factors relevant to the environment include a physical 

element attributed to the features and place of the building. Some examples of environmental 

variables are solar orientation, envelope, building layout, and the surrounding environment. 

Due to problems connected with quantifying and observing, psychological variables have been 

rarely assessed in the occupant behaviour model [46, 54]. Besides, there are two types of OB 

models that are used, i.e., implicit and explicit [38]. Implicit models deal directly with rules 

and regulations related to physical building systems (e.g., lights and windows) and include (i) 

probability calculations, (ii) statistical assessment, (iii) linear and logistical regression (iv) 

occupancy-based control models (i.e., sub-hourly), and (v) Bayesian estimates. Explicit models 

address the rules and logic directly associated with the occupants, and it includes: (i) Bernoulli 

process, (ii) Agent-based modelling, (iii) Markov chain, and (iv) Survival assessment.  

 

Hong et al. [40] and Yan et al. [24] afford a detailed overview of the present state of modeling 

and simulation of single or multiple occupant behaviour. Solutions that go beyond the 

conventional behavioural data inputs in various BPS programs, such as deterministic or fixed 

occupancy schedules, thermostat configurations, HVAC schedules, lighting, and plug-loads 

schedules, are required to count for the stochastic or random nature of the occupant decision-
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making process[58]. Some of the more advanced energy modelling techniques include 

modified or customized code, tools and the co-simulation(Co-Sim) approach. Co-simulation 

allows a more realistic and accurate depiction of occupant behaviour [38]. Co-Sim's purpose is 

to combine two or more simulation tools, offering an atmosphere for information exchange 

between the subsystems [59].   

 

Overall, each advanced behaviour modelling approach involves benefits and limitations. A 

developed model may be unrealistic while implementing into a behaviour simulation tool as 

the model data sources are not promptly accessible, i.e., consideration/development of 

improper behaviour in architecture. Nevertheless, occupant behaviour might be addressed 

quantitatively at a specific range, regardless of its complex and stochastic nature, through a 

method for scientific models' development.  

 

1.3.4 Development of Occupant Behaviour in Architecture 

The building occupant is a vital part of our built environment, and its importance in building 

construction research has recently begun to advance concern. The research findings on 

occupant behaviour in architecture due to comfort and adaptive control [60], lighting control 

[61], operable window control [62], and shading control[63] are quite a few research subjects 

that started to investigate behavioural influences and occupant behaviour in building operation. 

Nevertheless, there are not many cases where this understanding of occupant behaviour plays 

a complete role in the decision-making process. At the beginning of the building construction 

process, occupant behaviours like occupancy-based operation schedules play an essential role 

in the planning stages. It is also related to overall building performance throughout the building 

life cycle. For instance, occupant behaviours can cause the wear and tear of building 

architecture and might affect the individual spaces and microclimate, which are intimately 

linked to the overall building energy performance. Furthermore, there are extensive behaviour 

assumptions that can be useful to know proper behaviour pattern related to different social 

contextual factors (e.g., age, gender, and ownership types etc.) that influence the occupant 

comfort and energy consumption attitude on existing indoor layout systems. The objective of 

the research is to expose the salient human behaviours in buildings indoor environment, as well 

as their implications for overall energy performance or conservation. Hence, the study 

highlights the emergence of human behaviour and its rising part in shaping building energy 

conservation tasks and research. 
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1.3.5 Occupant Behaviour Role’s (OB) in Energy Conservation 

Energy conservation is generally recognized among energy lawmakers. It is described as 

reduced energy usage through lower energy responses, such as enforcing vehicle speed limits. 

In the construction sector, the existing methods of energy conservation mainly concentrate on 

accomplishing its targets by systems-adapted optimization. Nevertheless, this study focuses on 

energy conservation from a separate perspective by highlighting human-oriented perspectives, 

based on the assessment of significant conservation issues that ignore the actual energy usage 

of occupants [64]. This is due to keeping the quality of energy response to the consumers 

appears that play a vital role in the building's energy efficiency. For example, a lower-quality 

energy response, such as inadequate heating or cooling in interior space, will enhance the 

dissatisfaction of occupants with their thermal comfort and increase control over their thermal 

environment. A typical example of such a control is using a personal fan or space heater, which 

will assist regain the occupants comfort level and make higher energy consumption. Through 

occupant control of the built environment, this behaviour is a standard form of a rebound impact 

that is opposed to building energy conservation whatever of the good efficiency gained by the 

mechanical systems [65]. It also lessens the ability to make good projections of building energy 

requirements in the early design stage, which is crucial in making design judgments related to 

energy saving or conservation. 

 

Therefore, this research aims to explore energy conservation at the occupant user level by 

developing an integrated framework between the ABM-SD and BIM, which will be quantified 

the building energy efficiency and effectiveness at the systems level. The activity is built on 

Ackoff’s systems idea, where a system is an operational whole that cannot be separated into 

independent components [66]. Hence, a building might be regarded as a dynamic, whole 

operational, and composed of subsystems that construct a hierarchy in the subsequent logic: 

active systems (occupants or human beings) that intently interact with deterministic systems 

(mechanisms) and are then affected by social systems, which are all controlled in ecological 

systems [66]. The system's success is to ensure that the subsystems are incorporated to build a 

synergy to achieve a common target. This study seeks to predict stochastic energy consumption 

in buildings space by considering occupant behaviours. 

 

Regarding thermal predictability in most mechanically conditioned buildings, several 

systematic studies argue that occupants are more satisfied with the various thermal conditions 
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or they feel the necessity to respond due to the changing of environmental stimuli [67, 68]. The 

concept of adjustment is not a new trend; ancient inhabitants in Mesa Verde caves and Persian 

Plateau courtyard dwellings shifted within the indoor space to adjust to changing seasonal and 

diurnal climatic environments [69]. This is also the theory behind the adaptive comfort model 

that highlights the occupants enhanced tolerance to the abrupt environment through their 

thermal adjustment [70]. Along with the building occupants, adaptation can also be 

demonstrated as the active control of their adjacent thermal conditions to enhance the comfort 

level in a workspace (similar to the prior example of occupants operating personal fans or space 

heaters). The behaviours that are correlated with these events of active control are a primary 

concern because they identify the microclimate of an individual’s indoor space along with 

control energy used in the building. A limited number of earlier studies specify this correlation 

between building energy performance and human behaviour [71-73], which will be expounded 

later in the study. Accordingly, a better knowledge of occupant behaviour will assist in 

stimulating an advanced energy prediction model. This explicit intention would contribute to 

improved systems design and control algorithms with a proper intervention approach. From a 

different point of view, one could also forecast energy inadequacies caused by occupant 

behaviour, allowing engineers and architects to better formulate the occupant control (i.e., 

through several interventions) at an early design stage [71]. 

 

1.3.6 Intervention Design 

It is evidenced that occupant behaviour assumes a significant position in energy consumption 

levels. Earlier research on different intervention strategies to change individuals' practices 

shows productive approaches to sustainable development. There are extensive energy 

behaviour hypotheses that can be useful to know proper energy usages, remarkably the Theory 

of Reasoned Action, namely ToRA [72, 73] and later the Theory of Planned Behaviour (TPB), 

these are generally utilized and analyzed [74, 75]. To expand the benefits of progress, an 

intervention should be made with a comprehensive knowledge of human behaviour to be 

changed or transformed, and also the factors of this behaviour might be explored [76-78]. In 

line with this, Occupant Centred Design (OCD) techniques (i.e., interior layout adjustment) 

can add to additionally seeing how and why individuals’ occupants use energy [79, 80], and 

this information can advise the plan regarding interventions to advance energy conservation. 

Fogg [81, 82] presents the target direction on the plan of interventions associated with the 

Persuasive Systems Design Process [83] that can add to the advancement of effective 

applications to change individuals' behaviour and improve sustainability. This information, 
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together with general behaviour transformation techniques (i.e., layout modification), design 

with target tools, and design for efficient behaviour procedures, have been utilized as 

motivation for the improvement of the interventions exhibited. 

 

Moreover, occupants Interior Layout deployment is one of the design efforts between 'design 

development' and 'scheme design' in the initial design phase. It is a significant part of the 

building that affects the overall building energy consumption in the future. Thus, In this study, 

building Interior Layout is characterized as the interior collocation of various spaces, 

incorporating inside arrangements, the position of interior furniture, and equipment just as 

room geometry [84]. Earlier reports have demonstrated that there is an incredible gap between 

energy-saving prospects and data availability to help design in the early stage [85, 86]. As one 

significant task in the early design stage, Interior Layout is required to have a great possibility 

of energy saving. In addition, a few analyses have attempted to assess the impacts of building 

interior Interior Layout on building energy performance [79, 87, 88]. All investigations have 

shown that layout can significantly affect building energy performance. In any case, the greater 

part of these analyses is mixed space design with different factors, for example, occupants 

movement and operation strategy [26], window to wall ratio [89], and shading framework[90]. 

It makes it problematic to evaluate the effect of Interior Layout dependent on the existing 

research. It is fundamental to confine the space plan from different parameters to completely 

recognize its impact on the energy performance of a building. This comprehensive study targets 

breaking down the unfinished effect of occupant Interior Layout on building energy 

performance through the indoor layout-based intervention strategy. As an appropriate 

intervention strategy, this study takes into attention the Enablement intervention that is mainly 

considered the advance opportunity or minimizing the barriers/obstacles to perform the human 

energy related tasks. Here layout deployment or re-organized the layout has been anticipated 

so occupant may prompt towards the energy savings intention.  

 

 

1.3.7 Uncertainties of Occupant Behaviour 

Although various intervention strategies have been implemented for human behaviour studies, 

several uncertainties still exist for building occupant behaviour research. Occupant behaviours 

are usually abundances made that are naturally transient and random. Simon has classified the 

uncertainties of occupant behaviour as the events and phenomena in an atmosphere where they 

are regarded as random because we merely have no better way of distinguishing them [91]. 
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The attempt to understand the behaviours and behavioural uncertainties – especially in the 

context of the built environment – has gained admirable opinion in the building science society. 

Human behavioural prediction models can be made through literal study in other fields, 

believing that the behaviour of interest is explicitly described [72]. Fortunately, a small number 

of latest studies have exhibited promising improvements in uncertainty assessment using 

computer simulation [28, 29, 91-94]. This study aims to reveal these theoretical and 

methodological constructions on a building's occupant behaviour prediction. 

 

Due to the complication (behavioural uncertainty) of occupant behaviour prediction, Simon 

claimed methods of simplification and abstraction without a complete analysis of the interior 

environment, as the behavioural character seems like only a few properties of the whole [91]. 

This is similar to how a mathematical model is reduced to simple equations, which is less 

interpretation of the interior environment and its internal connectivity, but more of the 

occurrence of interest. These simplification and abstraction are also explained in Poincare’s 

discussion, where he described the rationale by repeating a single formula that comprises an 

infinite number of logical cases [95]. German theorist Schlick also ensured that using 

simplicity, researchers succeed in demonstrating a series of understandings through a simple 

formula or several reliabilities [96]. For a particular methodology or abstraction, the application 

of probability distribution (mainly used for the stochastic method) is extensively used for 

uncertainty assessment, such as in occupant behaviour predictions [97]. 

 

Although simplification and abstraction can become ambiguous and virtual, the usage of 

statistics looks to be reasonable for the decision-making process in various areas. The actual 

challenge is recognizing the activity phenomena and the characteristics or attributes (variables) 

that trigger occupants, i.e., understanding ‘what’ to forecast and ‘what’ suggests them. This 

method can sometimes be unforeseen, raising the tension by presenting high uncertainty. As a 

possible direction, this study assumes the mood of the social-constructivist method, which 

maintains the scientific understanding that incorporates both social and natural events [98]. 

This is because the behavioural perception in buildings is not expressed in a single causal 

connection but is complexly interconnected with numerous links – elements that form the 

psychological, physical, social, cultural, etc. Along the lines of ideas for social constructivism, 

H.M. Collins recommended a research approach, such as survey questionnaires and other 

methods for gathering knowledge about the groups. It was built on the hypothesis that 

beneficial knowledge could be achieved by exploring the behaviour itself and the environment 
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or surroundings in which it occurs and the rules of thumb for resolving complex challenges. 

For example, it is described as an intelligent knowledge-based system or an expert system that 

encourages artificial intelligence research [98]. As a combined social and scientific model 

construction approach, this study considered both phycological and non-phycological 

parameters through an appropriate hybrid modelling method.  

 

1.4 Research Problem/Problem Statements 

Even though the background mentioned above, approaches and uncertainties to the building 

energy monitoring field encompass numerous difficulties or challenges that should be resolved 

effectively. The energy usage of a building is highly dynamic and relies on different 

parameters, for example, environment, climate, and people that persistently influence the 

building energy performance during the entire life cycle. To break down these components, the 

integrated methodology needs to simulate to understand the impacts of variables arising during 

the whole life cycle of a building. For accomplishing this, the modeling structures should cover 

a system approach and need to support message or data exchange over the agent-based, system 

dynamics and building information modelling that captures the various elements in the building 

energy analysis. To summarize, the considerable difficulties or issues that exist in the existing 

occupant behaviour study in building energy are: 

 

i)  Lack of flexibility in the existing simulation method: 

 

Precise methods for estimating and observing energy usage in the building operation and 

maintenance stage are critical because this stage consumes the amplest energy. Therefore, it 

gives the most extreme ways of receiving energy-efficient systems [30, 99]. Notwithstanding, 

the current energy simulation tools allow static parameter which doesn't represent the dynamic 

behaviour of building frameworks and the occupants. Even though few co-simulation 

approaches are created to address this, however, the available designs also have several 

constraints. It doesn't enable an architect to incorporate a simulation model of their choice, 

which indicates the opportunity of reusing existing modeling systems. Moreover, the existing 

frameworks comprise an initiating approach that doesn't enable the modelers to address the 

overall frameworks’ adjustment effectively [28, 100]. At last, the current methodology or 

model in the building energy study area doesn't give a feasible or flexible choice to projects 

and models to run on controlled workstations while accessible data are exchanged one to 

another. 
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ii) Lack of a system approach in the ABM-SD based energy management:  

 

The energy consumption in a current building should be examined by considering the 

integrated way to deal with capturing the significant connections of the existing parameter 

between the various energy-saving requirements. Current methods consider the single ABM 

model with some static natural/environmental parameter and end accumulating evaluations of 

energy requirements and determine the conclusion dependent on that. However, this 

methodology misses the loss of the impacts of dynamic events, for example, indoor building 

performance and occupant perception and cognitive activity during the operation stage [101]. 

The perfect way should be to visualize the impacts of inter-connections between various 

energy-related activities inside or indoor building environments, consequently giving 

alternatives to implement improved energy-saving approaches. 

 

iii) Lack of understanding about the relationship between the interior layout and 

occupant energy behaviour actions:  

 

Some earlier investigations have considered the effect of building conditions and explicit 

design features [79, 102, 103]. The Interior plan and design of the space have numerous effects 

on occupants and their interaction within the building frameworks, so it could influence 

building energy utilization. A few studies have underlined the thorough impact of interior 

layout deployment on human behaviour [104, 105]; however, its link or relation to the occupant 

energy usage behaviour has not been completely realized. Moreover, in earlier studies, new 

and existing buildings layout considerably accounts for a high amount of energy demand, and 

building energy refurbishment is essentially required to be energy utilized effectively [56, 57]. 

Therefore, this research suggests studying the existing interior layout plan and how it could 

influence or reduce the building energy consumption through a contextual intervention for a 

specified case study location.  

 

iv) Lack of qualitative occupant behaviour research than quantitative: 

 

As a rule, utilizing both quantitative and qualitative information is inevitable. However, most 

of the current research used quantitative research techniques. In earlier studies, the researcher 

concentrated more on "what" occupant behaviour is instead of "how" and "why" occupant 
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behaviour is created [106]. It needs to be noticed that, to reduce the effect of human behaviour 

on building energy consumption, it is important to have a comprehensive investigation of the 

structure pattern of occupant energy behaviour, which implies the need of mix methods 

techniques. Recently, a few researchers started to understand the significant role of mixed 

methods techniques in investigating the nature of occupant energy behaviour [57, 106]. It tends 

to be argued that mixed-method techniques in the field of energy-related occupant behaviour 

are still in its early stages. 

 

v) Lack of accurate data involve in ABM-SD validation:  

One of the significant difficulties for the earlier part of the research studies using an ABM 

approach in the absence of real data. There are a few scholars who validated their ABM or 

behaviour models using realistic data [12]. In addition, much of the time, the model depends 

on an example or improved model that may prompt questions about whether the simulated 

agent will play out the behaviour in which genuine occupants do, consequently prompting 

inadequacy in model reliable quality. A few numbers of models' validation or verification 

studies have been seen in the earlier literature. In [107], a validation study was led to assess the 

ABM, which depends on Perceptual Control Theory (PCT). The model outcomes were seen as 

practically identical to the field estimations for individual and accumulated projections. 

However, the model just assumed thermally adaptive behaviour, and just selected behaviours 

were validated. Putra et al. [108] studied the effect of load shedding on human comfort and 

behaviour using the ABM approach. The ABM model involved mixed agents/operators and 

perception capabilities along with a few simulation states. However, just four of the simulation 

states were analyzed with calculated data, and the test outcomes failed to illustrate an adequate 

degree of precision. 

 

1.5 Research Questions 

 

The following questions will be answered during the study: 

 

i) What is the current background of study associated with building energy usage by 

occupants, and how does it influence the potential approaches that guide the energy-

saving behaviour through an intervention technique? 
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Technology alone won't accomplish building energy conservation purposes. People and their 

energy-related behaviour in buildings should be appreciated for better energy performance. In 

spite of numerous studies turning about human behaviour relation and building energy 

performance, the knowledge of occupant behaviour and its position in building energy 

performance stays complex, unclear, and conflicting. Along these lines, more research spotlight 

should be put into combining essential human elements into energy strategy formation. For 

instance, selected intervention systems, i.e., building layout, and information programs for 

tenants or residents, need to be considered to improve existing building energy consumption. 

Moreover, interventions reviewed include the provision of information, enablement, feedback, 

and rewards, all of which aim to change individuals’ knowledge and perceptions of energy 

conservation activities. 

 

ii) What are the critical energy-related determinants (i.e., Bengali cultural 

background), and how are these determinants associated with the building operation 

phase? 

 

Occupant behaviour on building energy consumption is very complex as it is reliant on several 

factors or determinants. Rapidly growing, particularly in developing nations, the building 

occupants provide the major, most cost-effective possibilities for energy efficiency and the 

most significant co-benefits. A wide-ranging state of the art review of more than 128 articles 

documented or marked by the author to identify the impact of occupant behaviour on energy 

consumption. It suggests that personal (i.e., psychological, physiological), climatic (i.e., 

physical, environmental), economic, social, and legal parameters in cooperation with building 

plan and design criteria are the main features considered by numerous researchers across the 

globe. Inadequacy of information about significant determinants of energy used in the 

building's operation phase is treated as a substantial hindrance to promoting overall energy 

performance.  

 

iii) What extent an integrated framework (ABM-SD-BIM) would be robust enough 

to support the upgrading of planned behaviour modeling?  

 

The modelling and simulation of complex (social and group) behaviours in residential 

buildings with occupant comfort and appliance operation are not insignificant. Hence, the 

research aim is to propose an integrated or hybrid framework to facilitate more realistic 
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occupant behaviour. Even though occupant behaviour is challenging to model due to occupants' 

randomness or stochastic and unpredictable nature, it is essential to explore the common pattern 

of their behaviour and represent the robust data with System Dynamics (SD), ABM, and BIM 

tools. In the context of building energy efficiency and built environment, particularly in 

residential houses, the key driving factor that variations of occupants behaviour are their 

physical comfort in contrast to other norms such as social aspects or economic concerns.  

 

iv) What is the acceptance of suggested energy-saving practices (interventions), and 

how an interior layout deployment can be influenced by the individual or a group of 

people? 

 

Several efforts have been built to change occupant behaviour over design-led interventions to 

bound its climatic or environmental problems. Moreover, there is a deficiency of knowledge 

of occupants insights and perceptions of building interior layout regarding the particular 

intervention context. This context includes culture, habits, economy, and level of influence (LI) 

of the energy uses as well as behaviour-changing appliances. Moreover, specific contextual 

intervention (e.g., economy or ownerships) also influences the energy-saving practices for the 

group of occupants, i.e., tenants and landlords. 

 

Only an empirical (changes in windows, door, orientation, layout, etc.) intervention-based 

approach might not be significantly influenced the occupant energy savings prospects.  Both 

physical and phycological parameters have combinedly involved the usefulness and suitability 

of the proposed intervention. So, the study highlights a primary step for promoting energy 

conservation using the most acceptable interior layout deployment and human perception as 

the wide-ranging design concepts to tap the stockholder by providing improved and sustainable 

usage experiences.  

 

v) How can the developed hybrid models (ABM-SD framework) be validated using 

real data to ensure it’s representativeness or performance? 

 

The validation and verification (V&V) of simulation models are extremely important. 

Validation usually ensures that the right model has been built, whereas verification involves 

the model being debugged to ensure it works correctly. Hence, a validation methodology is 

required for the model to implement in a behaviour study. The validation and fit of the proposed 
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behaviour model are highly critical to make it a representative model to be used during 

simulations. Importantly, as most of the previous ABM studies stayed on synthetic data and 

facts, this study aims to fill this gap by offering an integrating method or technique for a hybrid 

validation approach. It is built on the improved model in terms of model evaluation and realistic 

data collection. 

 

1.6 Research Aim & Objectives 

 

1.6.1 Research Aim 

The primary aim of this research is to develop an integrated framework between the ABM-SD 

and BIM, which is capable of analyzing and prompting the building’s energy conservation with 

improved accuracy by considering the dynamic influencing factors through an interdependent 

analysis. 

 

1.6.2 Research Objectives 

 

To achieve the overall aim, the following objectives are outlined.  

 

i) To identify the theoretical framework of energy consumption behaviour as well as 

common factors (i.e., factors related to building and layout) involved in building energy 

conservation due to dynamic human behaviour (Literature Review). 

 

ii) To develop an integrated (ABM-SD-BIM) model that appraises and investigates 

various energy consumption events with the variation of indoor parameters contributing to 

occupants' satisfaction (Java-based modelling tools: AnyLogic, Revit Dynamo). 

 

iii) To appraise the comprehensive energy-related behavioural determinants (i.e., 

psychological and physiological) and monitor the behaviour pattern of the building occupants 

(From model).  

 

iv) To investigate the influence of interior layout (i.e., placement of stuff) on the building 

energy conservation under a contextual intervention (i.e., Enablement) for an individual and 

group of occupants from low-income economies (i.e., Bangladesh).  
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v) To validate the hybrid model using real data (e.g., customized sensors) and paper-based 

surveys to check the model performance and improve the energy conservation events. 

 

 

1.7 Research Process 

The research process adopted for this study is divided into various stages.  

 

The first stage of the research study contains the theoretical background (systematic review 

of the literature) on occupant behaviour studies, identifies overall behaviour factors, active and 

passive energy behaviour, BIM-BPS tools for behaviour research, existing behaviour models 

and analysis, intervention techniques for building energy conservation, and the influence of 

interior layout for household energy performance. 

 

The second stage includes the establishment of the research background, describing the 

research gap, research problem, stating the research aim and objectives, and design of the 

research methodology. This preliminary stage of the study was developed through a detailed 

literature review and discussions with academic supervisors and research colleagues. 

 

The third stage of the research study involves a detailed description of the research 

methodology. This includes the research strategy and approach, research technique, and 

methods.  

 

The fourth stage is to develop an integrated behaviour model (ABM-SD-BIM) to facilitate 

the comprehensive occupant behaviour simulation. Though occupant behaviour is problematic 

to model due to the stochastic or random nature and variability of occupants, so it is essential 

to explore the common behaviour pattern and represent the useful information using System 

Dynamics (SD) and ABM.  

 

The fifth stage contains the experimental section, which will represent an intervention and 

sequence of simulation experiments that test the model for validation using real data. Since the 

proposed integrated model is a simulation-based approach, so a validation/verification 

framework is required to improve the reliability, trustworthiness as well as robustness of the 

model. It involves a time interval data record and observation of ambient environmental factors 
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(i.e., temperature, CO2, etc.), occupant energy consumption, and behaviours pattern due to 

layout deployment.  

 

The study of model outcomes using the true ambient, behaviour, and energy consumption data 

can be utilized to evaluate the performance as well as adjust the rules and settings of the ABM. 

The whole validation works explore how a specific occupant reacts or responds to the dynamic 

environment and assesses the model data through a complete yield assessment. In that way, the 

overall research design has been further demonstrated in the following section.
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1.9 Expected Research Contribution to Body of Knowledge 

 

i) Understanding the behaviour waves; a salient factor challenges with building energy 

modeling impacts. 

ii) Contributing to the literature on the relationship between occupancy and building 

energy efficiency. 

iii) An integrated platform between ABM-SD-BIM for the promotion of behaviour 

modeling of building energy conservation. 

iv) Understanding human psychology, preferences, and decision-making will enable policy 

makers and other stakeholders to plan and manage overall building layout and energy 

management through the framework. 

v) The model will help to identify the components with the highest contributions to the 

energy consumption of a building (e.g., physical, energy behaviour, interventions for energy 

conservation). 

 

The combined model will be established the probability of using tools or appliances in the 

occupant-built environmental area. The proposed integrated model also captures the broader 

aspects of occupant behaviour paradigms while applying the multiple interventions (layout, 

persuasions, etc.), which may also motivate further development of thoughts and ideas. In the 

context of building energy efficiency and built environment, specifically in residential 

households, the main driving issue that changes occupants behaviours is their physical or 

thermal comfort in disparity to other conditions such as social or economic concerns.  

 

The findings will be drawn from low-income cultural backgrounds and could also be applied 

to other developing countries or other regions. The fact is that most of the countries share 

similar energy behaviour in terms of social and economic characteristics. 

 

In contrast, because of the complex system of occupant behaviour, it is hard to show each and 

every probability with one technique. Subsequently, the modeling approach to occupant 

behaviour relies upon the degree and motivation behind the study. Actually, this point has been 

drawn by various specialists' in the past few years. Among various occupant behaviour 

modleing techniques, ABM was advised by numerous researchers as one of the best 

approaches. As indicated by [12], ABM can focus on different behaviour together and represent 

both individual and group level relations of independent agents. Especially, agents in ABM 
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can recreate or reform people by combining qualities of the surrounding condition and 

adjusting to accomplish a specific objective. On the other hand, with other simulation methods, 

ABM starts and finishes with the agent's point of view. Agents have their very own attributes, 

including behaviour and practices, and sensations. Also, they have the capacity of associating 

with their surroundings condition and different agents that are managed by a characterized set 

of rules. These rules are established to simulate agents' relations, interactions, and behaviour.  

 

1.10 Structure of Report 

This thesis is organized into seven chapters.  

 

Chapter One offers the introduction, background of the study, problem statements, research 

questions, research aim and objectives, overall research design, and contribution.  

 

Chapter Two presents a comprehensive review study on occupant behaviour literature through 

a systematic analysis. 

 

Chapter Three offers the adopted overall research process/methodology. Chapters 4-5 build 

on this overview and explain the methods thoroughly in each chapter. 

 

Chapter Four offers the step-by-step process for ABM-SD-BIM-based hybrid model 

construction along with model demonstration.  

 

Chapter Five explains the interventions and validations studies for occupant behaviours study 

that incorporates the experimental structure, data collection, model performance test using 

evaluation/confusion matrix, and survey questionnaire.  

 

Chapter Six explains the detailed results and discussions about the simulated and experimental 

outputs along with collaborative discussions.  

 

Chapter Seven gives a summary of the research conclusions based on the specific objective, 

as well as it also presents research limitations, recommendations, and future research for the 

occupant behaviour study. 
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1.11 Chapter Summary 

 

This chapter presented a general overview of the research along with the context/background, 

research problem, questions, aim and objectives, scope, overall research design, study 

contribution, and structure of the thesis. 
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CHAPTER 2 

LITERATURE REVIEW2 

 

 

2.1 General: 

Based on purpose, the study on occupant behaviour (OB) and energy performance can be split 

into numerous groups or clusters. One group is to understand the occupants psychology toward 

environmental conditions by distinguishing and evaluating the key stimuli that impact the 

building energy-related behaviour. It is very prosperous that research subjects moved from 

social science and psychological investigation to modeling building occupant behaviour and 

energy simulation, which proposes a change of research motivations from qualitative to 

quantitative study or modelings. In recent years, several approaches or models have been 

developed for occupant behaviour study. The following sections will be described in detail 

literature about the existing BPS and occupant behaviour model or approach. 

 

2.2 BPS and Co-Simulation Based Model 

2.2.1 Stand-alone BPS tools 

 
2This Chapter is partly published and under review in: 

 

1. Uddin, M.N.; Wei, H.-H.; Chi, H.L.; Ni, M. Influence of Occupant Behavior for Building Energy 

Conservation: A Systematic Review Study of Diverse Modeling and Simulation 

Approach. Buildings 2021, 11, 41. https://doi.org/10.3390/buildings11020041 

 

2. Uddin, M. N., Wang, Q., Wei, H. H., Chi, H. L., & Ni, M. (2021). Building information modeling (BIM), 

System dynamics (SD), and Agent-based modeling (ABM): Towards an integrated approach. Ain Shams 

Engineering Journal. http://dx.doi.org/10.1016/j.asej.2021.04.015  

 

3. Uddin, M N, Anwer, S, Wei, H-H, Chi, H-L, Ni, M and Tamanna, N (2021) Energy Efficient Behavioural 

Trends in Residential Sectors for Low-Income Cultural Background: A Case Study of Slums in 

Chittagong, Bangladesh In: Scott, L and Neilson, C J (Eds) Proceedings of the 37th Annual ARCOM 

Conference, 6-7 September 2021, UK, Association of Researchers in Construction Management, 774-

783. http://www.arcom.ac.uk/-docs/proceedings/5c115b4a4db6cf74131ac355c479c01f.pdf. 

 

4. Uddin, M.N.; Wei, H.-H.; Chi, H.L.; Ni, M.; Tamanna, N.  Building Layout Influence on Occupant’s 

Energy Consumption Behaviour: An Agent-Based Modeling Approach. Environmental Sciences 

Proceedings (Under Review). 

 

5. Uddin, M. N., Chi, H. L., Wei, H. H., Lee, M. & Ni, M. An Occupancy Based Building Performance 

Analysis in South Asian Climatic Regions: A Co-Simulation Approach.  

 

 

https://doi.org/10.3390/buildings11020041
http://dx.doi.org/10.1016/j.asej.2021.04.015
http://www.arcom.ac.uk/-docs/proceedings/5c115b4a4db6cf74131ac355c479c01f.pdf
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Assessment of existing building performance indicates that the real performance of some of 

them is no longer as designed or predicted. Building performance simulation (BPS) under the 

practical conditions that includes occupant behaviour is needed to accomplish more accurate 

results [109]. Incorrect data correlated to occupant behaviour and building operation system is 

a significant source of error in building simulations function under the realistic conditions [30]. 

Occupancy-related basic data in the current BPS tools are limited to fixed or constant profiles, 

and these no longer characterize the reality or truth [30, 110]. The majority of the existing 

simulation-based investigations involve the energy efficiency assessment for different single 

or multi-story buildings by ignoring the interaction between the occupants and building 

systems [2, 111]. Gunay et al. [112] described an application and comparison of existing 

building occupant behaviour models for an ideal location using a BPS tool (i.e., EnergyPlus). 

The study also tested how the variations in these models influence the BPS results. Besides, 

Ouf et al. [113] compared the comprehensive building occupant-related elements between the 

available BPS tools. Lindner et al. [114]  studied 24 behaviour models from the various 

literature that also approached being linked with a BPS tool (i.e., EnergyPlus) for a case 

investigation. Jang and Kang [115] studied occupant behaviour for a residential building 

located in Seoul throughout the stochastic modeling approach. Sang [116] studied the building 

envelop aspects of a high-rise building in Hong Kong using a BPS tool (i.e., eQuest). This 

study mainly focused on cooling energy consumption that might be lowered significantly, at 

nearly 46.81%. Another study [2] also applied a BPS tool (i.e., IDA ICE) for inspecting an 

office building performance in three distinct climates by ignoring the stochastic occupancy 

profiles.  

  

2.2.2 BIM Incorporated BPS tools 

Turn to BIM combined tools, several studies [117-119] have performed a design selection-

making assessment where a green BIM-based selection process incorporates the realistic stages 

of Building Information Modeling (BIM) and Building Performance Simulation (BPS). Al-Din 

et al. [120] explored an intense deal of more broad research that may carry out regarding the 

implementation of thermal comfort performance throughout the building envelope. Moreover, 

a study [121] launched a shortened tool-based thermal comfort analysis by considering the 

Predicted Mean Vote (PMV) indicator. Here, the thermal comfort simulations have been 

accomplished by employing a BPS tool (i.e., Ecotect), whereas 14 different orientations and a 

type of existing room layout built on window configurations at several locations in India. 

Dhaka et al. [122] and Tulsyan et al. [123] also applied Building Performance Simulation 
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(BPS) to assess the energy-saving prospects of the enforcing energy management procedures 

in the Energy Conservation Building Code (ECBC) and showed that using ECBC may need to 

result approximatley40% of financial savings [123]. Abanda et al. [124] investigated the 

influence of building orientation on energy consumption in a residential building using a BIM 

and BPS tool (i.e., Revit & Green Building Studio). Shahryar Habibi [125] study focused on 

the integration of BIM and BPS tools (i.e., Revit & IES-VE) for monitoring and optimizing the 

building environmental factors (e.g., temperature, daylight, etc.). Patiño-Cambeiro's [126] 

approach designated a multidisciplinary approach for estimating the energy performance of an 

educational building using BIM and BPS tools (i.e., Design Builder). The scrutiny and 

analytical phases have been conducted with an accurate study using a BIM-based tool (i.e., 

Revit). 

As mentioned above, few works incorporate the occupant behaviour in building performance 

modeling and show less research significance on this. Even though in these works of literature, 

the importance and uncertainties of occupant behaviour in buildings performance studies are 

reasonably acknowledged, most of the study findings give no or less consideration to occupant 

behaviour in building performance simulation (BPS).  

 

2.2.3 Advanced BPS tools/ study 

Moreover, a growing area of research has shown that the uncertainty caused by the behaviour 

of the occupant influences a considerable variation in the building energy consumption [12, 30, 

42, 50, 127]. In order to make an occupancy model, existing BPS programs, such as DeST 

[128] and, EnergyPlus [129], use static and deterministic weekly schedules. In spaces with 

analogous tasks, BPS mainly uses the same occupancy schedules. As a result, each space 

represented an identical load/energy pattern. The simulation results use this homogeneous 

occupancy schedule in energy modeling, and ultimately no randomness is reflected. To end, 

this leads to a considerable discrepancy between the forecasted and actual energy consumption 

[130]. However, few investigators have incorporated a distinct occupant behaviour module 

with an existing BPS tool, using Co-Simulation or other approaches. The Co-Simulation (Co-

Sim) approach offers a fascinating option to combine existing BPS's sophisticated capabilities 

with the broad expertise and software tools available in the field of control engineering. It 

allows for a further rational and accurate illustration of building occupant behaviour as well 

[38]. The purpose of Co-Sim is to combine two or more simulation tools, offering a platform 

for information or data exchange between the subsystems. Similar to the Co-Sim concept, 

Gunay et al. [131] studied three domains, such as HVAC, occupant, and building, and they 
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coupled these domains by implementing a discrete event system for the building performance 

model. A study [107] constructed an agent-based (ABM) approach for office occupant 

behaviours where authors combined the building energy simulation tools, i.e., EnergyPlus, with 

the ABM in MATLAB through the BCVTB. Likewise, Lee and Malkawi [58] coupled an ABM 

approach in the MATLAB platform with EnergyPlus, using BCVTB and MLE+ architecture. 

Other studies [51, 110] also advised that one of the highly significant standards when 

investigating building occupants' behaviour is Building Information Modeling (BIM) 

involvement which offers more flexibility and interoperability between the BIM and BPS tools. 

Typically, Co-Sim also permits interoperability between the building occupant behaviour 

models and existing BPS tools that allow flexibility to new research and potential application 

in BIM-based research. Still, the Co-Sim method is often used to simplify, decrease the run-

time of simulation, and minimize the complexity of the model. Investigating a building for a 

specific location has its particular output and limitations; similar building operations may differ 

in other climatic zones due to the irregular temperature profiles related to geographical location 

and buildings with inconsistent weather data [132]. This standard approach (i.e., Co-Sim) 

ignores the opportunity to see occupancy interaction of typical building performance within 

different locations while using the building performance simulation program [133].  

 

2.3 Explicit/Implicit Model 

Building occupants perception not just hinders the completeness of the building energy model 

using BPS or Co-Sim, yet in addition to prompts errors in particular energy estimation. In spite 

of the fact that occupant behaviour is difficult to show because of the stochastic nature and 

randomness of people, it is important to investigate the common pattern of people's behaviour 

and incorporate the data with the energy simulation model. With regards to assembled 

condition and building energy conservation, generally in places of offices or houses, the 

weighty driving variable that changes occupants behaviour is their physical comfort as opposed 

to other paradigms, for example, economic concerns [79]. Another way, the climatic or 

environmental conditions where a resident/occupant lives will cause adaptive behaviour, while 

proper energy use may be ignored. Thus, a robust occupant behaviour model is required that 

may produce practical building occupants responses within the built environment context. 

 

In the existing advanced modeling method, researchers typically pursue the specific 

methodology outlined in Figure 2.1. Information related to occupant behaviour and possible 

environmental or climatic data is collected [106]. Afterwards, they applied quantitative 
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investigation in the signifying part to collect relationships between outdoor and indoor ambient 

conditions and additionally actions and behaviour inside with a lot of logical elements. 

Eventually, a precise model assessment/validation needs to be performed to confirm the created 

models are reliable and powerful. Hence, the behaviour model can be implemented and 

incorporated into the simulation modeling tools for architects and specialists to utilize. It is 

important that the procedure isn't once-through yet repeated. For example, throughout the 

model improvement or assessment, it might be revealed that inadequate data or information is 

being gathered. Similarly, a developed model may demonstrate to be unrealistic while 

executing into a behaviour simulation tool as the model data sources are not promptly 

accessible. To put it clearly, if issues are disclosed throughout a given phase, the researcher 

may need to rebuild and re-repeat. 

 

Figure 2.1 Structural framework of behaviour modeling and simulation 

 

Occupant behaviour(OB) can be addressed quantitatively at a specific range, regardless of its 

complex and stochastic nature, through the methods for scientific model development [24, 

106]. Due to the complexity of behaviours, researchers have tried to build various occupant 

behaviours models in building through several approaches [50, 134]. For example, 

Papadopoulos and Azar [135] divided human behaviour models into three different parts such 

as grey-box model built on a statistical and stochastic approach, the white-box model built on 

physical equations, and the black-box model, which is based on machine learning algorithms. 
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According to Hong et al. [38],  there are two types of OB models, i.e., implicit and explicit. 

Implicit models deal directly with rules and regulations related to physical building systems 

(e.g., lights and windows), and it includes (i) Probability calculations, (ii) Statistical 

assessment, (iii) Linear and logistical regression (iv) Occupancy-based control models (i.e., 

sub-hourly), and (v) Bayesian estimates. Explicit models address the rules and logic directly 

associated with the occupants, and it includes (i) Bernoulli process, (ii) Agent-based modelling, 

(iii) Markov chain, and (iii) Survival assessment. From a detailed survey, this review [50] study 

offers a model categorization in terms of whether the developed model is based on data and 

thus they categorized wide-ranging behaviour models into the simulation-based and data-

driven approaches. In brief, modeling using data-driven methods involve an extensive amount 

of data to build a statistical model for selected occupant behaviours, although simulation-based 

energy models depend on empirical or pre-defined rules that control the occupant behaviour 

configuration. Behaviour thus would be able to be correlated into modeling and energy 

simulation to consider its effects on building energy and indoor environmental performance 

[136].  

By considering the importance of occupant behaviour on building energy performance and the 

lack of systematic review analysis, this study also provides a timely review of the state of the 

art literature on occupant behaviour research. It is obviously difficult to capture a holistic 

knowledge of occupant behaviour and its influence on building energy conservation. 

Particularly, the following questions remain unanswered: a) what is the current understanding 

of occupant behaviour and influential determinants related to buildings' energy consumption? 

b) what kind of drawbacks and limitations are involved in the existing occupant behaviour 

modeling approach? c) how has behaviour research progressed and what are the further 

research gaps? This study attempts to address the above questions through a systematic review 

study as well. The following sections will be described the systematic literature review 

implemented for this study.  

 

2.4 Systematic Literature Review 

As shown in Figure 2.2, the methodology adopted in this study is built on a systematic review 

of the most relevant research that current study arguments about the issue related to occupant 

behaviour on building energy conservation. This review includes relevant articles that have 

already been published in peer-reviewed academic journals, while unpublished research works, 

conference papers, policy or industry reports, short communications, etc., are excluded. The 

proper justification behind this, peer-reviewed articles are considered the most valuable sources 
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of data or information, as more academic precisions are engaged in their research publications 

[137]. A systematic search of the literature was conducted, using the most popular search 

engine, namely Scopus and Web of Science database, to retrieve the related articles for this 

review study.  

 

 

  

Figure 2.2 Flow chart of the review study 

 

Using document type “Article or Review,” date range “Published 2010 to 2020”, and under the 

“Article Title, Abstract, Keywords” section of the database, the search for articles relevant to 

occupant behaviour modeling for building energy conservation was accomplished using the 

following keywords: “occupant behaviour”, “modeling,” “building,” “energy conservation”. It 

is also noted that these keywords may not be very comprehensive, but they are helpful to find 

a possible number of relevant articles for this analysis. The reason for selecting the period 

2010-2020 is because the relevant research in the last decade was very active, especially in the 
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last few years [93]. The initial search identified approximately 153 papers. With a focus on 

articles published in building, energy, and construction-related peer-reviewed journals, 118 

articles published in more than 28 different peer-reviewed journals were selected. Furthermore, 

several articles just mentioned the selected keywords in their title or abstract or keywords 

sections, and thus, they are excluded. After the detailed screening, a total number of 98 articles 

(Scopus and Web of Science) were selected for further comprehensive analysis. 

 

2.4.1 Network of countries/regions and co-occurrence of keywords   

A network was created showing the contribution and collaboration among various countries. 

The network diagram of countries was first generated using the VOSviewer software. The 

bigger the size of a node of a country, the higher the number of connections of the country to 

other countries in the network. The level of link among countries (shown as connecting lines), 

determined by the total link strength, depicts the collaboration strength among countries in 

publications. A thicker link between the two countries indicates a stronger collaboration in 

terms of article publications (as shown in Figure 2.3).  

 

Figure 2.3 Network of Countries/Regions of research publication 

 

The network reveals interesting findings on research collaboration and the contribution of some 

countries. The United States of America (USA), United Kingdom (UK), People’s R. China, 

Italy, Canada, Austria, Australia, Hong Kong, UAE, Netherlands, Germany, and France, in 
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descending order of degree values, are the top listed countries/regions with high degrees and 

high total link strength. These countries are the most contributors with a strong collaboration 

network with regard to the occupant behaviour literature. The highest total link strengths 

between countries were observed among the following pairs: USA-People’s R. China, USA-

Italy, USA-UK, USA-UAE, USA-Canada, USA-Netherlands, USA-Hong Kong, People’s R. 

China-Australia, People’s R. China-Italy, People’s R. China-Austria, People’s R. China-

France, Canada-Italy, Italy-Ireland, and UK-Italy. Except for People’s R. China in these pairs, 

the other countries are developed countries. One possible reason for the strong link strength 

among these countries could be cross-country case studies and comparative studies.  

 

Besides the countries/regions, this review study also performed a comprehensive keyword 

analysis using the VOSviewer tool. According to Zhao [138], keywords represent the main 

contents of an article and indicate the trend of the development of research topics. Similarly, 

Su and Lee [139] stated that a network and knowledge map of keywords depict the knowledge 

structure of a particular field of research. It also reveals emerging elements and shows the 

vitality of the knowledge structure. Prabhakaran et al. [140] mentioned keywords show the 

“paradigm” and “paradigm shifts” in a field. Therefore, a keywords co-occurrence network 

was generated to determine the evolution of knowledge in occupant behaviour studies during 

the last decades. Figure 2.4 shows the network for only keywords that exceeded the occurrence 

frequency of 5 in the selected reviewed articles. 

 

The size of the node is a depiction of the frequency of occurrence for keywords while the link 

and the total link strength attributes and indicate, respectively. The number of links of an item 

with other items and the total strength of the co-occurrence links of a given keyword with other 

keywords. A total of 48 nodes, 697 links, 1619 link strength, and five clusters were generated.  

 

During the last decades, several keywords have garnered the attention of researchers and the 

industry that is worth noting (as shown in Appendix-I and Network Figure 2.4). The ten most 

frequent keywords include “Energy Utilization”, “Buildings”, “Energy Efficiency”, “Occupant 

Behaviour”, “Office Building”, “Behavioural Research”, “Energy Conservation”, and 

“Architectural Design”, “Performance Assessment”, and “Simulation”. The findings indicate 

that these keywords have received comparatively much attention in the occupant behaviour 

literature. However, the other keywords had relatively low frequencies and total link strength. 
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Figure 2.4 A network of Co-occurrence Keywords from the selected articles 

 

Table 2.1 represents the classes of quantitative behaviour models obtained by the systematic 

review analysis. It needs to be noted that such quantitative behaviour modeling strategies often 

cover slightly and can be united from numerous points of view for various research purposes. 

Along these lines, the four classes of the model have been introduced – probabilistic or 

stochastic, statistical techniques, data mining approach, and agent-based modeling (ABM). 

These are totally related and well known; still, they are frequently applied in the latest study 

[30]. 

 

2.4.2 Modeling approach 

2.4.2.1 Probabilistic or Stochastic Modeling Approach 

Probabilistic/ Stochastic models capture and represent the probability that particular behaviour 

happens dependent on recorded or statistical information [141]. In general, there are three kinds 
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of probabilistic or stochastic occupants behaviour models that are used: Bernoulli Process 

[142], Markov Chain [143], and Survival Analysis [63]. All three models have been broadly 

used to address both occupant movement and occupant action makes to control their interior 

condition. Usually, Markov Chain (MC) is mostly used as a probabilistic model. It is a time 

series procedure wherein all conditions of the framework can be straightforwardly noticed. 

Here the future condition or state depends on the current state and is autonomous of every 

single past state. Another model called the Hidden Markov Model (HMM) which accepts the 

potential conditions of a framework connected in a general Markov Chain (MC) however the 

conditions of the framework are hidden from direct perception; rather, every framework state 

is related to a probability distribution with a lot of noticeable factors. Several researchers have 

employed MC models to represent the occupants status and personal behaviour standards. For 

instance, Liisberg et al. [144] used Hidden Markov Model (HMM) to represent the occupant 

behaviour relied on indirect perceptions. Their study of typical probability reports as a function 

of time duration per day that recognized four different occupant behaviour profiles. Also, 

Survival Analysis (SA) is commonly used to evaluate the time period of a state or events prior 

to a change taking place, and it can be utilized to assess what extent a building is probably 

going to be unaffected by building inhabitants or occupants [142]. Because of the randomness 

and occupant behaviour disparity, stochastic or probabilistic models are more appropriate as 

far as applicability and validity for explaining the open coordination among the residents and 

building contexts than deterministic or fixed modeling approaches [145]. According to Gunay 

et al. [146], existing Building Performance Simulation (BPS) offers an integration opportunity 

with probabilistic or stochastic governing models. So, this technique could be used to test the 

effect of occupant energy behaviour. However, the problems of this technique can’t be 

neglected. This modelling approach is best suited for occupant long-term schedule generation 

or prediction. Comprehensive behaviours or occupant statistics are not being explored with this 

technique [50].  

 

2.4.2.2 Statistical Modeling Approach 

Statistical modeling is commonly built by constructing the numerical connection between 

occupants behaviour and indoor/outdoor conditions, energy utilization, or time duration. Its 

outcomes are interconnected by the occupancy state or the probability of observed behaviour 

[147]. This modeling study can be led to recognize the patterns of behaviour in buildings [148, 

149]. A specific study by Fabi and other researchers [150, 151] incorporated the approaches to 

understanding the two types behaviours in a commercial building (e.g., office), such as light 
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turning on/off and window opening behaviours. Moreover, one common model in a previous 

research article [152] where logistic regression has been used to examine the impact of human 

thermal motives on various types of behaviour, for example, doors, windows, and blinds 

ON/OFF status. The researchers found that indoor conditions such as temperature(0C), and CO2 

is superior indicator than outdoor condition as a driving factor of occupant behaviour. 

Statistical modeling is a very common and conventional technique in occupant behaviour 

modeling. In general, this practice is frequently used to analyze the relationship or connectivity 

between the building occupant behaviour and numerous dynamic factors, i.e., indoor 

temperature (0C), CO2 (ppm), and relative humidity (%). However, statistical analysis needs to 

be upgraded from the two perspectives. Firstly, this system is only confined to one or two fixed 

categories of behaviours analysis, for example, the status of a light switch on/off and window 

opening [145]. Even though this technique is slightly straightforward and worthwhile, but it is 

problematic to develop a comprehensive/wide-ranging model as well as further incorporation 

with building energy simulation tools (i.e., EnergyPlus). Secondly, it is not a matter in what 

way the higher probability is forecasted for the occupant behaviour pattern, but in the real-life 

system, the occupant may behave or follow another pattern, maintaining to individual mindset 

and general circumstances [142, 153]. Hence, incorporating true-behaviour data (i.e., real data) 

in the statistical methods will be a better strategy for identifying the human behaviours in 

buildings. 

 

2.4.2.3 Data-Mining Technique 

The Data Mining approach has been utilized in several latest investigations on human 

behaviour research [154-156]. It is the process of discovering patterns in a large data set. 

Usually, it requires an enormous database and immense information storage for behaviour 

investigation. The usage of data mining to describe human behaviour tracks and its application 

in the study of building energy performance is increasing. D’Oca and Hong [154] employed a 

three-phase data mining process that involves occupant status data sets from 16 offices in 

Frankfurt, Germany. It offered some insights and knowledge of an occupancy profile for the 

office occupants. The main advantage of this technique is data collection and management, 

which is easy to execute. From the earlier investigation, only occupancy or energy 

consumption(kWh) data was recorded. The enormous sizes of data on building energy 

consumption and the energy used by individual appliances have become accessible. Zhao et al. 

[157] built up an "indirect" real-world data mining technique employing office appliances 

energy consumption as a representative ( i.e., proxy data) for occupants' "passive" behaviour. 
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Their study found that the average level of specifically categorized individual behaviour 

occurrences was 90.29%. Also, their experimental outcome indicated a genuinely stable 

occupancy pattern while taking a wide variety of individual behaviour of using a piece of office 

equipment or appliances. Whereas a great level of precision of a standard behaviour profile or 

prediction can be accomplished, the implementation of this technique is limited to occupancy 

and appliances usage in individual buildings, potentially because of inadequate information 

and limited access to other behaviour and energy consumption data. Furthermost investigations 

to date, just domestic energy consumption data has been utilized for data mining study of 

household’s standards behaviour pattern [30]. This method is planned to defeat the weaknesses 

of the previously mentioned usual techniques, especially when managing enormous data 

streams, by suggesting reliable occupant behaviour models with the great potential for a quick 

examination and better replication [154, 157, 158]. In the opposite sense to the data-mining 

approaches, agent-based modeling (ABM) is a simulation-based approach that is usually built 

on real buildings and has been initiated within the occupant-centred virtual environment. As a 

powerful simulation-based system, recently, ABM has become most popular for occupant 

behaviour modeling approach in the built environment. 

 

2.4.2.4 Agent-Based Modeling (ABM) 

Previously, researchers have given their high efforts to modeling buildings occupant behaviour 

by using various methodologies. One of the methodologies is the application of the agent-based 

modelling concept, which could be appropriated for behaviour prediction from the individual 

occupant level to the group level [30]. ABM is a simulation-based framework that consists of 

single or multiple autonomous actors, called “agents,” which interact with each other and their 

exterior/interior environmental state according to definite behaviour rules. Labeodan et al. 

[159] also referred to ABM usage for multi-agent structures that include self-ruling agents, 

simulating agents’ and their interaction or relationships with one another within the 

environments under definite rules and direction. This rule is essential to the energy simulation 

process as it specifically characterizes how and when agents interact or collaborate with each 

other by followings conditions within the environments. A test has been conducted on the 

implementation of ABM for building occupant interaction by Lee & Malkawi's [58]. The study 

simulated different occupant behaviour in an office building. They analyzed five explicit 

behaviours: adjust clothes level, activity level, space heater/individual fan use, window use, 

and blind use. The primary purpose of this study was how an agent balances the dynamic 

thermal variations in a prototype office space to improve both energy savings and comfort. 
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This methodology permits the incorporation of ABM models for both behaviour and building 

energy execution, and that might be utilized as an integrated simulation approach for energy 

behaviour in commercial buildings. Also, in behaviour study, ABM has the ability to manage 

the uncertainties of this present world [12]. Likewise, all parts of an agent in ABM could be 

represented with the goal that the agents could act and think like a human. Nevertheless, 

inadequacies or limitations remain as the application of the ABM model to building occupant 

behaviours studies is still a promotion stage. In the future, the completeness and 

comprehensiveness of ABM-based models are required to be technologically up-to-date [50]. 

Furthermore, most of the previous research that implemented the ABM approach remained on 

simulation data only, with no or proper validation [12, 106]. As one of the crucial purposes of 

promoting occupant behaviour is to reduce the difference between simulated and real energy 

consumption, so, this discrepancy can't be neglected. 

 

The building occupant is an essential component of our built environment, and its prominence 

in building research has recently started to advance attention. Since occupant behaviour has 

been revealed one of the most critical parts of building energy conservation at the design and 

operation stage., Several methodologies or approaches have been presented to identify and 

analyze comprehensive behaviour for allowing utmost building energy conservation. 

Noticeably, it might not be resolved that one specific technique/approach is more suitable than 

the other approach. However, it is essential to understand the benefits and drawbacks of all 

approaches also the flexibility of the system. A brief comparative data of the above-mentioned 

four approaches for behaviour study has been listed in Table 2.2. 
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Table 2.1: List of quantitative modeling for building occupant behaviour (2010-2020) 

Modeling  

Approach 
Study Goal/Technology/Theme 

Building 

Category 

Case / 

Study Location 

Modeled/ Targeted 

behaviours 
Tools /Platform 

Occupants/ Data 

sources 

Model 

Validation? 

Refer

ences 

Probabilistic 

or Stochastic 

Modeling 

To identify seven typical occupancy patterns 

Using hierarchical clustering. 
Residential Belgium 

occupancy sequences at (1) 

home and 

awake, (2) sleeping or (3) 

absent. 

Not Mentioned 

Belgian 

Time-Use Survey (TUS) 

Household Budget 

Survey (HBS) 

Not 

Mentioned 
[141] 

Integrating occupants' presence and behaviour data with 

the urban energy modelling tool. 
Laboratory 

 

Switzerland 

occupants' presence, 

opening and closing 

windows, raising and 

lowering of blinds 

CitySim Survey data 
Not 

Mentioned 

 

[160] 

Develop an approach for suitable recordings of occupants 

presence and simulation of single-to multiple-person 

office environments. 

Office San Francisco Presence of occupants Not Mentioned Passive infrared sensors 
Not 

Mentioned 
[143] 

Modelled diary-based individuals’ daily activities for 

24 hours, starting and ending at 04:00 including 

weekdays and weekends. 

Residential 

 

 

Denmark 

Occupancy pattern, energy-

related activities 

A questionnaire, a 

diary, and an 

expenditure booklet 

Danish Time Use Survey 

(TUS) 

 

Not 

Mentioned 

[161] 

The application of Hidden Markov Models (HMMs) to 

create methods for indirect observations of energy 

consumption for 14 residences. 

Residential Spain 
Electricity consumption/ 

Occupancy pattern 
Smart meter Occupant survey Yes [144] 

To estimate the predictive accuracy of four sets of models 

for window opening behaviour. 
Residential Denmark Window opening Not Mentioned Secondary data Yes [145] 

Application of probability distribution for occupancy 

dependent input parameters such as air change rates, and 

internal heat gains. 

Laboratory Italy HVAC Energy Not Mentioned Sensor Calibration [136] 

 

 

To determine behavioural patterns associated with the 

heating energy consumption and identify the household 

and building energy characteristics. 

Office Netherlands 
Behavioural Patterns, 

HVAC systems 
Not Mentioned A household survey 

Not 

Mentioned 
[148] 

https://www.sciencedirect.com/topics/engineering/hierarchical-clustering
https://www.sciencedirect.com/topics/engineering/internal-heat-gain
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Statistical 

Modeling 

 

To construct a multiple linear regression model for four 

specific parameters. 
Residential Ireland 

occupant characteristics of 

domestic electricity 

consumption patterns 

Smart meter Survey 
Not 

Mentioned 
[162] 

Models of occupants interactions with windows and 

window opening behaviour were judged using a 

simulation program. 

Residential Denmark 
window opening and 

closing 
IDA ICE Secondary Data 

Not 

Mentioned 
[163] 

A new approach to combine probabilistic user profiles for 

both thermostat set-point and window opening as well as 

adjustments into a building energy model 

Residential Denmark 

Thermostat and window 

opening occupant 

behaviour 

IDA ICE 
Field monitoring 

campaign, sensor 

Not 

Mentioned 
[164] 

To predict the occurrence and frequency of intermediate 

activities during office hours. 

Office 

 
Netherlands 

Intermediate activity 

behaviour in an office 
Not Mentioned Other resources 

Not 

Mentioned 
[153] 

A model that gives the probability of air conditioning turn 

on, turn off. 

 

Residential 

 

China AC Operation EnergyPlus 

Field measurement, 

temperature sensor, 

Reco APP 

Yes [165] 

To identify the effectiveness and potential of smart 

meters and real-time IHDs for reducing household energy 

consumption. 

 

Residential 

 

 

China 

Electricity consumption 

pattern in two groups of 

occupants 

Not 

Mentioned 

IHD, smart meter, and 

on-site installation 

Not 

Mentioned 
[166] 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Data Mining 

A three-step data mining framework to discover 

occupancy patterns in office spaces. 

 

Office 

 

Germany 
Occupancy Pattern 

/Schedule 
RapidMiner Sensor 

Not 

Mentioned 
[154] 

To investigate the occupants behaviour for 

adjusting thermostat settings and heating systems for a 

housing complex. 

Residential USA 

Occupant behaviour 

patterns (ON/OFF space 

heating) 

RapidMiner Studio 

6.0, 
Sensor/Manual 

Not 

Mentioned 
[155] 

A new methodology for monitoring energy consumption 

and end-use loads to build a review system. 
Residential Japan Total energy consumption 

Field measurement, 

a questionnaire 
Secondary data (Japan) Yes [167] 

To develop an indirect 

data mining approach using occupant passive behaviour 

Office 

building 
USA 

occupancy schedules 

HVAC Operation 

Fitbit FlexTM 

pedometer, 

Bluetooth Dongle 

Plugwise wireless smart 

meters 
Yes [157] 

To propose an inexpensive and minimally invasive 

approach to recognize the behavioural data from 

environmental factors. 

Residential China 
 

AC operations 

Algorithms 

developed to 

recognize the AC 

operations 

wireless data collection 

system (WiFi gateway) 
Yes [168] 

https://www.sciencedirect.com/topics/engineering/thermostats
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To model the occupancy pattern by cluster analysis, 

decision tree, and inducted rules. 

Office 

building 
USA 

Occupancy Pattern 

/Schedule 

Matlab 2015 and 

RapidMiner 6.5 
Sensors Yes [169] 

To investigate the correlation between energy-related 

behaviours and cooling energy consumption including 

empirical data. 

Residential China 
energy-related behaviours 

of male and female 
Matlab7.0 

Energy Management 

System and questionnaire 

Not 

Mentioned 
[170] 

To examine the influences of occupant behaviour on 

building energy consumption using a basic data 

mining technique (cluster analysis). 

Residential Japan 

HVAC, Hot Water, 

Lighting, Refrigerator, 

other house works 

WEKA 

Field measurement, 

Questionnaire, Inquiring 

survey 

Not 

Mentioned 
[171] 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Agent-Based 

Modeling 

 

 

 

 

 

To propose a new agent-based approach for building 

energy modeling by considering diverse and dynamic 

energy consumption profiles among the occupants. 

Commercial 

(Office) 
USA Light, Blinds, Hot water 

AnyLogic/ 

e-Quest 
Secondary Data 

Not 

Mentioned 
[172] 

To propose a new co-simulation approach for smart 

homes that take into account occupants dynamic 

and social behaviour. 

Residential France 

Inhabitants behaviour 

profile, A general 

Modeling (not specific) 

 

Brahms, 

MATLAB/Simulink 

Assumption 
Not 

Mentioned 

 

[173] 

To develop and validate an agent-based model using data 

from a one-year field study. 
Commercial USA 

Windows; 

Fans on/off; Thermostat; 

Clothing adjustment 

MATLAB/ 

EnergyPlus 

Survey, Data Logger, 

WhatsApp 
Yes 

 

[107] 

A new simulation approach using agent-based 

modeling and coupling, the behaviour impact on the 

thermal conditions and, energy consumption can be 

scrutinized. 

Commercial 

(office) 
USA 

Window, Blind; Door; 

Clothing adjustment; 

Fan/heater 

MATLAB/ 

EnergyPlus 

Secondary 

data/assumption 

Not 

Mentioned 
[58] 

To experience in two office buildings that vary in terms 

of controllability and the set of adaptive actions available 

to occupants. 

Commercial 

(office) 

 

USA 

 

Light, task light, and blinds 

Heater/fan; Adjust clothes; 

NetLogo/ 

EnergyPlus 
Baseline survey, BMS Yes [108] 

To represent a new OB modeling tool, that enables co-

simulation with BPS a program (e.g., EnergyPlus). 

Commercial 

(office) 
USA 

HVAC, Lighting and 

Window operation; 
obFMU, EnergyPlus Prototype buildings Not definite [38] 

To construct and validate of occupant behavioural model 

with the visualization approach and calculation of 

quantification metrics. 

Commercial 

(office), 
USA Window, blinds, and door PMFserv Sensor Yes [12] 

The developed ABM framework is to illustrate the 

multidisciplinary approach required to capture the 

various aspects of building performance. 

University 

Campus 
UAE 

Occupancy Pattern 

/Schedule, Comfort level 

(PPD) 

MATLAB-

EnergyPlus 
Assumption/ Yes [174] 

https://www.sciencedirect.com/topics/earth-and-planetary-sciences/data-mining
https://www.sciencedirect.com/topics/earth-and-planetary-sciences/data-mining
https://www.sciencedirect.com/topics/earth-and-planetary-sciences/social-behaviour
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To develop an agent-based model as regards to students 

as heterogeneous occupants. 
University China 

Occupancy pattern and 

appliances using 

behaviours 

AnyLogic 

SIMS intelligent 

electricity query system, 

survey questionnaire 

Yes [175] 

To propose a new modeling framework that incorporates 

BPS in the ABM model by using trained regression 

surrogate models. 

Office USA 

Energy use attributes of 

building occupants and 

facility managers, 

uncertainty in occupant 

actions 

MATLAB/ 

EnergyPlus 

prototype buildings 

developed by US DOE 

Not 

Mentioned 
[135] 

A toolkit uses the Building Controls Virtual Test Bed 

(BCVTB), an agent-based model with EnergyPlus. 
Office USA HVAC, Plug loads 

MATLAB, BCVTB, 

EnergyPlus 

prototype buildings 

developed by US DOE 

Not 

Mentioned 
[176] 

To evaluate the impact of extreme energy users on their 

peers and the energy effectiveness of commonly 

employed interventions. 

Office USA Occupancy interventions Anylogic Survey, CBECS 
Not 

Mentioned 
[177] 

To develop an agent-based computational model for 

individual energy consumption patterns. 
Residential USA 

Peer networks in buildings 

and energy conservation 

behaviours of occupants. 

Not Mentioned Secondary Data Yes [178] 

To recognize the gap by suggesting a multilayer ABM 

approach that serves as a test bed to simulate and 

optimize. 

Commercial USA 
Energy-feedback within 

social circles 
Anylogic Secondary data Yes [179] 

Others (BPS, 

Data-Driven, 

ANN etc.) 

To perform a numerical–experimental operation through 

sophisticated modeling. 
Residential Italy 

Human-based energy 

retrofit scenarios 
EnergyPlus 

Field 

monitoring and 

occupants survey 

calibrated 

validated 
[180] 

To propose an online-learning-based control strategy 

along with its design method including four domains 

(e.g., time, indoor and outdoor climates, and occupant 

behaviour). 

Office Singapore HVAC systems 
Advanced 

algorithms 
Sensors Yes [181] 

It recognizes the energy consequences of conventional 

approaches to occupants behaviour modeling. 
Office Canada 

People, lighting and 

equipment profiles 

SketchUp, 

OpenStudio, 

MATLAB R2017a 

Questionnaire 
Not 

Mentioned 
[182] 

To recommend an integrative modelling approach to 

energy consumption behaviours in the residential 

background. 

Residential Portuguese 
Total energy consumption 

behaviour 

Energy plus/Design-

Builder 

Time-of-use survey of 

Portuguese households 
Yes [183] 
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To develop a framework for extracting relevant data 

about the uncertainties relating to occupant profiles of 

heating energy consumption. 

Residential Canada Space heating MATLAB Simulink Sensor 
Not 

Mentioned 
[184] 

To construct a building occupant behaviour model using 

simulation approaches as well as 

estimates the potential energy savings. 

Office USA 
Lighting Energy 

Consumption 
DeST software Data Portal Calibration [185] 

To assess the energy performance and comfort indices of 

the building and recognize the reasons for malfunction. 

 

Residential 

 

Hungary 

Energy 

performance and comfort 

indices 

IDA ICE 

Self-reported surveys, 

occupancy sensors and 

fan-coil 

Calibration [186] 

A centralized system to consider energy-efficient profiles 

by considering solar energy and high-level services for 

hot water systems. 

Residential 

 
China 

Domestic hot water (DHW) 

system 
Not Mentioned Survey Yes [187] 

To develop an activity-based (e.g., socio-demographic 

and economic attributes) framework for quantifying 

occupant-energy consumption behaviour. 

Residential 

 
France 

Domestic energy 

consumption 
Not Mentioned National statistical data Yes [188] 

To establish an engineering-based bottom-up model for 

cooling energy consumption. 
Residential China 

Cooling energy 

consumption 
DeST Survey, case monitoring 

Not 

Mentioned 
[189] 

To improve the accuracy of the energy simulation 

process by considering the occupancy data to calibrate 

the energy model. 

Residential Hong Kong 

Occupant schedule, 

devices, air-conditioners, 

windows, lights, domestic 

hot water, and cooking 

DesignBuilder and 

EnergyPlus 
Questionnaire survey Yes [190] 

To evaluate the building energy performance and 

construct a reliable simulation model for energy and cost-

efficient retrofit design. 

Residential UK 

Occupancy profile, 

energy consumption 

patterns, 

thermal comfort 

Design Builder 

A questionnaire, 

structured interviews, 

data loggers 

Not 

Mentioned 
[191] 

To investigate the role of occupant 

behaviour in supporting decision-makers dealing with the 

renovation strategies. 

Residential 
 

Italy 

Thermostat, heating 

system, building 

characteristics 

DeST 

Surveys and interviews, 

observations, reading 

from meters and 

statistics, 

Yes [192] 

Introduce a simulation approach to estimate five typical 

occupant behavioural actions for the potential energy 

savings. 

Office 
 

USA 

Occupancy schedule, 

lighting, plug load, HVAC 

control. Window control 

EnergyPlus, 

Occupancy 

Simulator 

Site survey 
Not 

Mentioned 
[193] 
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To examine the impact of physical and behavioural 

variables for energy saving from the retrofitting protected 

housings. 

Residential London 
Energy-saving from 

selected housing retrofit 
IESVE 

Existing models and the 

literature 
Calibration [194] 

To explore the occupant factors, that influence the energy 

consumption of a case building in Seoul, Tokyo, and 

Hong Kong under the climatic changes. 

Office 

Hong Kong, 

Japan, and 

South Korea 

HVAC Energy 
EnergyPlus Runtime 

Language (Erl) 

Prototype building model 

developed by US DOE 

Not 

Mentioned 
[195] 
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Table 2.2: A Comparison of a different modeling approach 

Methodology 
Building type 

(s) 

Real-time 

modelling 

capability 

Incorporation 

with 

simulation 

Additional remarks 

Agent-based 

modelling 

(ABM) 

Commercial/ 

Residential 
Yes High 

i) Upgrading simulation accuracy. 

ii) Mostly used in the simulation-

based model (lack of real data to 

support ABM). 

iii) It can produce more precise 

schedules as input for 

EnergyPlus.  

Statistical 

analysis 
Commercial No Low 

To identify the influential factors of 

occupant behaviour. 

Data mining 
Commercial/ 

Residential 
No Medium To comprehend the behaviour pattern. 

Stochastic 

model 

Commercial 

buildings 
Yes Medium 

i) Modeling long-term 

behaviour profile.  

ii) Mostly used for occupancy 

modelling. 

 

From the existing modelling viewpoint, the ABM technique was recommended by many 

researchers as the most effective modeling technique. According to [12, 58, 107], ABM has 

the ability to control several behaviours together as well as it can represent both group-level 

and individual relations of independent agents. Mostly, the ABM agent is capable of simulating 

each occupant by unifying characteristics, rules, or data items of the indoor/outdoor 

environment as well as a modification to behaviour changes in order to accomplish a specified 

task. In contrary to other modelling techniques, ABM starts and ends along with the agent’s 

perception and purpose. Each agent has individual characteristics that include behaviours and 

responses. They have the ability to interact with other agents and build the surrounding system, 

which is mainly controlled by user-oriented well-defined rules. These well-defined rules are 

the groundwork for modeling agents’ behaviours, interactions, and relationships. However, 

there is a lack of proper agreement or rules for building a theoretical foundation for ABM 

model development [12, 30]. Still, there are several problems that exist in the latest ABM 

support behaviour studies. The potential research gaps identified from the systematic literature 
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review along with the limitation of existing ABM-based approaches have been described in the 

subsequent section. 

 

2.4.3 Research gaps from the systematic review study 

 

2.4.3.1 Occupant-centred Interior Layout deployment 

The literature review revealed that most of the behaviour research focuses on single prototype 

buildings, and several city-scale influences have not been studied properly, forming a highly 

recommended area for future research. Moreover, a few analyses have attempted to assess the 

impacts of Interior Layout on building energy performance [79]. Numerous investigations have 

shown that layout can significantly affect building energy performance. Besides, the greater 

part of these analyses is mixed space design with different factors, for example, occupants 

movement and operation strategy [26], window to wall ratio [89], and shading framework [90]. 

In addition, at the micro-level, it includes the influence of building interior arrangement in 

terms of occupant layout preferences, fittings and fixtures, thermal sensitivities, and 

accordingly their energy behaviour. It also specified that building space layout might impact 

occupants presence and movement, as it might link to the individual action or activities which 

occur at the specified position within a space [57, 79]. The occupants presence and movement 

probability in a specific position based on several functions (i.e., energy spot distance, occupant 

circulation/movement path etc.) of the space that could be simulated. So, Occupant Centred 

Design (OCD) techniques, for example, layout preferences can add to additionally seeing how 

and why individuals’ occupants consume more energy [57, 79, 196], and this information can 

guide the plan regarding the interventions to advance energy conservation.  

 

2.4.3.2 Occupant behaviour study is required in the context of developing/low-income 

economies  

Beyond the fact that several approaches described for the above-mentioned model 

developments in the building energy monitoring field, they are still related to numerous 

difficulties and challenges that should be addressed effectively. This review work exposed that 

most of the existing research focuses on occupancy or occupants backgrounds from high 

income or developed economies while occupants from low income or developing economies 

still remain unclear, complex, and conflicting. So, it is recommended that people from low-

income or developing countries and their energy-associated behaviour in buildings should be 

well-understood in terms of economic, social, and other behavioural contexts. Usually, the 
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energy usage of a building is extremely dynamic and also relies on multiple parameters in terms 

of socio-economic conditions and energy conservation policy.  

 

2.4.3.3 Higher number of quantitative occupant behaviour research than qualitative 

As for a wide-ranging analysis, it is unavoidable to utilize both quantitative and qualitative 

information. However, most of the current research used quantitative research techniques. In 

the earlier study, the researcher concentrated more on "what" occupant behaviour is instead of 

"how" and "why" occupant behaviour is created [106]. It needs to be noticed that, to reduce the 

effect of human behaviour on building energy consumption, it is important to have a 

comprehensive investigation of the construction pattern of occupant energy behaviour, which 

indicates the need for mixed-method techniques. Recently, a few researchers started to 

understand the significant role of mixed-method techniques in looking into the investigation of 

the nature of occupant energy behaviour [93, 106, 196]. It is noted that mixed-method 

techniques in the field of energy-related occupant behaviour are still in its early stages.  

 

2.4.3.4 Extensive use of survey or secondary data and lack of real data involvement for ABM 

validation  

One of the significant complications from the preceding research studies used national surveys 

or secondary data and building ABM approaches without real data involvement [12, 58]. A few 

scholars validated their ABM or behaviour models using realistic data [12, 108]. The model 

often depends on an example or improved model that may prompt questions about whether the 

simulated agent will play out the behaviour in which actual occupants do, consequently 

prompting insufficiency in model consistent quality. Just a few model validation or verification 

studies were seen in the earlier works of literature. In [107], a validation study was led to the 

assessment of the ABM, which depends on Perceptual Control Theory (PCT). The model 

outcomes were seen as practically identical to the field estimations for individual and 

accumulated projections. However, the model just assumed thermally adaptive behaviour, and 

few selected behaviours were validated. Putra et al. [108] studied the effect of load shedding 

on human comfort and behaviour whereABM involved mixed agents/operators, perception 

capabilities and a few simulation states. However, just four of the simulation states have been 

analyzed with calculated data, and the test outcomes failed to illustrate an adequate degree of 

precision. 
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2.4.3.5 Occupant behaviour study is required in the context of diverse category’s buildings 

Approximately 85% of the peer-reviewed studies in this review work focused on the influence 

of occupant behaviour on building energy consumption, particularly concentrated on offices 

and residential buildings (33% and 52%, respectively). However, only very few articles have 

examined educational or laboratory buildings. In addition, some other building categories such 

as recreational, exhibitions, hotels, clinics, or hospital buildings have been given spare attention 

and require further study [100, 197]. 

 

2.4.3.6 BIM integration with the existing occupant behaviour modeling/simulation approach 

Nowadays BIM implementation for all the advanced stakeholders has been developed because 

of its plentiful opportunities offered for their construction schemes, inclusive of value and time 

saving, first-rate performance improvement, decreased human resources, clash detection, 

greater collaboration, and communication. BIM models can be used for behaviour engineering 

analyses, while occupant behaviour simulation using BIM models is still lacking [28, 57, 198-

200]. BIM incorporated occupant behaviour simulation in buildings helps researchers and 

engineers to identify the design weaknesses and improve the overall building performance as 

well as automation capability. Thus, it is necessary to add another feature to the existing 

occupant behaviour study for upgrading the simulation performance. However, occupant 

behaviour study using BIM technology is relatively lacking, leading to challenges in 

understanding the consistency between occupants and buildings. 

 

2.5 Chapter Summary 

Chapter two shows the comprehensive literature review, the BPS’s base model and 

explicit/implicit modelling approach, along with the research gaps for the occupant behaviours 

study. The building occupants and their behaviour are crucial components in our built 

environment, and their tremendous impact on building energy consumption has recently begun 

to advance appreciation. The latest studies on occupant comfort and adaptive control, lighting 

control, HVAC control, operable window control, and shading control are some of the research 

topics that started to investigate the occupant behaviour or behavioural influences on building 

energy performance.  
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CHAPTER 3 

RESEARCH METHODOLOGY3 

 

3.1 General 

 

In the previous chapter, Chapters 1 & 2, a background study together with the problem 

statement, research aim, objectives, significance and scope of the study, and detailed literature 

review have been explained. Although the relevance of the research knowledge gap gives 

credence to the study, the “how” for the study was not much expatiated. Therefore, this chapter 

seeks to elucidate the methodology adopted to achieve the stated aim and objectives of the 

study. First, a description of the research scope and approach for this study is presented. Then, 

the various stages of the adopted research methodology are stated with explanations on each of 

them. Finally, the research techniques of the methodology are discussed. 

 

3.2 Scope of Study 

This research is focused on human behaviour study for building energy conservation. Initially, 

it involves the development of the ABM-SD-BIM model to investigate the stochastic nature of 

building occupants by considering the active influencing aspects through an interdependent 

investigation. In the beginning stage, the hybrid model has been constructed for a small office 

space in Hong Kong (i.e., for a pilot study) followed by a large-scale implementation of a 

residential building located in Chittagong, Bangladesh.  Here, the hybrid model has been 

considered both psychological (i.e., perception, subjective norms and attitudes) and non-

phycological parameters (ambient conditions, floor dimensions, windows and doors, switch 

 
3This Chapter is partly published and under review in: 

 

1 Uddin MN, Wang Q, Wei HH, Chi HL, Ni M. Building information modeling (BIM), System dynamics 

(SD), and Agent-based modeling (ABM): Towards an integrated approach. Ain Shams Engineering 

Journal [Internet]. Elsevier BV; 2021 May; Available from: 

http://dx.doi.org/10.1016/J.ASEJ.2021.04.015  

 

2 Uddin, M. N., Chi, H. L., Wei, H. H., Lee, M. & Ni, M. Influence of interior layouts on occupant energy-

saving behaviour in buildings: An integrated approach using Agent-Based Modelling, System Dynamics 

and Building Information Modelling (Under Review). 

 

3 Uddin, M.N.; Wei, H.-H.; Chi, H.L.; Ni, M. An Assessment of Occupant Comfort and Behavioural 

Influence on Building Indoor Layout: A Collaborative Analysis Using Statistical and Agent-Based 

Simulation. 

 

http://dx.doi.org/10.1016/J.ASEJ.2021.04.015
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and furniture locations, number of occupants etc.). Afterwards, hybrid model validation 

approaches are implemented through the usage of customized sensors that capture and record 

the building indoor environmental data as well as energy consumption patterns due to layout 

deployments (i.e., intervention). This intervention has been implemented (summer season) in 

a case study (i.e., residential) location in Chittagong, Bangladesh. Also, a paper-based survey 

has been used to verify the occupant behaviours data. By observing the monitor occupant 

behaviour records and simulated data, this study evaluates the built-in model prediction 

capability, extensibility as well as limitations. 

 

3.3 Research Approach 

 

The research approach deals with the use of theory. According to Saunders et al. [201], there 

are two main research approaches: the deductive approach and the inductive approach. The 

deductive approach concerns developing a theory (i.e., model) and hypothesis, which is then 

followed by the design of a research strategy to test the theory or hypothesis. However, the 

inductive approach concerns collecting data and developing a theory based on the results of 

data analysis [202]. This study is an explanatory science since its core purpose is to develop 

valid knowledge (via a model) to explain and predict a factual reality (human behaviour in 

building energy conservation). This commences with an acquaintance of the existing problem, 

a highlight of the problem-solving strategies for energy conservation and performance 

measure. As such, this study is to investigate the current occupant behaviour profiles and 

identify the behaviour determinants, active and passive energy behaviour, and factors that 

influence the layout for building energy conservation. The identification of the energy-saving 

problems (i.e., distance and barriers) and the energy-saving behaviour are first drawn from the 

existing theory or knowledge (i.e., literature, theory of reasoned action). At the investigation 

stage, the real energy data (for model validation) and relevance of the factors (i.e., layout, 

distance) identified from existing knowledge are tested by soliciting the views of several 

occupants for their energy-saving intention with the existing house layout. It produces a better 

understanding of occupant energy usage norms and practices to solve the energy crisis in 

developing countries. Subsequently, strategies for an improved energy-efficient housing layout 

will be developed after the data analysis. Accordingly, the research approach for this study is 

the deductive approach since its end task is the test of theory/assumptions (i.e., validation of 

hybrid model or theory that influences interior layout deployment on occupant energy uses). 
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3.4 Time Horizon 

The selected type of time horizon determines the model development as well as the type of data 

to be collected. It is also important for planning the research study [202]. The two main types 

of time horizons considered for research studies include cross-sectional studies and 

longitudinal studies. In the cross-sectional horizon, the study is a ‘snapshot’ of events taken at 

a particular time. It can compare different population groups at a single point in time. However, 

the longitudinal study involves collecting data to study changes and development over time, 

sometimes lasting many years. Since this research does not seek to study changes and 

behaviour over time, it falls under a cross-sectional study. 

 

3.5 Research Methodology 

The research method is a broad term encompassing data collection and data analysis. Due to 

variability among researchers on research objectives, different methods have been adopted in 

various studies. Thus, there are no strict research methods, and there are only justifiable 

research methods. Besides the principles of research objectives on the kind of research 

methods, the significance and replicability of the research findings also play a major role. 

Rigorous and appropriate research methods lead to a significant contribution to knowledge in 

academics while advancing industrial practices [203]. The research methods include model 

development, experiment, survey, case study, action research, ethnography, grounded theory, 

and archival research [202]. 

For this study, the whole research workflow, along with its specific objective, is represented in 

Table 3.1. 
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Table 3.1: Overall research methodology linked with the specific research objective 

  

  

 

Research 

objectives 

Research Methodology 

Study Options / Approach Data analysis & collection tools 

Extensive 

literature 

review 

Modeling Tools & Analysis 
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(Physical 

Characteristics) 
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Energy Sensors 

(Real-time data 

monitoring) 

Environmental 

Sensor 

(Real-time data 

monitoring) 

Behaviour 

patterns 

Indoor 

parameter/ 

Energy 

consumption 

Model 

Performance 

Test 

ABM-SD-

BIM 

Energy 

Conservation 

& Behaviour 

Indoor 

Environmental 

parameter 

Review 

    
  

 
    

 
  

Develop 

          

Appraise & 

Investigate 

          

Layout Deployment 

          

 

Validation 
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The first objective covers the study context and background information about the occupant 

behaviour along with the theoretical framework strategy using the agent-based (ABM), system 

dynamics (SD), and building information modeling (BIM) (From Literature Review).  

 

The second objective deals with the comprehensive hybrid model construction process to 

facilitate the realistic occupant behaviour simulation. Even though occupant behaviour is 

difficult to model due to its stochastic nature, so it is necessary to explore and represent the 

generic behaviour profiles using the robust modeling approach.  

 

The third objective deals with the hybrid model outputs relating to the human comfort and 

energy conservation behaviour along with the variation of indoor environmental parameters.  

 

The fourth objective deals with the experimental section that represents the several layout-

based interventions and a series of simulation trials that are also used for model validation.  

 

The fifth objective deals with the comprehensive model validation study. As the proposed 

hybrid model is a simulation-based approach, a validation study is necessary to check and 

improve the reliability, trustworthiness as well as robustness of the model. 

 

3.5.1 General Overview of the Framework/Task 

 

The research process of this study is divided into three main tasks:  

 

(i) Task 1: It's related to selecting and constructing a preferred building interior layout 

using the BIM tool. 

(ii) Task 2:  It deals with the construction of the ABM -SD model to forecast the 

comprehensive building occupant behaviours patterns and their individual actions 

within the interior layout defined by Task 1. 

(iii) Task 3: It deals with the intervention and validation approach along with the study 

outcomes. 

 

 

Figure 3.1 represents the main features of the proposed hybrid model.  
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In Task 1, the selected interior layout diagram has been constructed along with the specified 

objects (e.g., energyspot, occupant destination, etc.) and their co-ordinates using Revit-2019. 

Each interior layout pattern has been developed based on the actual layout pattern available in 

the case study location. 

 

Task 2 involves the construction of the ABM model that consists of different agents, 

surrounding environment, behavioural rule, and their interactions (built on the theory of 

reasoned action ) for forecasting building occupant behaviours within the interior layout. This 

task simultaneously engages with the SD model that describes the various ambient data (e.g., 

temperature, humidity, CO), and space information from the BIM model and calculates the 

outputs of the hybrid model for each interior layout pattern. 

 

In Task 3, the simulation outcome is validated against the real data through an intervention. 

The details of each task are elaborately described in the following sections. 

 

Figure 3.1 A conceptual framework of ABM-SD-BIM 
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Here, the layout settings for the individual space, including Occupant Station/Destination, 

Occupant Circulation Path, and Energy Spot, are mentioned in a prototype Revit model (for 

drawing & specifications) in Figure 3.2. At this point, “Occupant Station/Destination” is the 

indoor space where the occupant might be seated or stay to accomplish a specific task. On the 

other hand, occupants usually use the “Circulation Path” to move from one destination to 

another. Energy Spot (e.g., Light/HVAC point) is the particular position of building indoor 

space from which occupants often fulfil their dynamic energy behaviour. 

 

The prototype model considers the distance between the energy spot (e.g., switch points) and 

occupant station/destination (e.g., seating/sleeping place) that support message/data exchange 

over the agent-based (ABM) and system dynamics (SD) through a DynamoAPI-Excel platform 

[28]. The platform automatically generates the input data for the ABM-SD model that is built 

on different physical layout conditions considered in Figure 3.3. Typically, the physical 

arrangement of interior space has manipulated the occupants energy consumption behaviour 

by controlling and using their actions scenarios. Several pieces of research also clearly 

mentioned the influence of Interior Layout on occupant preferences of activities and their 

desired location [79, 204-206]. This study mainly considers the eight different types of layout 

(prototypes) conditions that are incorporated in the proposed hybrid model shown in Figure 

3.3. Here Interior Layout-1 to Interior Layout -7 have considered the existing different types 

of problematic layouts in prototype models. On the other hand, only Interior Layout -8 is 

regarded as the best case, and it might be a baseline/best case layout for further intervention. 
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Figure 3.2. Occupant Station/Destination, Circulation Path, and Energy Spot in a prototype 

Revit model 

 

The selection of these prototype layouts is mainly based on indoor layouts available in a case 

study location in Chittagong, Bangladesh. Here, the distance between occupant destination and 

energy spot has been considered as a variable. If this distance is short or the energy spot lies 

within the human range (e.g., within 2ft), the occupant will engage more with the building 

energy systems, and they may frequently follow the energy savings attitude while staying or 

leaving the occupant station. After the remodifications or re-arrangement of objects (e.g., 

stuff/furniture) of indoor layouts, typically accessible distance has been considered during the 

intervention (layout deployment). Here the intervention is mainly viewed as an Enablement 

where the occupant may easily access energy spot at their station or seating place. Enablement 

intervention is mainly considered the improve opportunity or capability or minimize the 

barriers/obstacles to performing occupant energy-related activities [207, 208]. Herein, after the 

intervention, the existing indoor layout is remodified or re-organized so the occupant may 

easily interact with the energy spot to perform their energy savings behaviour. This is one of 

the physical parameters that have been considered during the model construction process. 
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Figure 3.3. Simplified interior allocation within the space 

 

 

3.5.2 Hybrid model construction approach 

 

The methodology used for the hybrid model construction within the BIM platform, ABM, and 

the SD approach is further expounded in the research flow chart mentioned in Figure 3.4. A 

detailed explanation of Task-1 (building interior layout using the BIM tool) is already 

explained in an earlier section. Task-2 deals with the ABM-SD model construction that 

primarily consists of the initialization, import model parameters (e.g., population, size, etc.), 

and other specified behaviours assigned within the ABM platform. 
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.  

Figure 3.4. Flow chart of the hybrid model construction and validation  

 

Afterwards, the study needs to identify the behaviour triggers (events or actions that perform a 

role in inducing specific behaviours) that are also incorporated with the physical layout 

conditions assigned in a prototype BIM-based model. On the other hand, as a decision-making 

process, the Theory of Reasoned Action (ToRA) has been addressed as this is one of the most 
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popular theories for human behaviour study. The detailed explanation of this theory is also 

explained in the subsequent section.  

 

3.5.2.1 Theory of Reasoned Action (ToRA) 

 

The primary theory implemented in the study of occupants behaviour representation is the 

reasoned action model established by Fishbein and Ajzen [72]. Figure 3.5 illustrates a basic 

schematic concept of behavioural intention. This is an inherent concept that occupant social 

behaviour supports rationally and frequently from people's opinions or dominance about the 

occupant behaviour under a specific knowledge [72]. 

 

With this, Fishbein and Ajzen have looked at several factors, primarily "Attitude." Attitude is 

an occupant belief about the behaviour they know; they think that is a behaviour actually going 

to benefit themselves in the end. It is not just enough an attitude about the outcomes of the 

behaviour but also has to feel like those outcomes are going to be beneficial for the occupant. 

For example, occupants think that exercising every day is going to help them out and form a 

positive attitude about exercise. If occupants have a positive attitude toward exercise, 

hopefully, that informs their intention to exercise every day, thus leading to behaviour. But 

intention does not just rely on attitude where it gets a little bit more complex because if 

occupants do everything that has a positive attitude would probably be a lot healthier and 

happier. Nevertheless, a second component called "Subjective Norm (SN)" is really much more 

influence on occupant belief about the desirability of the behaviour.  For example,  exercise is 

something that people view as a good thing and is being healthy valued in society. Subjective 

Norm focuses on the social desirability or the acceptability of the behaviours that are ultimately 

trying to get by the occupants. So occupant creates this, but they have to understand the belief 

about the desired behaviour to specific others view. If the occupant is doing something, they 

should think about what others are going to think about it. The people close to us so their beliefs 

about the behaviour as being desirable.  
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Figure 3.5. The behavioural model based on ToRA, adapted from Fishbein and Ajzen [72] 

 

The complete ToRA is portrayed as an equation 1.1  

𝑶𝑩𝑰 = 𝑶𝑨𝑩 ∗ 𝑿𝟏 + 𝑶𝑺𝑵 ∗ 𝑿𝟐 … … … … … … … … … … … … … … … … … … … … … 1.1 

Where, 

OBI = Occupant behavioural intention, 

OAB= Occupant attitude about performing the behaviour, 

OSN= Occupant subjective norm about performing the behaviour, and 

X1, X2 = How important the component is to the individual occupant (e.g.,0.5 for both cases). 

 

As an earlier interpretation, the decision-making process implemented using ToRA is split into 

three individual components: perceive, think, and act loop (PTA). A detailed explanation of 

the PTA loop is also available in the subsequent Chapter (Chapter 4: Hybrid Model 

Construction:)  
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3.5.2.2 Model Output 

Usually, an occupant agent observes its environment, which is well-described by the input data, 

layout information, and environmental data of the specified spaces. The layout conditions 

correspond to the occupant station/destination, circulation path, and energy spot mentioned in 

the prototype Revit model, including physical parameters (e.g., the distance between energy 

spot and occupant station/destination) that allow an occupant agent to realize its motivation 

that keeps track of the energy calculation. Here, the SD model links the environmental 

parameters, and occupant energy usage characteristics to an agent. This can expressively 

influence the overall building energy consumption (e.g., output) by having an SD model to 

describe the behaviour changes made by agents. 

 

3.5.2.3 Experiment/Intervention 

The next component of the PTA Loop is energy calculation (before/after intervention) once the 

agent's interaction and learning process has been accomplished. The purpose of the energy 

estimation is to capture how agent behaviour influences the different indoor layout 

arrangements and internal ambient parameters within a space. The last section is intervention 

and model validation that will determine the flexibility and robustness of the proposed model. 

The details of the model intervention and validation approach are described in Chapter 5. 

 

As a flexible modeling framework, all data might be customized within the model, as well as 

other parameters/components are being adjusted whenever required. After executing the 

multiple simulations, acceptable outputs have been gathered and analyzed for further validation 

study by considering an intervention approach implemented in a case study location 

 

3.5.2.4 Data collection, validation, and questionnaire survey 

During the experimental and intervention study, a survey questionnaire was designed to 

investigate the influence of social contextual factors. The questionnaire development process 

is explained in Chapter 5. The questionnaire was used to solicit the occupants perception values 

as well. Additionally, most ABM studies are established on synthetic/modelled data and 

scenarios with or without a proper validation/calibration approach. So, this study also efforts 

to fill this gap by proposing a data validity/reliability test by checking the calibration tolerance 

(Root Mean Square Error and Mean Bias Error) as per ASHRAE and FEMP guidelines [209, 

210]. Moreover, the Blackbox approach (confusion matrix) has been used to check the 
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infiltration and HVAC/light using behaviour as well. In this regard, the customize sensor data 

(energy and ambient data monitoring) has been collected from several residential apartments 

located in Chittagong, Bangladesh. 

 

3.6 Chapter Summary 

This Chapter illustrates the research framework, model construction methods, theory of 

reasoned action model, intervention, and validation approach. The consecutive Chapters will 

be described the compressive hybrid model construction process, validation, and experimental 

works.  
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CHAPTER 4 

HYBRID MODEL CONSTRUCTION PROCESS4 

 

 

4.1 General 

Occupant behaviour modeling is primarily concerned with describing the relationships between 

human behaviours and surrounding conditions. This can be accomplished in three stages: 

occupant behaviour selection, measuring the quantified data (i.e., assumptions, information, or 

database) for behaviours, and building a model for behaviour prediction. The subsequent 

sections present the details of the hybrid model construction process and intervention methods 

to achieve the required phases, which served as the foundation for occupant behaviour 

simulation throughout the study. 

 

4.2 Simulation Model 

Typically, a simulation process involves a robust mathematical model, for instance, a utility 

function in agent-based modelling (ABM) – determined from a commonly acknowledged 

theoretical background in order to capture the psychological, physical, and social behaviours 

of the item that it intends to simulate [211]. A similar rule uses the requirement for an 

autonomous function to accelerate an optimization system in most building-related models 

[212]. The construction of the model starts with measuring human behaviours into some 

quantifiable metric (perception factors, information, or database). Since behaviour is a 

 
4 This Chapter is partly published and under review in: 

 

1. Uddin MN, Wang Q, Wei HH, Chi HL, Ni M. Building information modeling (BIM), System dynamics 

(SD), and Agent-based modeling (ABM): Towards an integrated approach. Ain Shams Engineering 

Journal [Internet]. Elsevier BV; 2021 May; Available from: 

http://dx.doi.org/10.1016/J.ASEJ.2021.04.015  

 

2. Uddin, M. N., Chi, H. L., Wei, H. H., Lee, M. & Ni, M. Influence of interior layouts on occupant energy-

saving behaviour in buildings: An integrated approach using Agent-Based Modelling, System Dynamics 

and Building Information Modelling (Under Review). 

 

3. Uddin, M.N.; Wei, H.-H.; Chi, H.L.; Ni, M. An Assessment of Occupant Comfort and Behavioural 

Influence on Building Indoor Layout: A Collaborative Analysis Using Statistical and Agent-Based 

Simulation 

 

4. Uddin, M.N.; Wei, H.-H.; Chi, H.L.; Ni, M.; Tamanna, N.  Building Layout Influence on Occupant’s 

Energy Consumption Behaviour: An Agent-Based Modeling Approach. Environmental Sciences 

Proceedings (Under Review). 
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combination of context, target, action, and time [72], one can easily integrate behaviours with 

several forms of perceptible activities that are obtained from a function of several decision-

making variables. In relation to the diagram (Figure 4.1), the time and context elements are 

ruling variables that are pre-established, together with the target, an objective variable. Thus, 

the only uncertainties that persist are the unforeseen variables, the action element of behaviour, 

and a common variable, or the energy requirement. 

 

Figure 4.1 Relationship between study purpose and behavioural components 

 

4.3 Modeling Rules of the Proposed Model 

In accordance with the literature review, the main elements of an ABM-based simulation 

involve a set of agents, a specific topology, and rules that address how the approach works 

within the environment. In connection to the modeling context and background in this study, 

the particular components of ABM configuration are shown in Figure 4.2. 

 

 

Figure 4.2. Proposed ABM structure within the built environment context 
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From the outline of a typical ABM structure as considered above, the projected ABM approach 

is described with three main components. Firstly, the agents in the model are occupants, more 

particularly symbolizing the building inhabitants. Occupants are rather complex agents in terms 

of their characteristics and attributes. It is difficult and, sometimes, unnecessary or very 

challenging to capture all of the occupants attributes or characteristics [213]. In this study, the 

model considers the occupants attitude and subjective norms as per the theory of the reasoned 

action model [73]. Meanwhile, some other psychological and non-psychological parameters 

are also incorporated as a supporting and useful factor for modeling process. 

 

Secondly, the environment where agents interact within the model is properly recognized. The 

spot where the occupant agent stays is within the inside of an indoor space. The ambient 

environment is the direct stimulus or driver that influences the agent’s behavioural decisions 

that are also linked with the system dynamics model. In addition, behaviour preferences of the 

agent in the modelled building are comprised of adapting to surrounding environmental 

conditions. In the current model development, other building indoor parameters such as room 

size, number of furniture, window location, orientation, etc., are ignored as these do not impact 

the occupant behaviour for this study's purposes. Previous scholars also have revealed the 

model feasibility and validity of the assumption for a single model construction purpose [12, 

38, 107].  

Lastly, as the building component states and the built environment states are well-informed if 

the current environment states are out of the acceptable range for the occupant agent, it is 

projected that the occupant agent will have the possibility to adjust the state of building 

components to reach their individual comfort level. However, it should be noted that the 

ambient indoor environment is not the only external factor that influences occupants behaviour 

in real life [12]. For instance, typical time, occupant age, gender, economic concerns, and other 

agents influence might also affect the occupants behaviour profile [172, 214], especially in 

residential buildings. However, under the scope of this study, the ABM is considered to be a 

more specific parameter of indoor layout influence. Here the dominant trigger of occupant 

behaviour is one’s physical comfort level within the layout and energy expenses rather than 

other social issues [79]. 

 

4.4 Modeling Steps 

The modeling steps of the study have been divided into three phases: Phase I: predicting typical 

stochastic occupant behaviours and their individual action within the layout; Phase II: 
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calculating the energy consumption using the model (before and after intervention) and Phase 

III:  validate the output with real data. Here, the ABM-SD model is constructed using the Java-

based AnyLogic modeling tool, which is a broadly established simulation platform, especially 

in the engineering, business, and sociology domain. Figure 4.3 represents the basic components 

of the proposed modelling work. In this modeling, assigning behaviour, behaviour triggers, and 

function, agent decision-making process (PTA), agent interactions/learning and SD 

components address phase I; layout deployment, energy interface, Revit, Dynamo_Excel 

platform (coupling), and simulation outputs address phase II, and the “model validation & 

experiment” address phase III. 

 

Usually, after initializing the specific behaviour (Light/Fan ON or OFF), the occupants agent 

identifies the behaviour triggers (both phycological and non-phycological) followed by some 

pre-defined behaviour rules and conditions. During the agent decision-making process 

(Perceive, Think, Action known as PTA Loop), an occupant agent observes its surrounding, 

which is well-described by the input data and the Interior Layout information as well as thermal 

and visual conditions of the specified spaces. The layout conditions correspond to the 

individual agent’s destination (e.g., seating point) and other parameters (e.g., switch distance) 

that allow an occupant agent to realize its motivation that keeps track of the energy calculation. 

The goal of the energy estimation is to describe how agent (occupant) behaviours affect the 

interior of allocation within the space. This can expressively influence the occupant destination, 

switch distances also environmental conditions that consider the behavioural variations made 

by occupant agents. It also noted that as occupant phycological parameters, the proposed hybrid 

model follows the Theory of Reasoned Action (ToRA) model as a decision-making process. 
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Figure 4.3 Modelling Framework 

 

Herein, the PTA loop has been re-explained to describe the idea of the decision-making 

comportment (or ABM process) applied in the study. The PTA loop in Figure 4.3 has been 

extended to the Observe, Orient, Decide, and Action (OODA) loop shown in the 

statechart in Figure 4.4 for further identification of the process. The detailed explanation of the 

OODA loop is as follows: 

Usually, an occupant agent observes its environment, which is well-described by the input data, 

layout information, and environmental data of the specified spaces. The layout conditions 

correspond to the occupant station/destination, circulation path, and energy spot mentioned in 

the prototype Revit model, including physical parameters (e.g., the distance between energy 

spot and occupant destination) that allow an occupant agent to realize its motivation that keeps 

track of the energy calculation.  

 

i. Observe: An agent recognizes its environment or surrounding conditions, e.g., layout 

and climatic circumstances, are given interior space. 

ii. Orient: An agent orients and spend a few times evaluating its perception of behaviour 

options.  
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iii. Decision: Based on floor layout (i.e., energy spot distance) as well as occupant attitude 

and subjective norm, an agent makes behaviour decisions to address the task. 

iv. Action: An agent performs the task or comes back to its idle position.  

 

It is noted that above mentioned integrated model has been considered both psychological and 

non-psychological parameters (Figure 4.5 & Table 4.1) within the combined framework 

system.  

Figure 4.4 State chart for OODA loop 
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Figure 4.5 Non-psychological parameters 

 

Table 4.1 Model parameters, events and variables 

Agent’s  Occupant  

(Active) 

Energy Point 

(Passive) 

HVAC 

(Passive) 

Light 

(Passive) 

Space 

(Passive) 

Parameters Prefer_HVAC Inaccessible HVAC/Fan Light Space 

(Layout) 

Maximum_Time_Decision Distance MinPreference_H

VAC 

  

Interaction Rate Switch_Point MaxPreference_H

VAC 

  

Occupant size Window_Control Energy_coefficie

nt_HVAC 

  

PMV value HVAC_Control 
 

  

Occupant Intervention EnergyPointInter

action_Rate 

 
  

Level of Influence (LI) 
  

  

High & Low Perception 
  

  

Attitude and Subjective 

norm 
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Events EnergyPoint_interaction_E

vent 

  
  

Intervention_Event 
  

  

Occupant_Satisfaction_Ev

ent 

  
  

Update_Occupant_Percepti

on 

  
  

Orient 
  

  

No_Task 
  

  

Variables ConsiderThermal 

Comfort_Window 

  
 DistFromWi

ndowpoint 

ConsiderThermal 

Comfort_HVAC 

 
Temp_Dynamic  DistFromHV

ACpoint 

Decisison_Time 
  

  

Thinkin_Approaching 
  

  

Thermal_Sensation 
  

  

Occupant_Perception_Lay

out 

  
  

 

If more occupant agents go to an idle state (e.g., No_Task performed), it indicates occupants 

are not satisfied with the existing layout pattern or are not engaging in any energy-saving tasks. 

Thus, occupants show more energy consumption behaviour rather than energy savings. In this 

case, the model considered the intervention strategy to reduce the number of idle agents. After 

the intervention cycle, agent perceptions value increased, which leads to the energy savings 

attitude. Refer to Appendix II for the sample code used for the occupant decision-making 

process as well as layout-based intervention. 

 

Typically, occupants perceptions values (+1 to -1) vary based on eight different cases 

mentioned in the earlier chapter. Here occupant perception value has been estimated based on 

triangular distribution while it is applied as a functional form of areas for fuzzy logic due to 

simple application in the modelling platform. It is also assumed that occupant perceptions 

values are higher after intervention and vice versa before intervention. For instance, if the 

energy spot is accessible and within the human range (less than 2 ft), it means the perceived 

value is higher, and the occupant has a positive behavioural intention towards the energy-
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saving attitude. It is noted that the aforementioned integrated model has considered both 

phycological and non-psychological parameters within the combined framework. The next 

component of the PTA Loop is energy calculation (without and with intervention) after the 

agent's interaction and learning process. The purpose of the energy estimation is to capture how 

agent behaviours can influence the energy consumption for different indoor layout 

arrangements. Here, the SD model links the required environmental parameters, several 

equations, and occupant energy usage characteristics. This can influence the overall building 

energy consumption by having an SD model to describe the behaviour changes made by agents. 

The last part of the research is Enablement intervention and model validation which will 

determine the flexibility and robustness of the proposed model. As a flexible modeling 

framework, all data can be customized within the model, and other parameters/components can 

also be adjusted whenever required. After executing the multiple simulations, acceptable 

outputs have been gathered and analyzed for further validation by considering an intervention 

approach implemented in a case study. The details of validation and intervention settings have 

been described in the subsequent Chapter. 

 

4.4.1 Occupant Usages (HVAC/Window) Function 

An agent activity function is a numerical formula that an agent estimates to make behaviour 

choices. The activity function implements the scientific model from the social sciences, where 

the model includes the collaborative relationship of variables using numerical notions [215]. 

The model is anticipated to be a projecting model where the interactions between the variables 

might describe future events. The study considers a simple linear equation, which is one of the 

most frequently used functions in social science studies 

 

f(X) = p + qX + e 

where p and q are factors, X is a variable, and e is an error entity. Including an “error” term 

allows for some degree of uncertainty, which is an essential attribute of a stochastic or 

probabilistic model [215]. 

 

The decision-making process in the ABM model is based on the theory of reasoned action 

(ToRA) model. Considering the relationship between the ToRA model and building occupant 

behaviours in the existing works of literature, the resulting Figure 4.6 describes the potential 

causal models that suggest descriptions of the relationship [65]. Since the study performed a 

survey of actual building occupants, it is expected that the development of the reasoned action 
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model has similar effects on an occupant (agent’s) overall belief in their comfort, i.e., Figure 

4.6(a). 

 

 

Figure 4.6 Typical causal pattern between the ToRA model and perception of comfort 

 

The activity function supports an occupant agent to construct the optimum behaviour selection 

to accomplish its objective. An agent goal during the study has regularly stayed the level of 

agent comfort level, for instance, to achieve and maintain the comfort level in the interior space 

through adaptive control or behaviour, which is mainly adjusting various building components 

[216] such as window or HVAC operations. However, an agent's activity function can differ 

depending on the intentions of ABM, e.g., energy conservation, maximum usage of natural 

ventilation using the window, etc. State chart 4.7(a) represents the occupant preference of 

HVAC or window for thermal comfort, which is mainly based on the probability distribution 

function. On the other hand, state chart 4.7(b) denotes the occupants idle and active state, which 

is a function of the distance factor (e.g., Energyspot distance for HVAC).  A typical action 

chart (based on ToRA) of HVAC and window operation in space has been shown in Figure 

4.8. 
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Figure 4.7 State chart for HVAC/ Window selection

a 

b 
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BP: Behaviour Perception; NP: Normative Perception, CP: Control Perception; PC: Perception on Comfort 

Figure 4.8 Action chart  of HVAC and Window operation for occupant stisfaction (Anylogic 8.5) 
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The primary agent uses function implemented in the study is stated as follows 

𝑓ij (𝑡) = pijxij+ qijyij + rijzij+ six’i- eijy’ij 

𝑓ij = Comfort perception for occupant agent 𝑖 (here 𝑖 = 1… n) and specific behaviour 𝑗 (here 𝑗 

= 1…..m) 

𝑥,y,z represent Behavioural Perception (BP), Control Perception (CP), and Normative 

Perception (NP), respectively. 

𝑥’, 𝑦’represent characteristics of an agent and agent distance to the energy system (e.g., switch)  

𝑡 represents the current time, and p, q, r, s, 𝑒 represent the corresponding weight-factors at 

time 𝑡, 

Here parameters 𝑥, 𝑦, 𝑧, 𝑥′, and 𝑦′ estimate the occupant agent 𝑖’s general perception of a 

specific behaviour 𝑗. The greater the usage 𝑓ij, the more possibility for specific behaviour 𝑗 

would be treated by an occupant agent 𝑖 for addressing its comfort range. Improving the activity 

function begins with expressing the weight factors in the above formula. Initial weights value 

can be defined by a simple survey, as specified in the survey section, which will be further 

validated through experiments and calculated data from the actual buildings. 

 

4.4.2 Agent learning and Interaction 

Agent learning and interaction are the crucial aspects of an autonomous, intelligent agent 

within the modeling process. The study uses the ToRA model as a decision-making framework 

to fulfil agent learning and interaction in the AnyLogic platform. In addition to making agent 

behaviour decisions, one more intervention state chart was also added in Figure 4.9.  

 

4.4.3 Agent Intervention 

The specific intervention rules implemented for this occupant behaviour study have been 

described as follows:   

 

 4.4.3.1 Combined Intervention Approach: 

The combined intervention approach has been studied where the hybrid model considered all 

occupants to act randomly together within the space. So, in this case, the hybrid model 

estimated energy consumption and comfort profiles for a group of occupants rather than the 

individual. The detailed state chart for the combined intervention approach is shown in Figure 

4.9.   
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Figure 4.9 Statechart of occupant activity in space (During Combined Intervention) 

 

a) The above state chart consists of two components describing the movements of 

occupant perception from low to high perception by completing the multiple stages within the 

indoor spaces. Firstly, the model considered the state chart entry point  

“Transforms_LowToHigh_Perception” that mainly linked with the previous state chart (e.g., 

Occupants Idle/No_Task_Performeed in OODA loop) through appropriate rules. Occupants 

belong to innately low perception at the “ Intrinsical_Low_Perception” stage (Here, occupant 

color: blue).   

b) Afterward, the inward idle occupant moves to “Apparent_Low_Perception,” where the 

occupants fractional idle status has been visible for a certain period of time (Here, occupant 

color: magenta). 

c) Next, the occupants turn to the indolent stage and represent entirely stationary 

categories (e.g., energy wastage behaviour) within the spaces (Here, occupant color: cyan). 

d)  Now model-based intervention (e.g., layout deployment) has been implemented that 

tries to convert the occupant existing low perception to high perception (Here, occupant color: 

green).   
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e) The above process within the space is also coupled with the statechart “ 

Indoor_Movement” which primarily represents the occupants physical movement from their 

destination to the energy spot or other directions. The required codes for occupant color in the 

various stage has been demonstrated in Appendix II. 

 

 

4.4.3.2 Individual Intervention Approach: 

 

 

Figure 4.10 Statechart of individual occupant activity in space (During Intervention) 

 

a. Each statechart is initiated with a “Statechart Entry Point.” The inside of the state chart 

is the “Occupant” agent that has two main states: “Occupants_Action” and “Occupants_Idle.” 

b. The entry action for the “Occupants_Action” state is to choose the color of the “person” 

sign to blue. 

c. The entry action for the “Occupants_Idle” state is to select the color of the “person” 

sign to red. 
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d. “Occupants_Action” state is a compound state, which includes two states called 

“Normal” and “Delay” states.   

e. It is required an “Initial State Pointer” inside the compound state to specify the primary 

state inside the compound state. 

f. Two transitions occur between “Normal” and “Delay” states called “Issue” and 

“Action”.“Issue” transition is triggered by Rate, and the “Action” transition is triggered by 

Message.  

g. Another two transitions between “Occupants_Action” (complex state) and 

“Occupants_Idle” state. They are called “Before_Intervention” and “After_Intervention.” 

These transitions are both triggered by conditions. For now, set their condition to “false” in the 

following step, and it connects these conditions to a System Dynamics component.  

h.  Now, when we run the model and then double click on the “people” population, we 

are able to see that agent remains in the “Normal” state for a moment; afterward, it moves to 

the “Delay” state and stays there continually. For a prosecution purpose, the typical energy 

consumption pattern and occupant idle/active state before and after intervention as shown in 

Figure 4.11. 

 

 

Figure 4.11 Before and after intervention state 

Before Intervention After Intervention 
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During the modeling process, the SD model links the environmental parameters, and 

occupant energy usage characteristics to an agent. This can expressively influence the 

overall building energy consumption by having an SD model to describe the behaviour 

changes made by agents. The last part of the research is intervention and model 

validation that will determine the flexibility and robustness of the proposed model.  

 

As a flexible modeling framework, all data might be customized within the model, and 

other parameters/components are being adjusted whenever required. After executing 

the multiple simulations, acceptable outputs have been gathered and analyzed for 

further validation study by considering an intervention approach implemented in a case 

study location. The details of validation and intervention settings have been described 

in the validation section. 

 

4.5 Development of Hybrid ABM-SD-BIM Model 

The idea of agent-based (ABM) -system dynamics (SD) and several capabilities are 

previously discussed. It highlights the ABM-SD as a favourable ‘methodology’ for 

studying occupant behaviour. ABM is usually described as either a programming 

language or a simulation tool as a prediction model [217-219]. On the other side system 

dynamics (SD) is a methodology and mathematical modeling technique to, construct, 

understand and discuss the complex issues and problems. System dynamics is an aspect 

of systems theory as a method to understand the dynamic behaviour of complex systems 

[220]. 

ABM-SD is a computational method that simulates individuals making decisions 

according to programmable rules. The modeler sets those rules to represent key 

elements of real-world evaluations, including the individuals’ own characteristics and 
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their social and physical environment. Needless to say, the selection of one ABM-SD 

over another will be decided by the scope of the research and the questions asked [221, 

222]. On the other hand, a previous study described the interoperability and data 

exchange issues between the BIM tool and facilities management for improved 

occupancy-based building performance [28]. This study also highlighted the potential 

issues related to BIM implementation for effective construction management. 

 

The aim of this section is to represent the ABM-SD-BIM employed in the study, which  

also supports addressing the following additional research problems concerning 

occupant behaviour in buildings: 

 

a. How is the proposed ABM-SD-BIM model unique from the current behaviour 

simulation approaches?  

b. What would make the ABM-SD approach improved than the existing behaviour 

simulation method?  

c. How important are the occupants movement and action in making behaviour 

decisions in a selected building space? 

 

The proposed hybrid model has three key components. Firstly, the active agent in the 

model is the household occupants. The proposed model in this study reflects the 

occupants physical observations and subjective norms as the vital characteristics of an 

agent. In the meantime, space circulation, decision time, thinking mechanism, and 

persuasions are also involved as relevant factors for modeling. Secondly is the dynamic 

environmental data where agents interact inside the model space zones or specified 

rooms. The ambient environmental condition is the direct stimulant that affects the 
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agent’s behavioural selection. Other criteria such as room dimensions, occupant heat 

gain, wall properties, air density, etc. are also considered under the existing model (e.g., 

BIM model). Working schedule, rest time, walking, etc., are not considered in the 

model as these factors have fewer effects on the occupant behaviours in this study. 

Finally, when a built environment condition and building energy component are 

recognized, it is usual that the occupant agent will react with available building 

segments for their comfort level. Nonetheless, it needs to be noticed that environmental 

conditions aren't the main exterior factors impacting human behaviour in the real world. 

For instance, time, age, economic matters, feedback programs, and different directions 

of the agents can furthermore influence the individual behaviour norms of building 

occupants, particularly in residential households. 

4.6 System Dynamics(SD) Model 

System dynamics (SD) is an approach to understanding the nonlinear behaviour of 

complex systems over time using stocks, flows, internal feedback loops, table 

functions, and time delays. 

The model structure in the system dynamics is implemented using AnyLogic since the 

mathematical expressions can be easily put into the system. In this study, the complete 

structure of system dynamics is the following form in Figure 4.12. The details of 

outdoor environmental data: temperature(0C) and relative humidity (%); Indoor 

environmental data: ambient or room temperature(0C), relative humidity (%), CO2 

concentration (ppm), heat gain from occupants, etc. can be calculated using SD model.  
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Figure 4.12 System Dynamics Model
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More specifically, the first component (Fig. 4.12 (a)) calculates the individual energy 

consumption for HVAC and lighting while the total daily energy consumption (i.e., final 

outcome) is calculated in the second component (Fig. 4.12  (b)). The third component (Fig. 

4.12  (c)) calculates the cooling load, which is linked to the second component (Fig. 4.12  (b)) 

to calculate the total daily energy consumption. Typically, the cooling load is greatly 

influenced by various factors such as the wall temperature, wall area, heat transfer coefficient, 

flow rate, heat gain from occupants, etc. Furthermore, as a secondary component, the fourth 

component (Fig. 4.12  (d)) calculates the indoor CO2 concentration (ppm) to consider it as one 

of the factors in the energy calculation of the second component (Fig. 4.12  (b)). The calculation 

of cooling load and internal gain can be found using the following formulas.  

 

4.6.1 Cooling load estimation 

 

The cooling load corresponds to the total rate of energy required to keep both indoor 

temperature and humidity at a given value. In accordance with Bueno et al. [223, 224], from 

the perspective of occupants, it is preferably expected that the cooling system provides the 

exact amount of fresh air to keep the indoor temperature and specific humidity at given values 

𝑇𝑖𝑛
∗  and sin

∗ = 𝑓(𝑇𝑖𝑛
∗ , 𝛷𝑖𝑛

∗ , 𝑝0), known as setpoints. The ideal cooling load 𝑞𝑐𝑜𝑜𝑙
∗ = 𝐻𝑐𝑜𝑜𝑙

∗ +

𝐿𝐸𝑐𝑜𝑜𝑙
∗  can be mathematically as:  

 

𝐻𝑐𝑜𝑜𝑙
∗ = ℎ𝐴𝑤𝑎𝑙𝑙𝑠(𝑇𝑤𝑎𝑙𝑙𝑠 − 𝑇𝑖𝑛

∗ ) + 𝐻𝑖𝑔 + �̇�𝑖𝑛𝑓𝜌𝑐𝑝(𝑇𝑜𝑢𝑡 − 𝑇𝑖𝑛
∗ ) (4.1) 

𝐿𝐸𝑐𝑜𝑜𝑙
∗ = 𝐿𝐸𝑖𝑔 + �̇�𝑖𝑛𝑓𝜌𝑙𝑣(𝑠𝑜𝑢𝑡 − 𝑠𝑖𝑛

∗ ) (4.2) 

 

Equations (4.1) and (4.2) consider the steady state of indoor temperature and specific humidity.  

Where, h is convective heat transfer coefficient (W/m2 K), Awalls is the total surface area (m2) 

of indoor walls, Twalls is the average temperature (0C) of indoor walls, Tin is the indoor 

temperature (0C), Hig is sensible heat gain(W), Vinf ̇ is the Volume flow rate (in m3/s), Cp is the 

specific heat of air (kJ/kg), ρ is air density (Kg/m3), Tout is the outdoor temperature (0C), LEig 

is latent heat gain(W), lv is Latent heat of vaporization (J/kg), Sout is outdoor specific humidity, 

and Sin is indoor specific humidity. 
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4.6.2 Internal heat gains by occupants 

 

Sensible and latent heat gains Hig and LEig will be assessed from measurements of occupancy, 

lighting, and power supplied to electrical equipment. They can be mathematically expressed 

as: 

  

𝐻𝑖𝑔 = 𝐻𝑚𝑒𝑡𝑎𝑏𝑜𝑙𝑖𝑐 ⋅ 𝑁𝑝𝑒𝑜𝑝𝑙𝑒 +  𝐴𝑖𝑛 ⋅ 𝑓𝑠𝑎 ⋅ (𝜂𝑙𝑖𝑔ℎ𝑡𝑖𝑛𝑔)
−1

⋅ 𝐼𝑙𝑖𝑔ℎ𝑡𝑖𝑛𝑔 + 𝜂𝑒𝑞𝑢𝑖𝑝𝑚𝑒𝑛𝑡

⋅ 𝑊𝑒𝑞𝑢𝑖𝑝𝑚𝑒𝑛𝑡 

(4.3) 

𝐿𝐸𝑖𝑔 = 𝐿𝐸𝑚𝑒𝑡𝑎𝑏𝑜𝑙𝑖𝑐 ⋅ 𝑁𝑝𝑒𝑜𝑝𝑙𝑒 (4.4) 

  

where Hmetabolic is the sensible metabolic heat gain from occupants (W/person), LEmetabolicthe 

latent metabolic heat gain from occupants (W/person), Ain the floor surface area of the indoor 

space (m2),  𝑓𝑠𝑎the special allowance factor related to the type of light is available 

(dimensionless), ηlightingthe efficiency of lighting (lumen/W), Ilighting the average illuminance 

of lighting (lux), ηequipmentsthe efficiency of electrical equipment (W/W), and Wequipments 

the total power supplied to electrical equipment(W). 

 

Similarly to occupancy, the average illuminance Ilighting and the total power consumption of 

electrical equipment Wequipments will be computed by averaging measurements within a 1-

hour time frame. Characteristics of fluorescent light (i.e., fsa and ηlighting) can be found in 

ASHRAE standards [225]. Electrical equipment is primarily computers and monitors.  

 

4.6.3 Indoor temperatures and CO2 generation 

 

In this stage, the SD model will run based on two formulas. The first formula (Equation 4.5 ) 

established by Givoni [226] for indoor temperatures prediction for the similar types of thermal 

mass is as follows:  

Tmax − in =  Tmax − out −  0.31(Tmax − out −  Tmin − out) +  1.6 … … … … … (4.5)  

Here,   

Tmax-in = Maximum indoor temperature (0C).  

Tmax-out = Maximum outdoor temperature(0C); and  
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Tmin-out = Minimum outdoor temperature(0C).  

 

The above formula expresses building with the continuous cross-ventilation system, where the 

maximum indoor temperature (i.e., Tmax-in) leads to the variation of maximum outdoor 

temperature (i.e., Tmax-out). 

 

The second formula (Equation 4.8) defines the current technique which is used in the 

ventilation and Indoor Air Quality (IAQ) study to estimate the amount of CO2 generated from 

the building inhabitants. Currently, the ASHRAE Fundamentals Handbook [227]  and ASTM 

D6245 [228] define the rates of CO2 generation as follows.  

 

The oxygen consumption rate (L/s) per occupant is specified by Equation 4.6, 

Volume of O2 =
(0.00276 ∗ AD ∗ M)

(0.23 ∗ RQ + 0.77)
… … … … … … … … … … … … … … … … … … … … (4.6) 

Here: 

AD = DuBois surface area (m2); 

M = Rate of metabolic (met); and 

RQ = Respiratory quotient (dimensionless). 

 

Usually, DuBois surface area (AD) is estimated from occupant height H (m) and the body mass 

W(kg) as follows: 

AD =  0.202H0.725 ∗ W0.425 … … … … … … … … … … … … … … … … … … … … … … … … (4.7) 

 

So, the rate of CO2 generation (L/s) per occupant is given by Equation 4.8, 

 Volume of CO2 = Volume of O2 ∗ RQ =
0.00276AD∗M∗RQ

0.23∗RQ+0.77
… … … … … … … … … … … … . (4.8) 

The above-mentioned resulting indoor data (i.e., room temperature) generated by the SD model 

was further used to run the ABM model. So, in this stage, to create an ABM model that contains 

individual occupant comfort levels (i.e., PMV indices) with the dynamic variation of indoor 

parameters at different time intervals. The details of java codes in any logic platform for the 

SD model have been demonstrated in Appendix II.
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4.7 Model demonstration 

Figure 4.13 Data exchange between SD (Left) and ABM (Right) 

Figure 4.12 Data exchange between BIM and Excel through Dynamo API  
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Figure 4.14 Function body for the required equations (SD component) 
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 Figure 4.15 Automated Space Data Generation using Dynamo_API (Application Programming Interface) 

Space Layout 
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Figure 4.16 Automated Coordinate Data Generation using Dynamo_API (Application Programming Interface)  
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4.8 Chapter Summary 

This chapter step by step explained the model construction process along with some 

demonstrative examples. The study fulfills its aim by proposing and constructing a 

comprehensive hybrid model using ABM-SD-BIM for the indoor layout based occupant 

behaviour study. The subsequent Chapter will be described the thorough intervention and 

validation approach implemented for this model as well as fill the research objectives 4 and 5. 
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CHAPTER 5 

INTERVENTION & VALIDATION 5 

 

 

5.1 General 

Technology alone won't accomplish occupants' energy conservation purposes. Occupants and 

their associated energy behaviour in buildings should be understood for better energy 

performance. Despite numerous studies pointing out the inhabitants’ behaviour relation and 

building energy performance, the knowledge of occupant behaviour and its position in overall 

energy performance stays complex, unclear, and conflicting. Along these lines, more research 

spotlight should be put on combining occupants basic elements into energy consumption 

profiles. For instance, selecting intervention systems, i.e., building layout deployment, and 

information programs for occupants, needs to be considered to improve the existing energy 

consumption. Thus, this chapter mainly described several contextual interventions followed by 

the intervention and validation approach implemented in this study. 

 

5.2 Several Contextual Intervention   

It is shown that the residents behaviour adopts a considerable position in energy consumption 

in line with the earlier research on different intervention strategies to change behavioural 

practices. As an efficient behaviour measure, Azhar & Pisello [179, 180] have been presented 

a target direction on the plan of interventions for residential dwellers. It is also associated with 

the design process of persuasive systems [83] that may add to the advancement of effective 

actions to change occupants behaviour and improve sustainability. Hook and Wyon [229, 230] 

 
5 This Chapter is partly published and under review in: 
 

1. Uddin, M. N., Chi, H. L., Wei, H. H., Lee, M. & Ni, M. An Assessment of Occupant 

Comfort and Behavioural Influence on Building Indoor Layout: A Collaborative 

Analysis Using Statistical and Agent-Based Simulation(Under Review). 

 

2. Uddin, M. N., Chi, H. L., Wei, H. H., Lee, M. & Ni, M. Influence of interior layouts 

on occupant energy-saving behaviour in buildings: An integrated approach using 

Agent-Based Modelling, System Dynamics and Building Information Modelling 

(Under Review). 
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have observed particular social interventions to lessen energy consumption by as much as 20% 

while several energy behaviours transitions and action plans were executed. In this context, 

social interventions are consciously applied that can change energy consumption behaviours 

amongst the occupants. The method utilized for social interventions is mostly dependent on the 

users in question and what matters/issues need to be focused on [231]. Especially, energy-

linked social interventions are useful when this one fits the occupants engaged and are 

inexpensive in terms of time, effort, money, or social dissatisfaction, and when occupants do 

not cope with severe behavioural limitations [232]. Moreover, interventions can expose the 

behaviours/attitudes that are not environmentally friendly and why homeowners/inhabitants 

are unresponsive in implementing sustainable behaviour profiles [56]. These all findings guide 

the researchers on the greatest intervention method to implement. For instance, Zvingilaite 

[233] emphasized the advantages of regular intervention, prolonged, disaggregated, and 

continuous feedback. Another study [234] found that direct feedback provided by In-Home 

Display (IHD) encourages the inhabitants to make more energy-efficient behaviour. However, 

a growing body of research [56, 119, 235-238] has now begun to investigate several contextual 

factors (e.g., social, economic, housing structure). The research involves the low-income 

dwellers that contribute to universal studies on the advancement of energy-efficient behaviour, 

and products, and offers insights for policymakers in Bangladesh and other developing 

economies. Thus, interventions reviewed include the provision of information, feedback, and 

rewards, all of which aim to change individuals’ knowledge and perceptions of energy 

conservation activities. This comprehensive study [239] offered nine different types of 

intervention for specific purposes. Among these, this study mainly considered the Enablement 

intervention that mainly deals with the reducing barriers or obstacles to prompt occupant 

behaviours towards the sustainable attitude. During the experimental phase, this study 

primarily reorganized the indoor layout configurations based on potential flexibility that 

eventually minimize the challenges or impediments for individual occupants. In this sense, 

Enablement is the appropriate approach as an intervention strategy.  

 

Therefore, the study implemented a real-time indoor layout-based intervention approach by 

considering the Interior Layout deployment on occupant energy conservation behaviour. Here, 

Interior Layout is characterized as the interior allocation of various spaces that incorporate the 

interior arrangements of buildings, such as interior furniture, equipment, etc.[79, 100]. The 

detailed intervention approach implemented in a selected case study location in Chittagong, 

Bangladesh, has been described as follows:  
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5.3 Experimental Settings for Intervention 

Eight residential problematic Interior Layouts (shown in Figure 5.1), including their 

inhabitants, have been recruited for this experimental study. The occupants comprised 16 males 

and 16 females from the selected apartments. All occupants were in the age range between 20 

and 60. Usually, occupants have been provided with an information sheet explaining the study's 

aim and objective. In the meantime, occupants' approval (Appendix-III) was taken using the 

standard approval form. Afterward, the occupants were invited to change their problematic 

layout position for a particular period of time (i.e., May 2020-July 2020).    

 

Figure 5.1. Typical problematic layout in a case study location: a) Interior Layout 1: Energy 

spot inaccessible, b) Interior Layout 2: Energy spot partially accessible from an adjacent edge, 

c) Interior Layout 3: Energy spot accessible over an object, d) Interior Layout 4:  Longer 

distance (>10ft) between occupant station and energy spot, e) Interior Layout 5: Average 

distance (>5ft) between occupant station and energy spot (forward direction), f) Interior Layout 
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6:  Average distance (>4ft) between occupant station and energy spot (lateral direction), g) 

Interior Layout 7:  Short-distance (3ft) between occupant station and energy spot (backward 

direction), h) Interior Layout 8: Energy spot is a forward direction (short distance, 2ft)   

 

In this regard, occupants were requested to change their problematic layouts to the best possible 

one (described earlier/similar to Interior Layout 8 ). It is also noted that selected Interior 

Layouts have similar dimensions/areas that are approximately 180-200 square feet. Typically, 

these selected layout helps the better rearrangements of interior stuff due to adequate indoor 

space dimensions/area. For instance, if the energy spot is inaccessible/ not visible, occupants 

change some interior stuff or re-organize the interior allocation, so the energy spot is easily 

visible and within the occupant ranges. In addition, it is assumed that ambient conditions during 

the real-time intervention are analogous.  

 

5.3.1 Data Monitoring Devices/Customize Sensors 

During the experiment, energy consumption data from each Interior Layout were collected 

using the fitted customize sensors shown in Figure 5.2. Each sensor network comprises four 

sensors (e.g., temperature, humidity, CO2, and energy calculation). The time period for energy 

data extraction was 1 minute, and these data have been stored on a Desktop connected to a 

wireless area network with fixed IP shown in Figure 5.3 
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.  

Figure 5.2 Interior components of the customized sensor panel 

 

Figure 5.3 Data acquisition technique 
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5.4 Data Collection Techniques 

 

Data collection techniques enable the systematic gathering of information about the object of 

study while taking into consideration the setting of the information gathering. In choosing the 

data collection method, it is important that the depth and scope should be taken into 

consideration [240]. The data collection process in this study mainly two parts, such as 

 

1. Energy consumption (HVAC/Fan, Light) data and 

2. Environmental (Temperature, CO2, etc.) data 

 

Before starting the experiment, above mentioned customized sensors and environmental 

sensors have been installed and run for the selected eight rooms. Considering the scale of the 

Interior Layout, eight customize sensors have been installed, and each customized sensors 

include four monitoring sensors.  

 

5.4.1 Energy consumption data using customized sensor platform 

 

Other than building energy modelling, which is a largely passive approach, active methods 

could provide better control through timely data. The latter can be directly measured by the use 

of customized sensor nodes or by using the smart meter for several components of the cooling 

system [241-243]. A network of sensors and smart power meters can be a new way to minimize 

the cooling energy use within a building while maintaining a satisfactory level of indoor 

comfort [244]. With the smart sensors, building energy usage and indoor condition can be 

collected in real-time. Occupancy corresponds to the number of people within a building that 

can be managed easily at a given instant. In contrast with occupancy, light intensity (in 

lumen/m2) is directly measured from a sensor [245]. In addition, the power consumption (W 

or kWh) of electrical equipment like TV or computers can be collected from a smart sensor or 

power meter as well [246]. 

 

Thus, in this study, the customized sensor node has measured related energy consumption data 

from individual appliances. This sensor node consists of an embedded board microcontroller 

computer where three isolated sensors record energy consumption by HVAC/Fan(kWh), 
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Light(kWh), and ambient data. The time duration for data collection was 1 minute for three 

months, and all data were stored on a desktop PC via Wi-Fi networks. 

 

5.4.2 Environmental data monitoring 

 

Similar to energy consumption data, indoor environmental data were also collected using the 

customized sensor. From each sensor, dry bulb temperature (0C), relative humidity (%), and 

CO2 concentration(ppm) have been collected.  

 

For the occupancy rate, it is referred to as binary values, where “0” means that nobody is 

detected, and “1” indicates someone is present in the room. The active rate of electrical energy 

consumed by HVAC and Light has been measured by the smart sensor. Table 5.1 shows the 

dimensions of each indoor space and the number of occupants where customized sensors and 

environmental sensors have been installed. Also, the individual floor plan has been employed 

to estimate the floor surface area of a specific room. By considering the average floor height 

of 3.5 m, the indoor air volume was assessed from the floor surface area. 

 

In the meantime, an occupancy-based survey covered a broader scope of study purposes 

through the use of some questionnaire surveys, structured observations, and interviews to 

collect quantitative and qualitative data. Representative sample data could be collected 

economically with the help of a survey. Since this research seeks to collect data from a narrow 

scope (energy saving intention on layout preference) of respondents from the households, the 

questionnaire survey is the most appropriate data collection technique.  

 

Table 5.1: Indoor space information for both landlord (L)and Tenant (T) 

Room No 

 

Occupant Type 

(L/T) 

𝐀𝐢𝐧 

(ft2) 

𝐀𝐰𝐚𝐥𝐥𝐬 

(ft2) 

No. of People 

Room No.1 L 180 300 4 

Room No.2 L 190 320 5 

Room No.3 L 180 300 4 
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In addition, a daily survey with multiple behaviour decisions and related time intervals or 

duration was also recorded. For adjusting the data accuracy and to minimize the occupants 

disturbance, the time record interval was set to around 60 minutes from 8:00 to 23:00.  Further 

schedule may be added as per occupants (both tenants and landlords) actual timetable. The 

typical survey/data collection sheet is attached in Figure 5.4. The targeted occupants have been 

asked to modify the starting condition of the specified building components (Light, Fan usage, 

etc.) every day; afterward, they manually make a tick sign at a specified box related to a definite 

time period while a household behaviour appears. This daily survey has been used only for 

validating the sensor data for several days (cross-validation). The human survey was also 

approved (Appendix-III) by the prescribed authority to protect the people's privacy in the 

experiment. In the meantime, a set of customized and environmental sensors have been 

installed in individual rooms to collect their energy consumption and ambient data (i.e., 

Temperature, CO2, etc.). 

 

Room No.4 L 190 320 5 

Room No.5 T 200 340 6 

Room No.6 T 180 310 4 

Room No.7 T 180 320 5 

Room No.8 T 190 330 5 
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5.5 Model Validation/ Performance Test  

The reason for building a hybrid model is to assess how the building occupants interact with 

different building energy components under a particular environmental condition. The 

simulation outcomes from the developed ABM-SD-BIM are verified with the recorded 

behaviour by implementing calculated performance metrics as well as visualization. 

 

5.5.1 Validation using Error Metrics 

The above-stated hybrid model-produced energy data evaluation process has been reviewed. 

The goal is to check the energy data reliability/validity and the performance of the proposed 

hybrid model. Herein the data validity approach of computational results has been presented 

utilizing the practical data gathered from the customized sensor network. Primarily, practical 

Figure 5.4 Daily Survey Data sheet (Only for cross validation) 
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or realistic data is empirical, often known as "true" data, and it is recommended as a powerful 

validation system [119, 124]. Typically, results found from the simulation model to be reliable, 

the data made from these models or tools need to be within an acceptable limit [124]. Moreover, 

for reliability tests (by checking the calibration tolerance), it is essential that depth and scope 

have to be taken into account. 

 

Here, energy data produced from the hybrid model are validated against the real energy data 

collected from the eight customized sensor panels installed within the eight residential 

apartments located in Chittagong, Bangladesh. In this practice, ASHRAE standard 14-2002 

[209], FEMP guidelines [210], and IPMVP standard [247, 248] have been followed to verify 

the data acceptance. This checking includes verifying three dimensionless indexes of errors, 

for instance, Co-efficient of Variation of Root Mean Square Error CV(RMSE), Coefficient of 

Determination (R2), and Mean Bias Error (MBE) [248]. According to ASHRAE standard, 14-

2002 and FEMP regulations, the standard calibration acceptance of CV(RMSE) and MBE are 

30% and ±10%, respectively, while system-level adjusted with hourly observed data [28, 248]. 

On the other hand, as stated by IPMVP, the acceptable values of CV(RMSE) and MBE are 

20% and ±5% correspondingly [247]. The MBE and CV(RMSE) are calculated and verified to 

be consistent with the ASHRAE, FEMP, and IPMVP guidelines. Equations (5.1) and (5.2) have 

been used for CV(RMSE) and MBE calculation. Here, Tavg.m. is the average monitored data 

for n observations, n is the number of the observations, Ts and Tm are the simulated and 

monitored data, respectively for n observations. 

 

RMSE(%) = (
100

𝑇𝑎𝑣𝑔
) ×  √

∑  (𝑇𝑠 − 𝑇𝑚)2]

𝑛
… … … … … … … … … … … … … … … … … … … …   (5.1) 

 

MBE (%) =  (
100

𝑇𝑚
) ×

1

n
∑(𝑇𝑠 − 𝑇𝑚) … … … … … … … … … … … … … … … … … … … … … . (5.2) 
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On the other hand, R2 (coefficient of determination) signifies how close the model-produced 

simulated energy data are to the regression line of the computed energy data. This one is 

another statistical indicator frequently used to assess the model's uncertainty. Typically, the R2 

value is limited to between 0 and 1, wherein the higher value suggests that the simulated values 

completely fit the computed value and the lower value does not. According to ASHRAE 

guidelines, the acceptable R2   should be greater than 75% [248].    

 

 

5.5.2 Validation using Evaluation Metrics 

The black-box validation technique has been proposed for the study validation as the White 

box validation approach already performed by Bharathy and Silverman [218] for human 

behaviour platforms. In Black-box validation, the validation primarily focuses on the final 

energy consumption outcomes, whereas the White-box validation approach emphasizes the 

internal structure and mechanism. There are two reasons for choosing the Black box approach: 

Firstly, AnyLogic is a java-based platform that is already well established and tested by 

previous researchers. Moreover, several documents have discussed the technical particulars of 

the AnyLogic tool [249-251]. So, it is not essential to assess the inner algorithms in this study. 

Secondly, as the study aim is to improve household energy conservation by adding/ calculating 

the occupants behaviour component, a Black-box approach is adequate to establish the model 

validity for the developed model. Thus, the model justification can focus on whether the 

outcomes of the developed energy behaviour model reflect reality. Therefore, integrating the 

data to further energy model would theoretically develop the modeling skill.  

 

For validation purposes, four evaluation metrics have been used in this study to compare model 

simulation and real behaviour information, i.e., precision, recall, accuracy, and F1 score.  

 The numerical value covers the above four metrics from 0 to 1. The descriptions of each metric 

are simply explained using the information in this analysis. The condition of “occupant active” 

is supposed to be positive sample for all targeted behaviour components, and “occupant idle” 

is considered a negative sample. Hence, every simulation outcome of an energy behaviour 

element is categorized as:  

i) Positive True (PT),  

ii) Positive False (PF),  

iii) Negative True (NT), and  

iv) Negative False (NF)   
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For better understanding, for the HVAC/FAN, PT specifies the number of time stages when 

the model predicts the occupants/residents select the HVAC/FAN for their thermal comfort 

when he/she usage really. However, NF is the number of time stages when the model predicts 

the occupants/residents do not select HVAC/FAN while it's selected. Likewise, NT represents 

the number of time phases when the model predicts the occupants/residents do not use 

HVAC/FAN when really it is unused, and PF means the model predicts HVAC/FAN is used 

by the occupant, but really it is unused. Based on the above classes, the estimation for the 

evaluation metrics is as follows:      

  

Precision = PT / (PF+ PT); Recall = PT / (NF+ PT); Accuracy = (NT +PT) / (PF + PT + NT + 

NF); and F1 score = 2PT / (PF + NF+ 2PT) 

 

5.6 Statistical Analysis Using SPSS 

 

5.6.1 Questionnaire Survey  

 

A questionnaire survey has many advantages that make it suitable for this study. 

Notwithstanding the benefits, challenges such as selection bias and low response rate have been 

acknowledged [252]. Yet, in the light of the merits and demerits, a questionnaire survey stands 

out as the best option for human social contextual factors (e.g., age, gender, economy, etc.) 

analysis and comfort data collection.  

Unless there are several ways to direct behaviour observations, the best alternative is simply to 

invite the person using a free-response structure. An inductive study looks like a favourable 

approach, asking respondents to illustrate a list of behaviours that reflects energy savings and 

comfort. It is similar to making the modal set of relevant beliefs in the ToRA model and might 

be a set of possible behaviours that would be focused on the study. The objective of the 

inductive study is to get a fast sense of fundamental concerns that best address the interior 

layout question in the study. Ultimately to use the responses from the induction survey as a 

foundation for building the general survey questionnaire. The first part of the questionnaire 

labelled “Section A” contains questions about the available information of occupants; the 

second part of the questionnaire labelled “Section B” includes questions about the occupant 

current perception of existing layout systems; the third part of the questionnaire labelled 
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“Section C” contains occupant core preference and opinion (Please see the Questionnaire 

survey (c) in Appendix-III). 

 

From the survey study, two pieces of data might be gathered: a collection of salient behaviours 

that have effects on individual occupant energy consumption and comfort and the occupant 

attitude depth in presenting the energy savings behaviour in residential sectors. While the later 

can be applied as a rationalization for the selection of one layout categorization over the other, 

the relevant behaviours are crucial to further developing the questionnaire that will assess and 

gather data for hybrid model construction. The questionnaire mainly inquires about the several 

perceptions mentioned in the ToRA and questions related to some background information. 

 

5.6.1.1 Location, occupants, and building types  

Overspread an area of 2510 km2 and 29 m above the mean sea level, Chittagong has a 

population of 2.59 million, and it is a large port city on the south-eastern coast of Bangladesh. 

The summer and the rainy season are from May to October, which is cloudy, warm, and wet. 

This study (questionnaire survey) was conducted in the summer month of July 2020. Occupants 

from 29 residential apartments were surveyed, including tenants and property owners, where 

all the apartments are in the residential areas of the central parts of Chittagong. The survey 

buildings are generally up to 3-5 stories and 10–30 years old.  

 

5.6.1.2 Data sample and measurement 

In this study, 104 occupants (both males and females from 19 apartments) were enlisted from 

the selected location for the semi-structured interview-based survey analysis. We do not want 

to disclose the actual address of the building's site for data security purposes. All occupants 

were in the age range between 17 and 75. As a convenient day for occupants, the data collection 

period was set from 1st July to 30th July 2020. Usually, selected occupants were provided with 

a data sheet explaining the study's aim and objective. In the meantime, occupants' agreement 

has been taken using the standard consent form. Afterward, the occupants were asked to freely 

mark their satisfaction level (satisfied/unsatisfied/neutral) anywhere on the questionaries' sheet. 

The sheet contains 7 Point Likert scale that offers satisfaction and unsatisfaction as to the 

polar points and a neutral option (Appendix-III). The data samples were grouped based on 

their sex, age, and ownership types. Subsequently, a descriptive statistical analysis was 

performed that quantitatively analyzed the data collected from the questionnaire survey. Data 

were analyzed using the Statistical Package for the Social Sciences (SPSS), window version 
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22. Herein, the Chi-Square test was used to examine the influence of contextual factors on the 

satisfaction of existing indoor layout systems. A p<0.05 was considered for statistically 

significant results. Furthermore, the 7-point Likert scale was used for calculating subjective 

PMV as a reliability study. The whole research methodology is also clearly elaborated in Figure 

5.5 

 

 

Figure 5.5 Statistical research procedure using the SPSS & PMV indices 

 

 

5.7 Chapter Summary 

This Chapter mainly explained the detailed intervention and validation study implemented in 

this study. This validation study has been used to check the hybrid model performance. Here, 

two types of validation studies have been considered, such as estimation of error metrics and 

confusion/evaluation matrix. Besides this, an occupant questionnaire survey was also used to 

investigate the influence of social contextual factors on existing building indoor layout systems.  
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CHAPTER 6  

RESULTS & DISCUSSIONS6 

 

6.1 General 

The proposed hybrid model offers the generic functional modeling components and significant 

evaluation systems for the occupant decision-making process. Nevertheless, creating an 

occupant behaviour model for the particular built environment requires identifying the essential 

modeling rules, design components, etc. Additionally, there are no pre-defined standards or 

modelings rules for building occupant behaviours. The construction of occupant behaviour 

model should rely on the physical characteristics of preferred building types (or rooms) and 

their inhabitants. For instance, the activities and schedules of different rooms might differ due 

to their functionalities. Moreover, occupants may have full or limited control access to certain 

building systems. So, in this study, similar eight types of residential building spaces are selected 

as the case study testbed. Thus, the hybrid model construction, testing, and application are all 

based on the real conditions of the building. The detailed discussions on the hybrid model 

produced simulation output, and realistic data have been described in the following sections.  

6.2 Simulation-based Outputs 

 

 
6 This Chapter is partly published and under review in: 

 
1. Uddin MN, Wang Q, Wei HH, Chi HL, Ni M. Building information modeling (BIM), System 

dynamics (SD), and Agent-based modeling (ABM): Towards an integrated approach. Ain 

Shams Engineering Journal [Internet]. Elsevier BV; 2021 May; Available from: 

http://dx.doi.org/10.1016/J.ASEJ.2021.04.015  

 

2. Uddin, M. N., Chi, H. L., Wei, H. H., Lee, M. & Ni, M. An Assessment of Occupant Comfort 

and Behavioural Influence on Building Indoor Layout: A Collaborative Analysis Using 

Statistical and Agent-Based Simulation (Under Review). 

 

3. Uddin, M. N., Chi, H. L., Wei, H. H., Lee, M. & Ni, M. Influence of interior layouts on 

occupant energy-saving behaviour in buildings: An integrated approach using Agent-Based 

Modelling, System Dynamics and Building Information Modelling (Under Review: 

Renewable & Sustainable Energy Reviews). 

 

4. Uddin, M.N.; Wei, H.-H.; Chi, H.L.; Ni, M.; Tamanna, N.  Building Layout Influence on 

Occupant’s Energy Consumption Behaviour: An Agent-Based Modeling Approach. 

Environmental Sciences Proceedings (Under Review). 
 

 

 

 

http://dx.doi.org/10.1016/J.ASEJ.2021.04.015
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6.2.1 Pilot Study for occupancy-based ambient data generation  

The developed programmatic hybrid model was tested using an office building located in Hung 

Hom, Hong Kong, as a pilot case study. In this case, multiple simulations have been performed 

by considering a simple office building located at Hong Kong Polytechnic University. The 

following figures (Figure 6.1, Figure 6.2, and Figure 6.3) show the simulation outcomes of 

each category. These include individual comfort level, dynamic indoor/outdoor temperature, 

and CO2 variation, as well as the stochastic nature of occupants presence in the indoor space. 

Usually, the simulation outcomes were calculated at a 1-minute interval. In general, indoor data 

in the office space is related to the individual occupants satisfaction level. The PMV value 

represents (Figure 6.1) that the occupant comfort level is not neutral (i.e., PMV = 0) throughout 

the simulation periods, whereas it was slightly hot or cool in summer (Figure 6.1: Left) and 

mostly cool during the winter season (Figure 6.1: Right). It was also observed that model 

calculated thermal comfort indices repeatedly fluctuated due to indoor temperature, CO2 

concentration, and occupants metabolic rate. There is a need to understand the relationship 

between the PMV values, clothing level, indoor temperature, and CO2 concentrations. 

Generally, a wide variety of thermal conditions among the office occupants is a significant 

factor. And offices with warmer temperatures during the winter necessarily required a greater 

number of occupants. For further validation, the actual PMV indices have been obtained from 

the occupants (as individual comfort levels from cold (-3) to hot (+3)), and the calculated PMV 

indices are averaged. This describes how realistically the PMV indices can capture the actual 

comfort level under the current modelling approach. Moreover, it also appears that the blunder 

is higher in the hot climatic region compared with the cold climatic region. It is possible 

because the occupants' tolerances for thermal conditions of the hot and cold regions are 

completely disparate. Since this model was preliminary designed in Hong Kong, which is 

located in a hot, humid climatic region, the occupants who live in this zone may be more 

responsive to hot environments and have less tolerance for these conditions. Nevertheless, the 

indoor temperature and CO2 concentrations are key factors dominating the occupant comfort 

level. Figure 6.2 and Figure 6.3 indicate the 10-day simulation outcomes of temperatures and 

CO2 concentration as well. These outcomes reveal that indoor temperature and indoor CO2 

distribution in the office space are quite steady. 

 

Typically, a rise in indoor temperature in an office room depends on both the occupant number 

(due to metabolic gains from occupants bodies) and the outdoor temperature intensity. In 

general, while the outside temperature and solar radiation are high during the daytime, heat 
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gains from the building envelope (i.e., windows, walls, etc.) raise the interior temperature. The 

variability of the indoor and outdoor temperature was observed and shown in  

 

Figure 6.1 Stochastic thermal comfort level for four occupants: summer season (Left) and 

winter season (Right).  

 

Figure 6.2. The highest temperatures have been found on June 1st, 4th, 5th, and 6th during the 

daytime while the maximum occupancy. Moreover, the CO2  concentration level and indoor 

temperature were also higher during this period. Throughout the 10-day simulation period, the 
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indoor temperature (0C) in an office space has been measured in a range of 18.310C to 20.970C 

whereas the outdoor temperature was measured in a range of 25.50C to 29.870C. The peak level 

of the outdoor temperature is 29.870C which was recorded on June 1st, while the interior 

temperature was stated to be 20.270C due to the control HVAC and tight infiltration system. 

The outcomes of the model computed indoor carbon dioxide levels based on several equations 

are presented in Figure 6.3. For most of the days, the indoor CO2 levels started at ∼575 ppm 

and rose to a  stable value within 10-20 mins. There is a good correlation visible between the 

indoor CO2 levels and the number of occupants. But indoor CO2 levels did not exceed 

1000 ppm on any of the days, staying below 900 ppm on most of the days. So, it indicated that 

the office had appropriate ventilation and air quality and was not a cause for occupant concern. 

Moreover, this value is accepted by the World Health Organization (WHO) as the maximum 

allowable value for indoor environments [253]. The highest level of outdoor CO2 concentration 

observed for ten days of the simulation period was June 5th (approximately 408.39 ppm). This 

is also a daytime fact when the office space is mostly occupied. 
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Figure 6.2 Indoor and outdoor temperature (0C) variation in office space  

 

Figure 6.3 Stochastic nature of occupants with indoor and outdoor CO2 concentration (ppm) 
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6.2.2 Simulation-based energy consumption profile for individual occupant 

It is evidenced that individual behaviour assumes a significant position in energy consumption 

levels along with the past research. However, occupant behaviour is completely stochastic and 

random. So, model-generated energy consumption profiles for individual occupants are also 

random (Figure 6.4). From Figure 6.4, it has been revealed that under a similar environmental 

condition and the same time period, individual energy consumption profile is different when 

considering with intervention and without intervention. For instance, at a specific time period 

and ambient condition, an occupant agent, only consumes lighting energy while another 

occupant may use both HVAC and lighting energy. So, in this case, energy consumption 

patterns and potential savings for similar rooms are also different. Usually, occupant behaviour 

is illustrated by setting indoor temperature, scheduling equipment, lighting, and HVAC 

controls [31, 45]. These are exceedingly unpredictable and entirely random for an individual 

or group of occupants [38, 51]. Additionally, these factors also have a considerable effect on 

real energy consumption. Despite numerous studies pointing out the occupant behaviour 

relation and building energy performance, the knowledge of occupant behaviour and its 

position in overall energy performance stays complex, unclear, and conflicting. 
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Figure 6.4 Stochastic energy consumption profile for three individual occupants (before & after intervention)
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6.2.3 Simulation-based energy consumption profile for a group of the occupant (Residential) 

 

The occupant energy consumption pattern before and after the intervention has been illustrated 

using several boxplots in Figure 6.5. The boxplot shows the minimum, maximum, mean, and 

median values, as well as the median 95% confidence in shading areas, first quartile, and third 

quartile. More specifically, the lines in the boxes stand for the median values, the boxes also 

encompass the mean 50% of the energy data, and the thin lines indicate the entire range of all 

data. The tiny circles show the outliners. The box plot demonstrates the occupant energy 

consumption pattern for different Interior Layout configurations considered in the case study. 

It signifies that not only the medians are unequal, but the interquartile range in each specified 

layout is also different. The simulation outputs also reveal that before intervention (i.e., 

considering the existing problematic layout), Interior Layout 1 (17.7 kWh), Interior Layout 2 

(10.76 kWh), Interior Layout 3 (14.61 kWh), Interior Layout 4 (16.69 kWh), Interior Layout 5 

(14.31 kWh) and Interior Layout 6 (16.80 kWh) have a higher energy consumption pattern than 

Interior Layout 7 (16.58 kWh) and Interior Layout 8 (16.25 kWh).  

 

After the intervention (layout modification/restructured of layout) energy savings profile for 

different Interior Layouts has been changed significantly. More elaborately, due to applied 

intervention, the highest energy saving was found for Interior Layout 2, which was 

approximately 35.13%. At this point, the study noticed that before the intervention, it seems 

Interior Layout 1 was more problematic (as the energy spot is inaccessible/invisible) than 

Interior Layout 2 and Interior Layout 3; however, the energy-saving contribution from Interior 

Layout 1(14.69%) is comparatively less than Interior Layout 2 (35.13 %) and Interior Layout 

3 (15.81%). In this regard, the findings reveal that occupants feel more discomfort whenever 

an energy spot is only accessible from an angular edge (e.g., Interior Layout 2) or partially 

accessible over an object (Interior Layout 3). In compliance with this, Consolo and others [254, 

255] experimental studies showed that humans prefer to walk in straight and circular directions 

than angular tracks. Moreover, another study [255, 256] also mentioned that human walking 

path is significantly changed while their straight path is occupied, leading to occupant distress. 

Actually, occupant directional tendency is complex, and it is a multifactor event that varies 

from person to person and from culture to culture as well.

https://www.powerthesaurus.org/in_compliance_with_this/synonyms
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Furthermore, the energy savings trend as a result of intervention for Interior Layout 4 (longer 

distance) was 13.6%. In contrast, Interior Layout 5 (moderate distance, forward direction) and 

Interior Layout 6 (moderate distance, lateral direction) were 9.7 % and 12.2%, respectively. 

Although Interior Layout 5 and Interior Layout 6 are considered moderate distances, still 

occupant movement paths are different. Besides the complex human attitudes, occupant 

movement paths are also one of the reasons to show the distinct energy savings. Besides, 

Interior Layout 7 (1.08%) and Interior Layout 8 (0.8%) have been shown relatively lower 

energy savings as these layouts are approximately close to the best cases. Overall, the average 

daily energy reduction due to the applied intervention was about 14.9 %. From the previous 

investigations, assessments of effective indoor layout-based intervention are not widely 

available. However, these energy savings are quite significant compared to other intervention-

based modelling studies [257, 258]. For instance,  Abdallah et al. [259] used an agent-based 

modelling approach for energy messaging intervention while the average energy savings for 

wasteful occupants was 11% and for green occupants was 13%. On the other hand, Xu et al. 

[260] offered a five-element conceptual framework consisting of a reward-based integrated 

intervention approach. The framework generated energy savings of 8.18% and 12.56%, while 

the energy-saving targets were 5% and 10%, respectively. Moreover, Fijnheer et al. [261] 

studied a knowledge-based intervention that exhibited a difference of 12.9% in occupants 

energy consumption before and after the intervention. 

 

 It is noticed that, although there are almost analogous layout patterns that have been 

considered, however, energy-saving profiles from the particular layouts are entirely different, 

including best-case (e.g., Interior Layout 8). Moreover, Interior Layout 2 has shown higher 

energy savings than others. There are several reasons exists behind these, such as typical 

occupants behaviours are highly stochastic [12], random occupant perceptions of the space 

[204, 205, 262], interior space allocation/ arrangement [12, 204, 205], indoor ambient data [28, 

199, 263], etc. Previous findings [28, 29, 79, 264] also revealed that space orientation and 

interior allocation (e.g., entrance, windows, door, and furniture's position, etc.) of the space 

within the design plan of the building and its other structural element, have a substantial effect 

on the individual energy consumption profile. This study also revealed that occupants' attitudes 

and social norms are the key influential drivers to changing or reducing the energy consumption 

pattern after the intervention.  
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Figure 6.5 Simulation-based occupant daily energy consumption pattern before and after intervention 
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6.2.4 Thermal comfort for males and females (Residential) 

After the multiple simulations, the individual comfort pattern has been categorized for both 

male and female occupants, shown in Figure 6.6. The simulation outcomes revealed that 

individual comfort patterns for a specific period are entirely random. 

 

 

Figure 6.6 Stochastic comfort level for four females (upper) and four males (lower) 
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For PMV estimation, the hybrid model has been considered some essential quantities such as 

air temperature, humidity, airflow rate, clothing level and metabolic heat gains from the 

occupants. Several data are also (i.e., air velocity, mean radian temperature etc.) considered 

from the specified location context i.e., based on local building codes and the weather station 

(i.e., Chittagong weather station and Hong Kong Observatory). The model produced individual 

comfort levels throughout the simulation period suggesting that the comfort level for both male 

and female occupants was not neutral (e.g., PMV=0). If we evaluate both male and female 

occupants comfort levels using the PMV indices, it has been noticed that male occupants 

slightly felt a warmer environment (PMV≈+1). In contrast, female occupants slightly felt a cool 

environment (PMV≈-1) at the beginning of the simulation period. There is a comparatively 

higher dissatisfaction rate for female occupants than males. Several previous studies also 

revealed that female occupants are typically 1.5-2 times more likely dissatisfied with the indoor 

environment and layout systems than males [265-267]. Usually, occupant comfort and 

satisfaction level due to indoor layout configuration depend not only on interior layout 

configuration or design. It also relies on dynamic indoor environmental parameters such as 

temperature, CO2, etc. Moreover, occupant metabolic heat gains are also important parameters 

to control comfort [28, 267]. 

 

6.3 Validation 

6.3.1 Validation of PMV indices (For Pilot Study) 

Ten office occupants were enlisted for the validation study as a preliminary pilot investigation. 

The office occupants have been working in a large office space situated in the Hong Kong 

Polytechnic University. The occupants comprised five males and five females from various 

nationalities. All the office occupants were within the age range of 23 to 35. The occupants 

were distributed with an information sheet clarifying the study’s aims and objectives. 

Meanwhile, the occupants consent was obtained using the typical consent form. Afterward, the 

occupants were asked to assess their thermal sensation based on ASHRAE seven-point scale 

from cold (-3) to hot (+3). This was to collect the computed thermal sensation of the office 

occupants (-3 to +3) known as Real Mean Vote (RMV) where similar quantities (i.e., 

temperature, humidity etc.) have been assumed. The occupants were requested to freely mark 

anywhere on the scale at every 20-minute interval. These are the values that Fangers’ PMV 

equation tries to forecast. Finally, in order to investigate the initial model validity, the model-

generated PMV indices were compared to the real PMV data obtained from the office 

occupants. Figure 6.7 indicates the model-calculated PMV indices and occupant-reported 
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RMV indices for 20-minute intervals. Generally, the prediction success of the earlier PMV 

model never exceeded 30% [268]. When the PMV fails to predict the occupants thermal 

sensation perfectly, it usually undervalues it, especially the occupants stochastic nature and air 

speed within the space. In this study, the model-predicted PMV findings coexist with the other 

previous studies from different regions as well [268-271]. Also, this study revealed that there 

is an acceptable calibration tolerance level of MBE and CV(RMSE) for both simulated and 

experimental comfort indices. The current values of MBE and CV(RMSE) are 0.35% and 

2.70%, respectively, while the acceptable tolerance of MBE and CV(RMSE) are ±10% and 

30%, respectively.  

Figure 6.7 Simulation-based PMV indices and occupant-reported RMV indices 

 

6.3.2 Validation of Ambient Temperature 

For pilot study validation, indoor and outdoor environmental data have been collected using 

customized sensors. The time interval for environmental data collection was 1 minute, and 

these data were stored on a Micro-SD card. One of the key benefits of the customized sensor 

is its flexibility which allows more sensors to be added whenever required. 

 

The temperature computed from the model versus the actual temperature obtained from the 

sensors is plotted in Figure 6.8. The model-predicted maximum and minimum indoor 

temperatures were 20.97ºC and 18.31ºC, respectively, while sensor-recorded maximum and 

minimum indoor temperatures were 22.2 ºC and 21.5 ºC. The average difference between the 
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that the model-predicted indoor temperatures were slightly lower than the actual temperature. 

Some other occupant comfort studies [272-274] also revealed several reasons for this 

discrepancy between the model- and sensor-predicted temperatures. The difference between 

the predicted and actual temperatures was also observed in these studies [270, 275, 276]. 

Naramura’s [275] study revealed that the influence on the curve of indoor temperature trend is 

about 0.24 °C/5 min in the predictive model and about 0.28°C/5 min in the calculated results. 

Also, in Smith et al. [276], the predictive model error was within ±2 ◦F (±1.11◦C) of ground 

truth. 

 

Figure 6.8 Simulation-based and sensor-calculated indoor and outdoor temperatures (0C) 

 

Some other possible reasons for this error or discrepancy include the random door operations, 

a computer or other electronic device turned on for a longer period of time, and window or 

blind operation with the constant alternation of opening or closing during the experiment. Also, 

the model did not consider any heat loss/heat gain or infiltration issues during the simulation 

process. On the other hand, it has been observed that the proposed model offered an acceptable 

range of RMSE (2.73%) and MBE (-2.28%) for indoor temperature evaluation as compared 

with other previous studies [277, 278]. Hence, the computational effects of the integrated 

framework may be regarded as correct as no additional calibration is required. Pointing to the 

assessment of outdoor temperature, there was a very slight difference between the model- and 

sensor-estimated outdoor temperatures as the model employed atmospheric data from the local 
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weather station. The model-estimated maximum and minimum outdoor temperatures were 

29.870C and 25.50C, respectively, whereas the sensor-estimated maximum and minimum 

outdoor temperatures were 28.200C and 250C correspondingly. It is also noted that the RMSE 

and MBE values for outdoor temperature were 1.20% and 0.45%, respectively, which stay 

within an acceptable limit. 

 

6.3.3 Validation of Ambient CO2 

Figure 6.9 shows the indoor and outdoor CO2 variations for the simulated model and the real 

data obtained from the CO2 sensor. During the outdoor CO2 simulation, the study considered 

the multiple linear regressions equation within the SD components. This prediction equation 

mainly considers different ambient environment parameters within the case study location. The 

required equations that have been considered for indoor CO2 simulation are already explained 

in the previous chapter. The results show that the simulated model slightly underestimated both 

the indoor and outdoor CO2 levels. The maximum and minimum simulated indoor CO2 

concentrations for this study were 814.56 ppm and 566.98 ppm, respectively, while sensor-

estimated maximum and minimum indoor CO2 were 899 ppm and 574 ppm, correspondingly. 

However, there is a significant gap between the simulated and sensor-estimated outdoor CO2 

concentration data. Sensor-estimated outdoor CO2 data provided a higher level of variation (for 

3rd June, 4th June, 8th June, and 9th June) than model-estimated outdoor CO2 levels. A study 

[279] also showed a similar discrepancy in hourly CO2 value for three monitored rooms (i.e., 

office 1, office 2, and library room) in Singapore. Nesibe et al. [280] also found a similar gap 

between the measured and predicted CO2 concentration while ignoring the occupants (i.e., 

students). However, here the stochastic nature of occupant presence, indoor and outdoor CO2 

levels during the HVAC operation were derived from both the model and experimental records. 

Turning to RMSE and MBE checking, the outdoor CO2 level (RMSE: 25.94%, MBE:10.01%) 

was more significantly deviated than indoor CO2 level (RMSE: 19.22%, MBE: -9.47%). 

However, in all cases, CV(RMSE) and MBE values lay within the acceptable range. This study 

[281] also has shown a higher value of CV(RMSE) and MBE for an office building model 

located in Turkey. Several factors may be involved in this issue; for instance, the selected case 

study location is a hot-humid climatic zone, and there was a sudden change in the weather 

conditions during the experiment, i.e., sudden rain, clouds outside of the room, the office 

occupants may still keep the window open even though the indoor environment is only a little 

comfortable or highly stochastic movement of occupants in the office space. Similarly, blinds 
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operation and the control of doors are also influenced by environmental factors. So, further 

model improvement may require resolving of these issues.  

 

Figure 6.9 Simulation-based and sensor-calculated indoor and outdoor CO2 (ppm) 

 

6.3.4 Validation of Energy Consumption Data (Intervention Data) 

 

In the end, to investigate the hybrid model validity, the model-generated energy data from the 

eight indoor spaces have been compared with the real data obtained from the sensors network. 
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(kWh) data obtained from the model-based intervention and realistic layout-based intervention 

implemented in the case study location. Table 6.1 indicates the complete value of CV(RMSE) 

and MBE for experimented and simulated data. It has been shown that implemented simulation 

or hybrid model provides the data within the acceptable range. All simulated and experimental 

data are represented using the graphical format (Figure 6.10) in the subsequent section as well. 

It has been shown that implemented simulation or hybrid model provides the data within the 

acceptable range defined by ASHRAE, FEMP, and IPMVP guidelines. Interior Layout 4 

(RMSE:15.71 %) and Interior Layout 5 (16.7%) have been shown marginally higher errors as 

compared to other layout systems. Several reasons exist behind the issues. Basically, the 

original Interior Layout 4 comprises two rectangular shapes (Slightly L shape), although the 
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model considered all are a single rectangular /square shape. In addition, Interior Layout 5 

consists of windows and an additional balcony door that slightly impacts the occupants thermal 

comfort. Here occupants may frequently consider both window and balcony doors for their 

thermal comfort. Therefore, the occupant may use fewer HVAC systems for their thermal 

comfort and it eventually influences the energy consumption profile. However, the hybrid 

model considers a similar number of windows and doors for each space layout. Furthermore, 

frequent load shedding is also a common problem in this space area that may also significantly 

affect the model performance as the model did not consider any load shedding issue. 

Nevertheless, compared to other previous studies [282, 283], the average error from the 

proposed hybrid model is quite considerable. 

 

This study also revealed that the coefficient of determination (R2) has a considerable variation 

in occupant energy consumption patterns for both simulated and experimental data while some 

values fall below the acceptable limit of 0.75 (e.g., Interior Layout 4, 5, 6). On the other hand, 

data obtained from this investigation has been presented within the acceptable limit of RMSE 

and MBE. Similar findings were also found in the previous studies [283-285]. The possible 

reason for these discrepancies is due to the occupants intrinsic nature of turning ON/OFF 

switch for a prolonged period of time to fulfil their visual and thermal comfort. Also, most 

portion of the variation in energy savings can be described by other critical variables that has 

not been incorporated in this model [285]. Although some Interior Layout shows slightly lower 

values for the coefficient of determination (R2), the study may help capture the diversity of 

realistic occupant behaviour profiles in the residential sectors rather than the fixed or static 

behaviour profiles. In this regard, the findings indicated that the hybrid framework offers a 

holistic assessment of occupant Interior Layout-based building energy performance. 

Table 6.1: Cv(RMSE) and MBE values for different Interior Layout 

 

Interior layout RMSE (%) MBE (%) 

Interior Layout _1 10.5 1.6 

Interior Layout_2 9.2 1.1 

Interior Layout_3 10.1 1.3 

Interior Layout_4 13.71 2.1 

Interior Layout_5 14.50 2.3 

Interior Layout_6 9.11 -0.9 

Interior Layout_7 8.30 0.7 

Interior Layout_8 9.10 -0.8 
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Figure 6.10 Coefficient of determination (R2) for different space layout 
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6.4 Evaluation/Confusion Matrix 

For validation purposes, four evaluation metrics (precision, recall, accuracy, and F1 score) have 

been used for this study to compare the simulated and practical information about HVAC/Fan 

and light ON/OFF behaviour. The numerical value covers the four metrics (precision, recall, 

accuracy, and F1 score) from 0 to 1. 

 

The detailed evaluation outcomes of lighting and HVAC/Fan use behaviour are summarised in 

Table 6.2. It is noted that this evaluation performance test used the sensor data collected from 

the case study building in Chittagong, Bangladesh. Due to the occupants stochastic and 

complex attitude, the behaviour profile of each component is likely to be different. The overall 

assessment reveals that the hybrid model provided better performance for both lighting and 

HVAC/Fan usage pattern while compared with the experimental data. However, few data have 

been shown slightly lower performance (below 0.5). For instances, detection of lighting 

schedule for Interior Layout 4 has shown lower metrics (precision: 0.47, recall: 0.38, accuracy: 

0.47, and F1 score: 0.42), also detection of Fan/HVAC schedule for Interior Layout5 has shown 

relatively less performance (precision: 0.47, recall: 0.49, accuracy: 0.47, and F1 score: 0.48). 

 

Table 6.2 Hybrid model performance synopsis 

Element 

Interior 

Layout-1 

Interior 

Layout-2 

Interior 

Layout-3 

Interior 

Layout-4 

Interior 

Layout-5 

Interior 

Layout-6 

Interior 

Layout-7 

Interior  

Layout-8 

Light Fan Light Fan Light Fan Light Fan Light Fan Light Fan Light Fan Light Fan 

PT (%) 84.70 68.60 82.10 75.30 67.60 68.90 37.90 67.50 75.20 48.90 77.0 67.0 73.0 69.40 79.10 73.70 

PF (%) 21.80 15.60 26.30 18.40 7.70 27.10 43.30 15.0 8.20 54.90 31.3 15.2 14.50 33.30 26.30 34.40 

NT (%) 78.20 84.40 73.70 81.60 92.30 72.90 56.70 85.0 91.80 45.10 68.8 84.8 85.50 66.70 73.70 65.60 

NF (%) 15.30 31.40 17.90 24.70 32.40 31.10 62.10 32.50 24.80 51.10 23.0 33.0 27.0 30.60 20.90 26.30 

Precision 

= PT / 

(PF+ PT) 

0.80 0.82 0.76 0.80 0.90 0.72 0.47 0.82 0.91 0.47 0.71 0.82 0.83 0.68 0.75 0.68 

Recall = 

PT / 

(NF+ 

PT) 

0.88 0.69 0.82 0.75 0.68 0.69 0.38 0.68 0.75 0.49 0.77 0.67 0.73 0.70 0.79 0.74 
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Accuracy 

= (NT 

+PT) / 

(PF + PT 

+ NT + 

NF) 

0.82 0.77 0.78 0.79 0.80 0.80 0.47 0.76 0.84 0.47 0.73 0.76 0.79 0.68 0.77 0.70 

F1 score 

= 2PT / 

(PF + 

NF+ 

2PT) 

0.82 0.75 0.79 0.78 0.77 0.70 0.42 0.74 0.82 0.48 0.75 0.74 0.78 0.69 0.77 0.71 

 

The prediction accuracy for the Lighting schedule is somewhat low. A low metrics value 

denotes the hybrid model incorrectly predicted the turn ON Light while, in reality, it was OFF 

for that time and vice versa. For better understanding, two days of simulation and experimental 

data have been demonstrated in Figure 6.11. During the time period (11:30-13:00) mentioned 

in Figure 6.11 (Upper), it has been noticed that model has been predicted light is Turn ON 

while in reality, the Light was OFF. Also, similar situation happened at 14:00-15:30, 16:30-

15:30 and 20:00. On the other hand, from Figure 6.11 (Lower), the model predicted the 

occupant turned OFF the light at 10:00 while in reality occupant turned OFF the light at 10:30. 

There are several reasons that exist behind the issues. Firstly, the possible reason is that the 

Light ON/OFF frequency may differ from the sensor records, or sometimes the occupant does 

not use any light due to daylight availability (>200 lux) as well as the effect of the intervention. 

Secondly, it is also well noted that actual Interior Layout-4 comprises two rectangular shapes 

(Slightly L shape) although the model considered all are single rectangular /square shapes. 

Moreover, due to its highly stochastic or random nature, occasionally, the occupant may be 

completely absent for a certain period of time for any social gathering or program in the evening 

or night; however model does not properly identify any such issues. These are might a number 

of possible reasons to lower the model performance for this particular Interior Layout_4. 
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Figure 6.11 Light ON/OFF profile for two days of simulation & experimental data (Interior 

Layout 4) 

 

Turn to Fan/HVAC schedule for Interior Layout-5, which has also shown a lower performance. 

For better understanding, a two-day simulation and experimental data have been demonstrated 

in Figure 6.12. Figure 6.12 (Upper) shows that the occupant does not actually use HVAC/Fan 

at 8:00-9:00 although the hybrid model predicted it was turned ON. Also, there are variations 

of the Fan ON/OFF schedule at night (Upper: 20:00-22:00, Lower: 20:30-22:00) and in the 

evening (Lower: 17:30-19:30). 
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Figure 6.12 Fan ON/OFF profile for two days of simulation & experimental data (Interior 

Layout 5) 

 

The possible reasons are the following:  Even though it was mentioned that there were almost 

similar space/layout area that has been considered. However, a number of windows/ door 

variations exist for each Interior Layout. Like this, Interior Layout 5 consists of windows and 

an additional balcony door that slightly impacts the occupants thermal comfort. Here occupants 

may frequently consider both window and balcony doors for their thermal comfort. Thus, the 

occupant may use fewer HVAC systems for their thermal comfort in the morning and night. 

However, the hybrid model considers a similar number of windows and doors for each Interior 

Layout. This is one of the possible reasons that the model always predicts a higher HVAC/Fan 

usage than reality. In addition, frequent load shedding is also a common problem in this space 

area that may significantly affect the model performance as the model did not consider any 

load shedding issue. In addition, due to its highly stochastic nature, the simulated model does 
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not seek to track precisely how building inhabitant in the indoor space reacts to specific 

environmental conditions. However, the proposed model is still to be considered valid as the 

overall performance achieved within an acceptable limit, according to the evaluation metrics 

estimated by earlier researchers [286, 287].  

 

From an overall perspective, average predictions reached a relatively good performance which 

was approximately 70%-90%. Compared to other previous studies [12, 287, 288], the proposed 

hybrid model has shown better performance in terms of confusions matrix analysis. However, 

as the behaviour study using ABM-SD-BIM is still in development or initial stage, more data 

involvement and a more sophisticated simulation approach (i.e., incorporating more 

factors/parameters) should be considered from the black box validation viewpoint.  

 

6.5 Social contextual factors using SPSS 

6.5.1 Statistical analysis 

From the overall statistical findings, the male and female occupants have been observed at 49% 

and 51%, respectively (Figure 6.13a). On the other hand, owners or landlords constituted about 

51%, while tenants represented 49% (Figure 6.13b). There are five age groups (Figure 6.13c) 

in the data samples where approximately 20.27% of occupants are aged below 25, 14.86% of 

occupants are aged 26-35, 21.62% of occupants are aged 36-45, 16.22% of occupants are aged 

46-55, and 27.03% of occupants are aged 56 and above.  

 

It is also noted that comprehensive social contextual factors analysis using the SPSS is not the 

key aim of this study. As an additional investigation purpose, this study only considered a few 

social contextual factors that are also required for future investigation. In this context, a Chi-

Square test for independence with α= .05 was used to assess whether the satisfaction of existing 

indoor layout systems was related to sex, house ownership, and age. Moreover, Cramer's V and 

Lambda tests have been considered for symmetric and directional measures, respectively. The 

interpretation of Cramer's V and Lambda values is shown in Table 6.3 [289-291]. Table 6.4 

illustrates the influence of social contextual factors on the satisfaction of existing indoor layout 

systems in view of the above three statistical parameters, i.e., Chi-Square, Cramer's V, and 

Lambda.  
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Table 6.3 Interpretation of Phi and Cramer's V 

Cramer's V Lambda Interpretation 

>0.25 + 1.00 Very Strong 

>0.15 +.30 –.99 Strong 

>0.10 +.10 –.29 Moderate 

>0.05 +.01-.09 Weak 

>0 0 No Association 

 

Table 6.4 Impact of contextual factors on the satisfaction of existing indoor layout systems 

 

From the statistical findings of male and female occupants, the Chi-Square test has been 

represented as statistically significant, χ2(1, N=74) =13.71, p =.001. Moreover, both Cramer's 

V (0.430) and Lambda (0.353) also represented a strong relationship between the occupant sex 

and existing indoor layout systems.  

 

However, the Chi-Square test has revealed statistically insignificant findings for ownership 

types (p=0.647) and age groups (p=0.101). For ownership types, Cramer's V and Lambda 

values are 0.108 and 0.056, respectively, representing the moderate and weak association 

between the ownership types and satisfaction of existing indoor layout systems. For age groups, 

Cramer's V and Lambda values are 0.297 and 0.130, respectively, signifying a strong and 

moderate association between age and existing indoor layout systems.  

 

Social 

Contextual 

Factors 

Class/ 

Group 

Chi-Square test 

(Pearson Chi-

Square) 

Cramer's V test (Symmetric 

Measures) 

Lambda 

(Directional 

Measures) 

Sex 
Male  

0.001 
0.430 0.353 

Female 

House type 
Landlord 

0.647 0.108 0.056 
Tenant 

Age group 

<25 

0.101 0.297 0.130 

26-35 

36-45 

46-55 

>56 
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From the statistical summary, the current study revealed a significant influence of gender on 

the satisfaction of existing indoor layout systems (Figure 6.13a). The female occupants were 

more unsatisfied with the current indoor layout systems as compared to the male occupant. The 

present study did not find an influence of ownership types or age groups on the satisfaction of 

existing indoor layout systems (Figure 6.13b and Figure 6.13c). Both landlords and tenants 

showed almost similar satisfaction with the current indoor layout systems. On the other hand, 

older occupants (age 56 and above) were found to be mostly satisfied with the existing indoor 

layout systems than others. This phenomenon was also slightly noticeable from the Cramer's 

V and Lambda values for occupants age groups (e.g., strong and moderate association). Earlier 

studies [292, 293] also revealed that female occupants are mostly unsatisfied than male 

occupants, and there is a substantial gender influence within the eldest group. 

 

 

 

(a) 
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(b) 

` 

(c) 

Figure 6.13 Occupant groups and response classifications based on a. gender, b. ownership 

types, c. age 
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6.5.2 Reliability Study Using PMV Indices (Residential) 

Typically, indoor data in the Interior Layout respond to individual occupants satisfaction levels. 

For the reliability study, data revealed using the statistical and ABM approach have been 

further investigated using 7-point PMV indices. Herein, the selected occupants (both male and 

female) from the selected apartments have been requested to evaluate their thermal impression 

due to the existing layout based on ASHRAE seven-point scale. The residents have been asked 

to mark anywhere on the scale freely. These are the similar values that Fangers' PMV equation 

has been attempting to predict. Lastly, in order to assess the PMV indices over the statistical 

and ABM findings, both male and female PMV indices were compared, as shown in Figure 

6.14. From the PMV indices, it has been shown that comfort levels for both males and females 

were highly fluctuated due to indoor layout variations. Similar to ABM findings, realistic data 

also indicate that female occupants slightly feel cold (e.g., PMV≈-1) environment than male 

occupants. However, ABM predicted more highly diverged PMV indices than realistic values. 

Several reasons exist behind this issue. Firstly, occupant practical PMV (or RMV) indices are 

greatly influenced by building/housing orientations (e.g., south/north facing); however, the 

proposed ABM does not consider any room/housing orientations. Secondly, the ABM model 

does not consider the adjustment of occupant clothing level that significantly influenced the 

ABM outputs. Thirdly, proper identification of indoor space design or placement of whole 

furniture's/stuffs within the model is quite challenging that also sometimes leads to incorrect 

findings.  

 

 

Figure 6.14 Male/Female comfort level for different households 
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It is also noted that in addition to the above-mentioned reasons, typical human attitudes, social 

norms, or other cultural backgrounds are also key influential drivers to changing or adjusting 

the PMV indices [294, 295]. Herein, attitude is an occupants belief about the behavioural 

influence they know, and they think that is a behaviour that's actually going to benefit them in 

the end. At the same time, social norm focuses on the social desirability or the acceptability of 

the behaviours. 

 

6.6 Drive innovation and boost research on social and physical centric layout deployment 

Occupant comfort or satisfaction is the feeling of happiness that a resident realizes while 

staying in an indoor space. Typically, occupiers assess indoor layout environments based on 

their requirements and desires, which are greatly affected by the occupants' cognitive 

(objective) and sentimental (subjective) senses. The high degree of similarity between the 

desired and actual conditions leads to a high level of satisfaction for both male and female 

occupants [293]. However, the difference between aspiration and housing demands may lead 

to dissatisfaction or unhappiness. According to Tan et al. [296], residents' satisfaction may 

depend on the housing contract programs. House or building ownership (e.g., landlord) 

provides a greater sense of control of the building; indoor layout affords individuals esteem 

needs of personal security and attainment. Likewise, proprietors or landlords invest in social 

capital that builds social cohesion, solidity, and interaction among fellow residents. Moreover, 

according to [297, 298], housing comfort and satisfaction among the tenants involve four key 

classifications: dwelling unit satisfaction including layout arrangement, satisfaction with the 

service offered, satisfaction package provided for the rent, and satisfaction with the 

neighborhoods or localities. This study mainly focuses on the occupant-centric indoor layout 

arrangements for both landlord and tenant occupants. Herein study tries to identify the 

significant social and physical design factors that play an essential role in occupant satisfaction. 

At this point, the critical design factors include occupant destination (e.g., seating place), 

circulation (e.g., walking path), energy spot (e.g., power switches), room orientation, furniture 

locations (e.g., object), etc. The survey study also categorized that most of the selected 

dwelling’s patterns are similar to Interior layout-1 (Energy spot inaccessible). However, 

occupants are preferably selected for Interior layout -7 or Interior layout -8 for their desired 

indoor layout systems.  

 

This issue may also add to seeing how and why individual occupants consume more energy for 

their thermal and visual comfort. This knowledge can advise the plan concerning interventions 
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to increase energy saving as well. Moreover, the occupants Interior Layout deployment is one 

of the design efforts between 'design development' and 'scheme design' in the initial design 

phase. It is a significant part of the building that affects the overall building energy consumption 

in the future [298]. So, the further study aims to break down the unfinished effect of occupant 

Interior Layout on building energy performance. 

 

6.7 Chapter Summary 

 

This chapter showed and discussed the detailed model and realistic data calculation/estimation 

of study seeking parameters, namely occupant comfort level in terms of PMV indices, 

indoor/outdoor temperature, CO2 concentration, energy consumption patterns and validation 

study. The study pursues the influence of occupant behaviour in building energy conservation 

in the context of indoor layout configuration using a holistic approach over an Agent-Based 

Modelling (ABM), Systems Dynamics (SD), and Building Information Modelling (BIM). The 

study successfully developed and implemented a hybrid modelling approach to promote an 

energy-efficient building system and identify the key players through appropriate intervention. 

Moreover, the study completed a validation approach using real data collected from the 

customized sensors to improve the simulation reliability, trustworthiness, and robustness of the 

proposed model. By considering both physical and social contextual factors, this study 

focussed on the research gap for building and occupant behaviour literature by recognizing the 

inimitable impact on occupant comfort and behavioural influence of indoor layout systems. In 

this regard, the study performed a semi-structured interview-based survey from the building's 

occupants to solicit their opinions of satisfaction with existing indoor layout systems in the 

context of low-income economies. The data were investigated and classified based on age, 

gender, and house ownership, followed by a typical descriptive statistical analysis. 
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CHAPTER 7 

CONCLUSIONS & RECOMMENDATIONS 

 

 

7.1 General 

 

This chapter summarizes the research findings by means of reviewing the research objectives, 

gives the research significance, states the limitations, and highlights directions for future 

research.  

 

7.2 Reviewing the Research Objectives 

 

The overall aim of this study was to construct a hybrid model to outline the occupant energy 

conservation behaviour within the low-income economies, and thus promoting an energy-

efficient building system, and identify the key players through the intervention. 

 

To achieve this aim, the following specific objectives have been established:  

 

i. To identify the theoretical framework of energy consumption behaviour as well as 

numerous factors involved in building energy conservation due to dynamic human 

behaviour. 

ii. To develop an integrated (ABM-SD-BIM) model that appraises and investigates 

various energy consumption events with the variation of indoor parameters contributing 

to occupants' satisfaction. 

iii. To evaluate the comprehensive energy-related behaviour determinants (i.e., 

psychological, and physiological.) and monitor the behaviour pattern of the building 

occupants (From model).  

iv. To investigate the influence of interior layout (i.e., placement of stuff) on the building 

energy conservation under a contextual intervention for an individual and group of 

occupants. 

v. To validate the integrated hybrid model using realistic data (e.g., sensors) and paper-

based surveys to check the model performance and improve the energy conservation 

events. 
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A range of research techniques has been implemented in realizing these objectives (referred to 

Chapter 3). At the same time, the model construction, principal findings, discussions, and 

conclusions relating to each research objective have been described in Chapters 4-7. The 

individual research objective is highlighted and summarized below.  

 

Objective 1: To identify the theoretical framework of energy consumption behaviour and 

common factors involved in building energy conservation due to dynamic human 

behaviour. 

 

To identify the theoretical framework and numerous factors associated with occupant 

behaviour, a comprehensive review of relevant published literature was first carried out in 

Chapter 2. This comprehensive review aims to provide a timely review of the state-of-the-art 

literature on occupant behaviour research. It is obviously challenging to capture a holistic 

knowledge of occupant behaviour and its influence on building energy conservation. The 

comprehensive review helps to identify the concept and theory related to human behaviour 

(e.g., Theory of Reasoned Action) that could be used to develop a new framework for the 

occupant behaviour study. The literature review exposed that, the most common factors such 

as personal (i.e., psychological, physiological), climatic (i.e., physical, environmental), 

economic, social, and legal parameters in cooperation with building plan and design criteria 

are the main features considered by the numerous researchers across the globe. Inadequacy of 

information about significant determinants of energy used in the buildings operation phase is 

treated as a significant hindrance to promoting overall energy performance.  

 

 

Objective 2: To develop an integrated (ABM-SD-BIM) model that appraises and 

investigate the various energy consumption event with the variation of indoor parameters 

contributing to the occupants satisfaction. 

 

The modelling and simulation of complex (social and group) behaviours in residential 

buildings with occupant comfort and appliance operation are not insignificant. Hence, this 

research constructed a hybrid model using Agent-Based Modeling (ABM), Systems Dynamics 

(SD), and Building Information Modeling (BIM). The energy consumption of a building is 

extremely dynamic and depends on multiple factors. Thus, the proposed modelling structures 
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comprised a collective system approach and supported various data exchanges over the ABM, 

SD, and BIM that fully capture the various elements in the stochastic nature of occupancy-

based building energy investigation. More specifically, the proposed hybrid model is a 

collective arrangement of ABM for reflecting theory and behaviour, SD for dynamic problems 

and events, as well as BIM for factual layout illustration. The details of the model construction 

process are also elaborately described in Chapter 4. 

  

Objective 3: To evaluate the comprehensive energy-related behaviour determinants (i.e., 

climatic, social, and other contextual) and monitor the behaviour pattern of the building 

occupants (From hybrid model & SPSS).  

 

Occupant behaviour on building energy consumption is complex as it relies on several critical 

factors or determinants. The most critical factors recognized from this study include both 

psychological and non-psychological factors. The elements are directly or indirectly linked to 

the occupants subjective norms and attitudes on the building's Interior Layout configurations, 

individual thermal comfort, occupant age, gender, and economy, including qualitative and 

quantitative behaviours.  

Although the study did not find any significant influence of ownership types and age groups; 

however, both statistical and PMV indices imply that gender plays a considerable impact on 

the configuration of existing indoor layout systems. Noticeably, male occupants are more 

satisfied with the existing indoor layout arrangements than female occupants. It is also 

fundamental to confine space plans from different physical parameters to completely recognize 

the occupancy incorporated energy performance of a building. The critical factors and model 

generated various occupant stochastic behaviour profiles are elaborately described in Chapter 

5 and Chapter 6. 

 

Objective 4: To investigate the influence of interior layout (i.e., layout remodification) on 

building energy conservation under a contextual intervention ( for individual level and 

group levels).  

 

A number of attempts have been built to change occupant behaviour over design-controlled 

interventions to bound its climatic, environmental, or energy conservation challenges. 

Moreover, there is a lack of knowledge of occupants insights and perceptions of building 

interior layout concerning the individual perspective. As an indoor layout-based intervention, 
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this study performed both model and experimental-based analyses for the occupants. The 

framework produced occupant energy consumption patterns before and after the intervention. 

It is noted that, although there are almost analogous layout patterns that have been considered, 

however, energy savings profiles from the particular layouts are completely different. For 

instance, some Interior Layouts have shown higher energy savings than others. There are 

several reasons that exist behind these, such as typical occupants behaviours are highly 

stochastic, interior space allocation/ arrangement, indoor ambient data, etc. The detailed 

intervention approach is also described in Chapter 5.   

 

Objective 5: To validate the integrated hybrid model using the real data (e.g., sensors) 

and a paper-based survey to check the model performance and improve the energy 

conservation events. 

 

The validation and Verification (V&V) of simulation models are extremely important. 

Validation usually ensures that the right model has been built, whereas verification involves 

the model being debugged to ensure it works correctly. Hence, a validation approach has been 

implemented for this behaviour study. The goal is to check the data reliability/validity and the 

performance of the proposed hybrid model. Herein the data validity approach of computational 

results has been presented utilizing the practical data gathered from the customized sensor 

network. Here, energy data produced from the hybrid model are validated against the real 

energy data collected from the eight customized sensor panels installed within the eight 

residential apartments located in Chittagong, Bangladesh.  

 

The validation study revealed that implemented simulation or hybrid model provides the data 

within the acceptable range. The details of the experimental settings and validation are also 

described in Chapter 5 and Chapter 6. 
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7.3 Research Significance 

 

Beyond the fact that the proposed approaches described for the above-mentioned model 

developments in the building energy monitoring field are still related to numerous difficulties 

and challenges that should be performed more effectively. The energy usage of a building is 

highly dynamic and relies on multiple parameters, for example, indoor environment, climate, 

people, and even design features such as layout, an orientation that firmly influences the 

building energy performance during the building operation phase. To break down these 

components, the integrated methodology needs to simulate the impacts of numerous variables 

arising during the building operation phase. For accomplishing this, the modeling structures 

should cover a combined system approach and need to support message/data exchange over 

the agent-based (ABM), system dynamics (SD), and building information modelling (BIM), 

which fully capture the various elements in the occupancy-based building energy investigation. 

Thus, to address the research gaps, this investigation concentrates predominantly on a 

combined arrangement of an ABM-SD-BIM-based behaviour modeling approach. This 

arrangement means adding another feature to the existing occupant energy behaviour model to 

upgrade the simulation performance. The combined framework/model is created on the 

assumption and theory that occupant behaviour is fundamentally identified within the built 

environment. The ABM-SD is executed using the AnyLogic modeling tool, an extensively 

tested simulation environment, especially in sociology, business, and engineering fields. 

 

 The combined ABM approach differs from other researchers’ ABMs in various aspects. The 

existing behaviour study just considers the single ABM model with some static 

natural/environmental parameter using BPS tools (i.e., Energy Plus) and end accumulate 

estimations of energy requirements and determining the conclusion dependent on that. 

However, this methodology is missing the loss of the impacts of dynamic events, for example, 

the indoor building performance and occupant perception also cognitive activity during the 

operation stage. To address the overall research gaps, this investigation concentrates 

predominantly on a combined arrangement of Agent-Based Modeling (ABM) for reflecting 

theory and behaviour, System Dynamics (SD) for dynamic problems and events, as well as 

Building Information Modeling (BIM) for factual layout illustration. This hybrid modelling 

process adds another feature to the existing building energy and behaviour model for advanced 

simulation performance. Thus, the developed model is more comprehensive and closer to the 

real-world environment. Fundamentally, since most of the previous studies use the ABM 
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approach, which is based upon synthetic data and scenarios, this investigation also efforts to 

fill this gap by offering a validation approach built on the comprehensive model, with respect 

to data collection as well as a model evaluation technique. Moreover, collecting actual 

occupants energy behaviour data (i.e., for validation purposes) supports further deployment of 

the model, such as integration with building performance simulation (BPS) programs. 

The combined model will be established the probability of using tools or appliances and 

allocation of inner space in the occupant-built environmental area. The proposed integrated 

model also captures the broader aspects of occupant behaviour paradigms while applying the 

multiple interventions (layout, persuasions, etc.), which may also motivate further development 

of thoughts and ideas. In building energy efficiency and built environment, specifically in 

residential households, the main driving issue that changes occupants behaviours is their 

physical or thermal comfort in contrast to other conditions such as social or economic concerns. 

The findings have been drawn from low-income cultural backgrounds could also be applied to 

the occupant from other developing countries or other regions. The fact is that most of the 

countries share similar energy behaviour in terms of social and economic characteristics. 

 

7.4 Limitations & Future Research 

 

i)  Diverse Interior Layout Selection: 

 

The proposed framework is still in the prototype stage. It is well noted that this study only 

considers a few Interior Layouts for data validation purposes as extended data gatherings 

cannot be possible due to the COVID-19 pandemic. A wide-ranging Interior Layout selection 

and broader data collection, including additional behavioural laws/rules, should be identified 

and incorporated into the framework for modelling more complex occupant comfort and 

behaviour in buildings.  

 

ii)  Required Superior Algorithm 

 

Moreover, comprehensive knowledge of occupant behaviour will assist in stimulating an 

advanced energy prediction model which keeps direct cause and impact that would provide 

superior control algorithms and systems design. From a diverse point of view, one might also 

predict energy inadequacies due to occupant behaviour, permitting engineers and architects to 

improve occupant control at an early phase in the design. 
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iii)  Inclusion of multi-category buildings and big data stream 

Approximately 85% of the peer-reviewed studies in this review work focused on the influence 

of occupant behaviour on building energy consumption, particularly focused on offices and 

residential buildings (33% and 52%, respectively). However, very few articles have examined 

educational or laboratory buildings. In addition, some other building categories such as 

recreational, exhibitions, hotels, clinics, or hospital buildings have been given spare attention 

and require further study. On this subject, the big data stream also offers a robust system to 

illustrate the full effects of occupant behaviours from a diverse range of data. In Addition, big 

data will play a vital role in automatically generalizing valid, novel, and potentially helpful 

occupancy patterns from a large-scale data set. 

 

iv) Occupant behaviour knowledge in the context of developing and cross-cultural 

economies   

Beyond the fact that several approaches described for the above-mentioned model 

developments in the building energy monitoring field, they are still related to numerous 

difficulties and challenges that should be addressed effectively. This study exposed that most 

of the existing research focuses on occupancy or occupants backgrounds from high income or 

developed economies while occupants from low income or developing economies remain 

unclear, complex, and conflicting. So, it is recommended that people from low-income or 

developing countries and their comprehensive energy-associated behaviour in buildings should 

be well-understood in terms of economic, social, and other cross-cultural perspectives. Usually, 

the energy usage of a building is extremely dynamic and also relies on multiple parameters in 

terms of socio-economic conditions and energy conservation policy.  
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APPENDIX: 

 

Appendix-I 

Keywords Frequency, Link and Total Link Strength (2010-2019): 

Keyword Frequency Link Total Link Strength 

Energy Utilization 

Buildings 

Energy Efficiency  

Occupant Behaviour 

Office building 

Behavioural Research 

Energy Conservation  

Architectural Design 

Performance Assessment 

Simulation 

Building Performance Simulation 

Residential Building 

Stochastic System 

Survey 

Computer Simulation 

Energy Management 

Air Conditioning  

Stochastic Model 

Thermal Comfort 

Intelligent Building  

Modeling 

Indoor Air 

Building Simulation 

Regression Analysis 

Space Heating 

Building Design 

Human Behaviour 

Heating 

Energy Model 

Energy Plus 

Data Mining 

Forecasting 

Sensitivity Analysis 

Optimization 

Window Opening 

36 

32 

25 

23 

23 

19 

17 

17 

11 

11 

11 

11 

10 

10 

9 

9 

8 

8 

8 

7 

7 

7 

7 

7 

6 

6 

6 

5 

5 

5 

5 

5 

5 

5 

5 

47 

45 

45 

39 

44 

38 

37 

35 

37 

35 

33 

33 

29 

30 

28 

26 

32 

27 

28 

33 

30 

25 

24 

24 

26 

17 

21 

26 

18 

25 

21 

24 

18 

18 

16 

235 

184 

159 

143 

138 

126 

111 

103 

87 

79 

73 

71 

59 

56 

61 

55 

52 

51 

45 

55 

52 

37 

41 

35 

40 

28 

31 

37 

34 

39 

31 

33 

27 

25 

22 
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Appendix-II 

Part A: Function Body: Decision Making Process (OODA Loop) 

 

public enum St_Occupant_state implements IStatechartState<Occupant, 
St_Occupant_state> { 
    Occupant_DMP, 
    Occupants_Action, 
    Observe() { 
       
      public St_Occupant_state getContainerState() { 
        return Occupant_DMP; 
      } 
 }, 
    Orient() { 
       
      public St_Occupant_state getContainerState() { 
        return Occupant_DMP; 
      } 
 }, 
    Decision_Making() { 
       
      public St_Occupant_state getContainerState() { 
        return Occupant_DMP; 
      } 
 }, 
    Occupants_Idle() { 
       
      public St_Occupant_state getContainerState() { 
        return Occupant_DMP; 
      } 
 }; 

 

public Statechart<St_Occupant_state> getStatechart( Occupant _a ) { 
      return _a.St_Occupant; 
    } 
  } 
 (type = AnyLogicCustomProposalPriority.Type.STATIC_ELEMENT) 
  public static final St_Occupant_state Occupant_DMP = 
St_Occupant_state.Occupant_DMP; 
 (type = AnyLogicCustomProposalPriority.Type.STATIC_ELEMENT) 
  public static final St_Occupant_state Occupants_Action = 
St_Occupant_state.Occupants_Action; 
 (type = AnyLogicCustomProposalPriority.Type.STATIC_ELEMENT) 
  public static final St_Occupant_state Observe = St_Occupant_state.Observe; 
 (type = AnyLogicCustomProposalPriority.Type.STATIC_ELEMENT) 
  public static final St_Occupant_state Orient = St_Occupant_state.Orient; 
  (type = AnyLogicCustomProposalPriority.Type.STATIC_ELEMENT) 
  public static final St_Occupant_state Decision_Making = 
St_Occupant_state.Decision_Making; 
 (type = AnyLogicCustomProposalPriority.Type.STATIC_ELEMENT) 
 public static final St_Occupant_state Occupants_Idle = 

St_Occupant_state.Occupants_Idle; 
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private void exitState( St_Occupant_state self, Transition _t, boolean _source ) { 
    switch( self ) { 
      case Occupant_DMP:  
       logToDBExitState(St_Occupant, self); 
       logToDB(St_Occupant, _t, self); 
      // (Composite state) 
        if ( _source ) exitInnerStates(self); 
        if ( !_source || _t != Move_to_Action ) Move_to_Action.cancel(); 
        return; 
      case Occupants_Action:  
       logToDBExitState(St_Occupant, self); 
       logToDB(St_Occupant, _t, self); 
      // (Simple state (not composite)) 
        if ( !_source || _t != Return_to_State) Return_to_State.cancel(); 
        return; 
      case Observe:  
       logToDBExitState(St_Occupant, self); 
       logToDB(St_Occupant, _t, self); 
      // (Simple state (not composite)) 
        if ( !_source || _t != Thinking) Thinking.cancel(); 
        return; 
      case Orient:  
       logToDBExitState(St_Occupant, self); 
       logToDB(St_Occupant, _t, self); 
      // (Simple state (not composite)) 
        if ( !_source || _t != To_Decide) To_Decide.cancel(); 
        return; 
      case Decision_Making:  
       logToDBExitState(St_Occupant, self); 
       logToDB(St_Occupant, _t, self); 
      // (Simple state (not composite)) 
        if ( !_source || _t != To_Idle) To_Idle.cancel(); 
        return; 
      case Occupants_Idle:  
       logToDBExitState(St_Occupant, self); 
       logToDB(St_Occupant, _t, self); 
      // (Simple state (not composite)) 
        if ( !_source || _t != To_Observe) To_Observe.cancel(); 
        if ( !_source || _t != Rethink) Rethink.cancel(); 
        return; 
      default: 
        return; 
    } 
  } 
 

public String getNameOf( TransitionCondition _t ) { 
    if ( _t == Thinking ) return "Thinking"; 
    if ( _t == To_Decide ) return "To_Decide"; 
    if ( _t == To_Idle ) return "To_Idle"; 
    if ( _t == To_Observe ) return "To_Observe"; 
    if ( _t == Rethink ) return "Rethink"; 
    return super.getNameOf( _t ); 

  } 

public void executeActionOf( TransitionCondition self ) { 
    if ( self == Thinking ) { 
      exitState( Observe, self, true ); 
          enterState( Orient, true ); 
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      return; 
    } 
    if ( self == To_Decide ) { 
      exitState( Orient, self, true ); 
          enterState( Decision_Making, true ); 
      return; 
    } 
    if ( self == To_Idle ) { 
      exitState( Decision_Making, self, true ); 
          enterState( Occupants_Idle, true ); 
      return; 
    } 
    if ( self == To_Observe ) { 
      exitState( Occupants_Idle, self, true ); 
          enterState( Observe, true ); 
      return; 
    } 
    if ( self == Rethink ) { 
      exitState( Occupants_Idle, self, true ); 
          enterState( Orient, true ); 
      return; 
    } 
    super.executeActionOf( self ); 

  } 

public boolean testConditionOf( TransitionCondition _t ) { 
    if ( _t == Thinking ) return  
Thinkin_Approaching_occupant > 0  
; 
    if ( _t == To_Decide ) return  
Decision_Time >= Maximum_Time_Decision  
; 
    if ( _t == To_Idle ) return  
Decision_Time < Maximum_Time_Decision; 
Occupant_Perception_Layout=Low_Perception; 
  
; 
    if ( _t == To_Observe ) return  
Decision_Time == 0.0  
; 
    if ( _t == Rethink ) return  
Thinkin_Approaching_occupant > 0  
; 
    return super.testConditionOf( _t ); 

  } 

 

Part B: toString (Function Body: System Dynamics) 

 

Section-a 

return 
 "ConsiderThermalComfortUsingWindow = " + ConsiderThermalComfortUsingWindow 
+ "\n" + 
 "ConsiderThermalComfortUsingHVAC = " + ConsiderThermalComfortUsingHVAC + 
"\n" + 
 "Energyfrom_grid = " + Energyfrom_grid + "\n" + 
 "DistFromLighitingpoint = " + DistFromLighitingpoint + "\n" + 
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 "energyExpenditureBetaIntercept = "  + "\n" + 
 "LightingDistanceEnergyExpenditureBetaIntercept = " + 
LightingDistanceEnergyExpenditureBetaIntercept + "\n" + 
 "Decisison_Speed = " + Decision_Time + "\n" + 
 "Thinkin_Approaching_occupant = " + Thinkin_Approaching_occupant + "\n" + 
 "Duration = " + Occupant_Perception_Layout + "\n" + 
 "Cooling_rate = " + Cooling_rate + "\n" + 
 "Min_Outdoor_Temp = " + Min_Outdoor_Temp + "\n" + 
 "Max_Outdoor_Temp = " + Max_Outdoor_Temp + "\n" + 
 "Min_CO2 = " + Min_CO2 + "\n" + 
 "Max_CO2 = " + Max_CO2 + "\n" + 
 "T_walls = " + T_walls + "\n" + 
 "T_in = " + T_in + "\n" + 
 "T_wall_Tin = " + T_wall_Tin + "\n" + 
 "VPC_Sensible = " + VPC_Sensible + "\n" + 
 "V_inf = " + V_inf + "\n" + 
 "Density_air = " + Density_air + "\n" + 
 "Sensible_C_p = " + Sensible_C_p + "\n" + 
 "hA = " + hA + "\n" + 
 "T_out_T_in = " + T_out_T_in + "\n" + 
 "T_out = " + T_out + "\n" + 
 "Latent_lv = " + Latent_lv + "\n" + 
 "S_out = " + S_out + "\n" + 
 "S_in = " + S_in + "\n" + 
 "VPC_Latent = " + VPC_Latent + "\n" + 
 "S_out_S_in = " + S_out_S_in + "\n" + 
 "H_metabolic = " + H_metabolic + "\n" + 
 "f_sa = " + f_sa + "\n" + 
 "η_lighting = " + η_lighting + "\n" + 
 "l_lighting = " + l_lighting + "\n" + 
 "W_equipment = " + W_equipment + "\n" + 
 "Lighing_gain = " + Lighing_gain + "\n" + 
 "LE_metabolic = " + LE_metabolic + "\n" + 
 "H_ig = " + H_ig + "\n" + 
 "LE_ig = " + LE_ig + "\n" + 
 "EnergyInkWh = " + EnergyInkWh_Stock + "\n" + 
 "Static_Temp = " + Static_Temp + "\n" + 
 "Static_CO2 = " + Static_CO2 + "\n" + 
 "Total_Cooling_Load_Q = " + Total_Cooling_Load_Q + "\n" + 
 "Energy_gain = " + Energy_source + "\n" + 
 "Energy_used_HVAC = " + Energy_used_HVAC + "\n" + 
 "Energy_wastage_Window = " + Energy_wastage_Others + "\n" + 
 "Energy_used_byLighting = " + Energy_used_byLighting + "\n" + 
 "Outdoor_Temp = " + Outdoor_Temp + "\n" + 
 "Indoor_Temp = " + Indoor_Temp + "\n" + 
 "Total_Energy_consumption = " + Total_Energy_consumption + "\n" + 
 "Environmental_CO2 = " + Environmental_CO2 + "\n" + 
 "flow1 = " + Indoor_CO2 + "\n" + 
 "Sensible_H_cool = " + Sensible_H_cool + "\n" + 
 "Latent_LE_cool = " + Latent_LE_cool + "\n" + 
 "space = " + space + "\n" + 
 "Prefer_HVAC = " + Prefer_HVAC + "\n" + 
 "energy_used_coefficient_HVAC = " + energy_used_coefficient_HVAC + "\n" + 
 "energy_used_coefficient_Window = " + energy_used_coefficient_Others + "\n" 
+ 
 "consumptionRate = " + consumptionRate + "\n" + 
 "Temp_Adjustment = " + Temp_Adjustment + "\n" + 
 "PMV_Occupant = " + PMV_Occupant + "\n" + 
 "NumberOfOccupant = " + Room_Occupancy_Ratio + "\n" + 
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 "Maximum_Time_Decision = " + Maximum_Time_Decision + "\n" + 
 "Layout_Perception = " + Low_Perception + "\n" + 
 "Layout_Characteristics = " + Layout_Characteristics + "\n" + 
 "h = " + h + "\n" + 
 "AreaOfWall = " + AreaOfWall + "\n" + 
 "A_in = " + A_in + "\n" + 
 "η_equipment = " + η_equipment + "\n" + 

 "No_people = " + No_people; 

 

 

Section-b 

 

 

Static Variable Dynamic Variable 

 
@Override 

  public boolean setParameter(String _name_xjal, 
Object _value_xjal, boolean _callOnChange_xjal) { 

    switch ( _name_xjal ) { 

    case "Ambient_Temp": 

      if ( _callOnChange_xjal ) { 

        set_Ambient_Temp( ((Number) 
_value_xjal).doubleValue() ); 

      } else { 

        Ambient_Temp = ((Number) 
_value_xjal).doubleValue(); 

      } 

      return true; 

    case "Infiltration_Tight": 

      if ( _callOnChange_xjal ) { 

        set_Infiltration_Tight( ((Number) 
_value_xjal).doubleValue() ); 

      } else { 

// Dynamic (Flow/Auxiliary/Stock) Variables 

 

  public double Outdoor_Temp; 

 

  public double Max_Indoor_Temp; 

 

  public double Indoor_CO2; 

 

  public double Environmental_CO2; 

 

  public double Building_Characteristics; 

 

  public double Surface_Charactersitics; 

 

  public double Min_Outdoor_Temp; 

 

  public double Max_Outdoor_Temp; 
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        Infiltration_Tight = ((Number) 
_value_xjal).doubleValue(); 

      } 

      return true; 

    case "Respiratory_quotient": 

      if ( _callOnChange_xjal ) { 

        set_Respiratory_quotient( ((Number) 
_value_xjal).doubleValue() ); 

      } else { 

        Respiratory_quotient = ((Number) 
_value_xjal).doubleValue(); 

      } 

      return true; 

    case "Wall_Area": 

      if ( _callOnChange_xjal ) { 

        set_Wall_Area( ((Number) 
_value_xjal).doubleValue() ); 

      } else { 

        Wall_Area = ((Number) 
_value_xjal).doubleValue(); 

      } 

      return true; 

    case "Metabolic_for_single": 

      if ( _callOnChange_xjal ) { 

        set_Metabolic_for_single( ((Number) 
_value_xjal).doubleValue() ); 

      } else { 

        Metabolic_for_single = ((Number) 
_value_xjal).doubleValue(); 

      } 

 

  public double PMV_Value; 

 

  public double Max_CO2; 

 

  public double Min_CO2; 

 

  public double V_O2_Consumption; 

 

  public double DuBois_surface_area_AD; 

 

  public double Total_Metabolic_rate; 

 

  public double Cooling; 

 

  public double Room_Surface_Temp; 

 

  public double Room_Static_CO2; 
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      return true; 

    case "Floor_Characteristics_fs": 

      if ( _callOnChange_xjal ) { 

        set_Floor_Characteristics_fs( ((Number) 
_value_xjal).doubleValue() ); 

      } else { 

        Floor_Characteristics_fs = ((Number) 
_value_xjal).doubleValue(); 

      } 

      return true; 

    case "ACH": 

      if ( _callOnChange_xjal ) { 

        set_ACH( ((Number) _value_xjal).doubleValue() 
); 

      } else { 

        ACH = ((Number) _value_xjal).doubleValue(); 

      } 

      return true; 

    case "No_People": 

      if ( _callOnChange_xjal ) { 

        set_No_People( ((Number) 
_value_xjal).doubleValue() ); 

      } else { 

        No_People = ((Number) 
_value_xjal).doubleValue(); 

      } 

      return true; 

    default: 
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Part C: Layout-Based Intervention 

Intervention-1: 

// Statecharts 
  public Statechart<EnergyUsedStateChart_state> EnergyUsedStateChart = new 
Statechart<>( this, (short)3 ); 
  public Statechart<St_Occupant_state> St_Occupant = new Statechart<>( this, 
(short)3 ); 
  public Statechart<Indoor_Movement_state> Indoor_Movement = new Statechart<>( 
this, (short)2 ); 
  public Statechart<Transforms_LowToHigh_Perception_state> 

Transforms_LowToHigh_Perception = new Statechart<>( this, (short)3 ); 

 

public String getNameOf( Statechart _s ) { 
    if(_s == this.EnergyUsedStateChart) return "EnergyUsedStateChart"; 
    if(_s == this.St_Occupant) return "St_Occupant"; 
    if(_s == this.Indoor_Movement) return "Indoor_Movement"; 
    if(_s == this.Transforms_LowToHigh_Perception) return 
"Transforms_LowToHigh_Perception"; 
    return super.getNameOf( _s ); 
  } 
 

public enum Indoor_Movement_state implements IStatechartState<Occupant, 
Indoor_Movement_state> { 
    Occupant_Destination, 
    Circulation, 
    EnergySpot, 
    To_Space, 
Layoutdeploy; 

 

public Statechart<Indoor_Movement_state> getStatechart( Occupant _a ) { 
      return _a.Indoor_Movement; 
    } 
  } 
public enum Transforms_LowToHigh_Perception_state implements 
IStatechartState<Occupant, Transforms_LowToHigh_Perception_state> { 
    Intrinsical_Low_Perception, 
    Apparent_Low_Perception, 
    Indolent_Occupant, 
   Occupant_High_Perception; 

public Statechart<Transforms_LowToHigh_Perception_state> getStatechart( Occupant 
_a ) { 
      return _a.Transforms_LowToHigh_Perception; 
    } 
  } 

      return super.setParameter( _name_xjal, 
_value_xjal, _callOnChange_xjal ); 

    } 

  } 
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private void enterState( Indoor_Movement_state self, boolean _destination ) { 
    switch( self ) { 
      case Occupant_Destination: 
       logToDBEnterState(Indoor_Movement, self); 
        // (Simple state (not composite)) 
        Indoor_Movement.setActiveState_xjal( Occupant_Destination ); 
        { 
this.agentsInRange(1.0).forEach(occupants-> this.connectTo(occupants));  
;} 
        Moving.start(); 
        Applying_Layout_Reorder.start(); 
        return; 
      case Circulation: 
       logToDBEnterState(Indoor_Movement, self); 
        // (Simple state (not composite)) 
        Indoor_Movement.setActiveState_xjal( Circulation ); 
        { 
this.moveTo(this.circulation);  
;} 
        HeadingToSpot.start(); 
        return; 
      case EnergySpot: 
       logToDBEnterState(Indoor_Movement, self); 
        // (Simple state (not composite)) 
        Indoor_Movement.setActiveState_xjal( EnergySpot ); 
        { 
this.agentsInRange(1.0).forEach(occupants-> this.connectTo(occupants));  
;} 
        BackToSpace.start(); 
        return; 
      case To_Space: 
       logToDBEnterState(Indoor_Movement, self); 
        // (Simple state (not composite)) 
        Indoor_Movement.setActiveState_xjal( To_Space ); 
        { 
this.moveTo(this.destination.object_point)  
;} 
        Towards_Destination.start(); 
        return; 
      case Layoutdeploy: 
       logToDBEnterState(Indoor_Movement, self); 
        // (Simple state (not composite)) 
        Indoor_Movement.setActiveState_xjal( Layoutdeploy ); 
        Layout_Reordered.start(); 
        return; 
      default: 
        return; 
    } 
  } 
 
private void exitState( Indoor_Movement_state self, Transition _t, boolean _source 
) { 
    switch( self ) { 
      case Occupant_Destination:  
       logToDBExitState(Indoor_Movement, self); 
       logToDB(Indoor_Movement, _t, self); 
      // (Simple state (not composite)) 
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        if ( !_source || _t != Moving) Moving.cancel(); 
        if ( !_source || _t != Applying_Layout_Reorder) 
Applying_Layout_Reorder.cancel(); 
        { 
this.connections.disconnectFromAll();  
;} 
        return; 
      case Circulation:  
       logToDBExitState(Indoor_Movement, self); 
       logToDB(Indoor_Movement, _t, self); 
      // (Simple state (not composite)) 
        if ( !_source || _t != HeadingToSpot) HeadingToSpot.cancel(); 
        return; 
      case EnergySpot:  
       logToDBExitState(Indoor_Movement, self); 
       logToDB(Indoor_Movement, _t, self); 
      // (Simple state (not composite)) 
        if ( !_source || _t != BackToSpace) BackToSpace.cancel(); 
        { 
this.connections.disconnectFromAll();  
;} 
        return; 
      case To_Space:  
       logToDBExitState(Indoor_Movement, self); 
       logToDB(Indoor_Movement, _t, self); 
      // (Simple state (not composite)) 
        if ( !_source || _t != Towards_Destination) Towards_Destination.cancel(); 
        return; 
      case Layoutdeploy:  
       logToDBExitState(Indoor_Movement, self); 
       logToDB(Indoor_Movement, _t, self); 
      // (Simple state (not composite)) 
        if ( !_source || _t != Layout_Reordered) Layout_Reordered.cancel(); 
        return; 
      default: 
        return; 
    } 
  } 
 
private void exitState( Transforms_LowToHigh_Perception_state self, Transition _t, 
boolean _source ) { 
    switch( self ) { 
      case Intrinsical_Low_Perception:  
       logToDBExitState(Transforms_LowToHigh_Perception, self); 
       logToDB(Transforms_LowToHigh_Perception, _t, self); 
      // (Simple state (not composite)) 
        if ( !_source || _t != Inward_Idle) Inward_Idle.cancel(); 
        return; 
      case Apparent_Low_Perception:  
       logToDBExitState(Transforms_LowToHigh_Perception, self); 
       logToDB(Transforms_LowToHigh_Perception, _t, self); 
      // (Simple state (not composite)) 
        if ( !_source || _t != Exhibiting_Idle) Exhibiting_Idle.cancel(); 
        return; 
      case Indolent_Occupant:  
       logToDBExitState(Transforms_LowToHigh_Perception, self); 
       logToDB(Transforms_LowToHigh_Perception, _t, self); 
      // (Simple state (not composite)) 
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        if ( !_source || _t != Towards_High_Perception) 
Towards_High_Perception.cancel(); 
        if ( !_source || _t != Assemble_Rate) Assemble_Rate.cancel(); 
        if ( !_source || _t != Layout_Reorder_Intervention) 
Layout_Reorder_Intervention.cancel(); 
        return; 
      case Occupant_High_Perception:  
       logToDBExitState(Transforms_LowToHigh_Perception, self); 
       logToDB(Transforms_LowToHigh_Perception, _t, self); 
      // (Simple state (not composite)) 
        if ( !_source || _t != Check_Rebound_Effect) 
Check_Rebound_Effect.cancel(); 
        return; 
      default: 
        return; 
    } 
  } 
 
public String getNameOf( TransitionRate _t ) { 
    if ( _t == Move_to_Action ) return "Move_to_Action"; 
    if ( _t == Applying_Layout_Reorder ) return "Applying_Layout_Reorder"; 
    if ( _t == Exhibiting_Idle ) return "Exhibiting_Idle"; 
    if ( _t == Towards_High_Perception ) return "Towards_High_Perception"; 
    if ( _t == Check_Rebound_Effect ) return "Check_Rebound_Effect"; 
    if ( _t == Assemble_Rate ) return "Assemble_Rate"; 
    return super.getNameOf( _t ); 
  } 
 
 
public void executeActionOf( TransitionRate self ) { 
    if ( self == Move_to_Action ) { 
      exitState( Occupant_DMP, self, true ); 
      { 
Occupant_Perception_Layout=High_Perception  
;} 
          enterState( Occupants_Action, true ); 
      return; 
    } 
    if ( self == Applying_Layout_Reorder ) { 
      exitState( Occupant_Destination, self, true ); 
      { 
this.moveTo(this.getNearestAgent(main.energyPoint));  
;} 
          enterState( Layoutdeploy, true ); 
      return; 
    } 
    if ( self == Exhibiting_Idle ) { 
      exitState( Apparent_Low_Perception, self, true ); 
          enterState( Indolent_Occupant, true ); 
      return; 
    } 
    if ( self == Towards_High_Perception ) { 
      exitState( Indolent_Occupant, self, true ); 
          enterState( Occupant_High_Perception, true ); 
      return; 
    } 
    if ( self == Check_Rebound_Effect ) { 
      exitState( Occupant_High_Perception, self, true ); 
          enterState( Intrinsical_Low_Perception, true ); 
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      return; 
    } 
    if ( self == Assemble_Rate ) { 
      exitState( Indolent_Occupant, self, true ); 
      { 
 
this.sendToRandomConnected(Messages.Idle);  
;} 
          enterState( Indolent_Occupant, true ); 
      return; 
    } 
    super.executeActionOf( self ); 
  } 
 
 

Agent Color Adjustment: 
 
private void enterState( Transforms_LowToHigh_Perception_state self, boolean 
_destination ) { 
    switch( self ) { 
      case Intrinsical_Low_Perception: 
       logToDBEnterState(Transforms_LowToHigh_Perception, self); 
        // (Simple state (not composite)) 
        Transforms_LowToHigh_Perception.setActiveState_xjal( 
Intrinsical_Low_Perception ); 
        { 
this.color=blue;  
;} 
        Inward_Idle.start(); 
        return; 
      case Apparent_Low_Perception: 
       logToDBEnterState(Transforms_LowToHigh_Perception, self); 
        // (Simple state (not composite)) 
        Transforms_LowToHigh_Perception.setActiveState_xjal( 
Apparent_Low_Perception ); 
        { 
this.color=magenta;  
;} 
        Exhibiting_Idle.start(); 
        return; 
      case Indolent_Occupant: 
       logToDBEnterState(Transforms_LowToHigh_Perception, self); 
        // (Simple state (not composite)) 
        Transforms_LowToHigh_Perception.setActiveState_xjal( Indolent_Occupant ); 
        { 
this.color=cyan;  
;} 
        Towards_High_Perception.start(); 
        Assemble_Rate.start(); 
        Layout_Reorder_Intervention.start(); 
        return; 
      case Occupant_High_Perception: 
       logToDBEnterState(Transforms_LowToHigh_Perception, self); 
        // (Simple state (not composite)) 
        Transforms_LowToHigh_Perception.setActiveState_xjal( 
Occupant_High_Perception ); 
        { 
this.color=green  
;} 
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        Check_Rebound_Effect.start(); 
        return; 
      default: 
        return; 
    } 
  } 

Agent Color Interface in Any logic Platform: 
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Intervention 2: 

// Statecharts 
  public Statechart<Statechart_Intervention_Effect_state> 

Statechart_Intervention_Effect = new Statechart<>(this, (short)3 ); 

public String getNameOf( Statechart _s ) { 
    if(_s == this.Statechart_Intervention_Effect) return 
"Statechart_Intervention_Effect"; 
    return super.getNameOf( _s ); 
  } 

public void executeActionOf( Statechart _s ) { 
    if( _s == this.Statechart_Intervention_Effect ) { 
      enterState( Occupants_Action, true ); 
      return; 
    } 
    super.executeActionOf( _s ); 
  } 

private void enterState( Statechart_Intervention_Effect_state self, boolean 
_destination ) { 
    switch( self ) { 
      case Occupants_Action: 
       logToDBEnterState(Statechart_Intervention_Effect, self); 
        // (Composite state) 
         
        Before_Intervention.start(); 
        Layout_Deployment.start(); 
        if (_destination ) { 
           enterState(Normal, true ); 
        } 
        return; 
      case Occupants_Idle: 
       logToDBEnterState(Statechart_Intervention_Effect, self); 
        // (Simple state (not composite)) 
        Statechart_Intervention_Effect.setActiveState_xjal( Occupants_Idle ); 
        After_Intervention.start(); 
        ToRA_Psychological.start(); 
        Layout_Effect_Physical.start(); 
        return; 
      case Normal: 
       logToDBEnterState(Statechart_Intervention_Effect, self); 
        // (Simple state (not composite)) 
        Statechart_Intervention_Effect.setActiveState_xjal( Normal ); 
        Issue.start(); 
        return; 
      case Delay: 
       logToDBEnterState(Statechart_Intervention_Effect, self); 
        // (Simple state (not composite)) 
        Statechart_Intervention_Effect.setActiveState_xjal( Delay ); 
        Action.start(); 
        return; 
      default: 
        return; 
    } 
  } 

 
private void exitState( Statechart_Intervention_Effect_state self, Transition _t, 
boolean _source ) { 
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    switch(self ) { 
      case Occupants_Action:  
       logToDBExitState(Statechart_Intervention_Effect, self); 
       logToDB(Statechart_Intervention_Effect, _t, self); 
      // (Composite state) 
        if ( _source ) exitInnerStates(self); 
        if ( !_source || _t != Before_Intervention ) Before_Intervention.cancel(); 
        if ( !_source || _t != Layout_Deployment ) Layout_Deployment.cancel(); 
        return; 
      case Occupants_Idle:  
       logToDBExitState(Statechart_Intervention_Effect, self); 
       logToDB(Statechart_Intervention_Effect, _t, self); 
      // (Simple state (not composite)) 
        if ( !_source || _t != After_Intervention) After_Intervention.cancel(); 
        if ( !_source || _t != ToRA_Psychological) ToRA_Psychological.cancel(); 
        if ( !_source || _t != Layout_Effect_Physical) 
Layout_Effect_Physical.cancel(); 
        return; 
      case Normal:  
       logToDBExitState(Statechart_Intervention_Effect, self); 
       logToDB(Statechart_Intervention_Effect, _t, self); 
      // (Simple state (not composite)) 
        if ( !_source || _t != Issue) Issue.cancel(); 
        return; 
      case Delay:  
       logToDBExitState(Statechart_Intervention_Effect, self); 
       logToDB(Statechart_Intervention_Effect, _t, self); 
      // (Simple state (not composite)) 
        if ( !_source || _t != Action) Action.cancel(); 
        return; 
      default: 
        return; 
    } 
  } 

public Statechart getStatechartOf( TransitionRate _t ) {  
    if ( _t == Layout_Deployment ) return Statechart_Intervention_Effect; 
    if ( _t == Issue ) return Statechart_Intervention_Effect; 
    return super.getStatechartOf( _t ); 
  } 
if ( self == Layout_Deployment ) { 
      { 
if(Occupant_Comfort>1) 
send("Good Layout", RANDOM)  
;} 
      Layout_Deployment.start(); 
      return; 
    } 
    if ( self == Issue ) { 
      exitState( Normal, self, true ); 
      { 
main.Idle.take(new Persuasions(this));  
;} 
          enterState( Delay, true ); 
      return; 
    } 

public double evaluateRateOf( TransitionRate _t ) { 
    double _value; 
    if ( _t == Layout_Deployment ) { 
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      _value = 3  
; 
      _value = toModelRate( _value, PER_MINUTE ); 
      return _value; 
    } 
    if ( _t == Issue ) { 
      _value = 1  
; 
      _value = toModelRate( _value, PER_MINUTE ); 
      return _value; 
    } 
    return super.evaluateRateOf( _t ); 
 

public boolean testMessageOf( TransitionMessage _t, Object _msg ) { 
    if ( _t == ToRA_Psychological ) { 
       
Object  
msg = (Object) _msg; 
      Object _g =  
"Layout_Remodification"  
; 
      return msg.equals( _g ); 
    } 
    if ( _t == Layout_Effect_Physical ) { 
       
Object  
msg = (Object) _msg; 
      Object _g =  
"Good Layout"  
; 
      return msg.equals( _g ); 
    } 
    if ( _t == Action ) { 
       
Object  
msg = (Object) _msg; 
      Object _g =  
"Order"  
; 
      return msg.equals( _g ); 
    } 
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Appendix-III 

(a) Approval from Hong Kong Polytechnic University

To Ni Meng (Department of Building and Real Estate) 

From LI Xiangdong, Chair, Faculty Research Committee 

Email cexdli@ Date 22-Mar-2021

Application for Ethical Review for Teaching/Research Involving Human 

Subjects 

I write to inform you that approval has been given to your application for human subject’s ethics 
review of the following project for a period from 20-Mar-2020 to 31-Jul-2020: 

Project Title: Occupant behaviour  modeling for  bui lding  energy 
conservation: An integrated approach using Agent Based, System 
Dynamics and Building Information Modeling (BIM) 

Department: Department of Building and Real Estate 

Principal Investigator: Ni Meng 

Project Start Date: 20-Mar-2020

Project type: Human subjects (non-clinical) 

Review type: Expedited Review 

Reference Number: HSEARS20200306005 

You will be held responsible for the ethical approval granted for the project and the ethical conduct of 

the personnel involved in the project. In case the Co-PI, if any, has also obtained ethical approval for 
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the project, the Co-PI will also assume the responsibility in respect of the ethical approval (in relation 

to the areas of expertise of respective Co-PI in accordance with the stipulations given by the 

approving authority). 

 

You are responsible for informing the PolyU Institutional Review Board in advance of any changes in 

the proposal or procedures which may affect the validity of this ethical approval. 

 

LI Xiangdong  

Chair 

Faculty Research Committee (on behalf of PolyU Institutional Review Board) 
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(b) Intervention Take-up Towards Improving Building Energy Consumption Among

Residential Owners and Tenants

Letter to Building Occupant 

Dear Participant, 

Thank you for your participation. This intervention aims to solicit the energy consumption 

pattern of building occupants on the existing interior layout systems that influence household 

energy consumption. It is expected that this intervention will help to improve the overall 

building energy consumption through an appropriate indoor layout configuration. This aim 

forms part of an ongoing PhD research at the Hong Kong Polytechnic University. Your support 

and consent to this research are vital for completing this intervention which will take 

approximately 3-4 months of your time. Confidentiality of your households and other data will 

be strictly ensured. 

Once again, thank you for your immeasurable contribution to making this study fruitful. If you 

have queries, please you are most welcome to contact: 

Uddin Mohammad Nyme  

Department of Building and Real Estate 

The Hong Kong Polytechnic University 

Tel: +852-6225

Email: nymebd.uddin@_____________ 
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(c) Questionnaire survey   
 

 

Section A: General Information of Occupant 

 

 

Q1. Please, indicate your gender 

 

☐ Male 

☐ Female 

 

 

Q2. Please, indicate your age 

 

☐ Below 30 years 

☐ 30-39 years 

☐ 40-49 years 

☐ 50-59 years 

☐ 60 and above  

 

 

Q3. Please, indicate your education level 

 

☐ Primary education 

☐ Secondary education 

☐ Tertiary and Higher education 

 

 

Q4. Please, what is your working profile?  

  

☐ Working 

☐ Non-Working 

 

 

Q5. Please indicate the type of housing where you are currently living.  

 

☐ Rented House; 

☐ Own House 

 

 

Q6. Please indicate the number / size of your household.  

 

☐  1 person; 

☐ 2-3 people in the family; 

☐ 4-5 people in the family; 

☐ Above 6 people in the family 
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Section B: Occupant Perception on Existing Layout Systems 

 

 

1. In general, how willing you would be to participate in energy-saving measures in your 

house by HVAC or Window operation? 

not at all willing (1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6) (7) extremely willing 

 

2. In general, would you frequently use energy spot for energy-saving measures in your 

house? 

not at all willing (1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6) (7) extremely willing 

 

3. My understanding of existing building energy systems (i.e., Energy Spot for HVAC, 

Light, TV etc.) and/or sustainability compared to an average person is 

 

extremely bad (1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6) (7) extremely good 

 

4. I am fully satisfied with my existing house layout system 

 

not at all agree (1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6) (7) extremely agree 

 

5. My existing interior layout certainly encourage me more efficient energy behaviour 

not at all agree (1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6) (7) extremely agree 

 

 

Section C: Occupant Core Preference Aspects  

 

 

1. If we wanted to create energy savings in the workspace for the existing layout, what 

specific actions do you think we could reasonably ask the stockholder to do in order to 

accomplish this, whether or not you personally would want to do it?  

 

2. If we remained to feel discomfort in the existing layout (due to inaccessible energy spot 

or longer distance between energy spot and destination), what specific actions do you 

think we could reasonably do in order to manage this, whether you personally would 

want to do it?  
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